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T

T

he Government Accountability
Accountability Office
Office denies
denies more than
than three-quarters
three-quarters of all
all bid
bid protests
protests decided
on the
tend to be more
than others.
the merits.1
merits.1 Certain categories
categories of protests,
protests, however,
however, tend
more successful
successful than
The distinguishing
feature
of
these
protests
is
that
they
raise
clear
objective
or
procedural
errors in
distinguishing feature of these
is that they raise clear objective or procedural errors
the agency’s
evaluation and
and source
source selection
selection decision,
decision, rather than
agency’s evaluation
than expressing
expressing the
the protester’s
protester’s subjecsubjective disagreement with the agency’s
judgment.
agency’s judgment.

This Briefing
assistsprotesters
protestersand
andtheir
theircounsel
counselininidentifying
identifying viable postaward
bid protest
Briefing Paper
Paper assists
postaward bid
allegations. It
identifies
the
most
common
categories
of
successful
bid
protest
grounds
and
It identifies the most common categories of successful bid protest grounds and describes
describes
the circumstances
under which each
circumstances under
each ground is
most likely to prevail.
is reinforced
reinforced
prevail. This
This analysis
analysis is
IN
IN BRIEF
with
a
discussion
of
illustrative
protest
discussion
of
illustrative
GAO
bid
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Flawed
Flawed Technical
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Evaluation
agency has
An agency
hasbroad
broad discretion
discretion in
in performing its
its technical
technical evaluation.2
evaluation.2 The
The GAO’s
GAO’s review
review
is
limited to
is limited
to determining
determiningwhether
whetherthe
theagency’s
agency’s
evaluation was
reasonable and
and consistent
consistent with
was reasonable
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the terms of the solicitation
solicitationand
andapplicable
applicablelaw.3
law.3
The protester bears
the burden
burden to prove that an
bears the
agency’s
technical evaluation was
flawed, and
agency’s technical
was flawed,
mere disagreement
disagreement with an
an agency’s
agency’s judgment
cannot meet that
that burden.4
burden.4

The GAO’s standard
standard of
of review
review isis particularly
particularly
narrow in
in certain
certaintypes
typesofofcases.
cases. An
An agency’s
agency’s
technical judgment is entitled to “great weight”
where
technical supplies
supplies or
or services
services
where complex technical
5
involved.5
The GAO
GAO also
alsoaffords
affords“particular
“particular
are involved.
The
deference” to an
an agency’s
agency’s technical expertise
in judgments
judgments that
thatinvolve
involvematters
mattersofofhuman
human
life and
life
andsafety.6
safety. 6 Even
Even in
in these
these types
types of
ofcases,
cases,
however, the
the GAO
GAO will sustain a protest where
however,
technical evaluation
the agency’s
agency’s technical
evaluation was
was not reareabased or
or its standards were
were disparately
sonably based
applied.7
applied. 7

Given
Given the GAO’s
GAO’s deferential standard
standard of rereview,
areas in
view, you
you should
should focus
focus on
on identifying areas
which the
the agency’s
agency’s evaluation
evaluation may
may have
have been
been
inconsistent
terms of
of the
thesolicitation
solicitation
inconsistent with the terms
or the
the contents
contents of
of offerors’
offerors’proposals.
proposals. Protests
Protests
challenging
subjective technical
technical judgchallenging an
an agency’s
agency’s subjective
ments
ments with countervailing technical judgments
judgments
will not prevail.
OfMaterial
MaterialRequirement
Requirement
waiver of
¦ Waiver
A proposal that fails to comply with a material
solicitation
solicitation requirement
requirementisis technically
technically unacceptunacceptable and cannot
cannot form
formthe
thebasis
basis for
foran
an award.8
award.8 The
GAO may sustain
sustain aa protest ifif an
an agency
agency waived
waived
a technical
technical requirement
requirement for
foryour
yourcompetitor
competitor
a
amending the solicitation
solicitation and
and providprovidwithout amending
ing you with an opportunity
opportunity to
tosubmit
submitaa revised
revised
proposal.9
For example, the
proposal.9 For
the GAO
GAO has
has sustained
protests where an agency
award to an
agency issued
issued an award
■

offeror
offeror that
that failed
failed to
to comply
comply with the solicitation’s
product
productspecifications,10
specifications,10 delivery
delivery schedule,11
schedule,11 or
12
place
your competitor replace of performance.12
performance. IfIf your
received an award,
award, despite
despite its
its failure
failure to
meet
these
to meet these
or any
other material solicitation requirements,
any other
the likelihood
likelihoodofofaasuccessful
successful protest
protest increases.
increases.
Beware,
however,ifif your
your own proposal likewise
Beware, however,
fails to meet that requirement. In
In these
these circumstances,
theGAO
GAOwill
will not
not look favorably on your
stances, the
argument and
findthat
thatthere
thereisisa alack
lackofof
argument
and will find
competitive prejudice.
Blanket Offer
OfCompliance
Compliance
offer of
¦ Blanket
agency may
accept at face
face value
value an
An agency
may not accept
offeror’s promise to meet aa material
material solicitation
solicitation
requirement
requirement where
where there is “significant countervailing
vailing evidence
evidence reasonably known to
to the
the agency
agency
evaluators
that should
should create
create doubt
doubt whether the
evaluators that
offeror
offeror will
willor
orcan
can comply
comply with
with that
thatrequirement.”13
requirement.”13
For example, the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest where
the agency had accepted the awardee’s
certificaawardee’s certificaof compliance
compliance with the
the Berry
Berry Amendment
Amendment
tion of
(a domestic preference statute), even
even though
though the
awardee
previously had
had proposed
proposed to
to manufacture
manufacture
awardee previously
product ininChina
Chinaand
andadvised
advisedthe
theagency
agency
its product
that domestic manufacturing facilities were not
available.14
TheGAO
GAOfound
found that,
that, based
on the
available.14 The
based on
awardee’s
representations, the
awardee’s representations,
the agency had reason
to question whether
whether the
the awardee
awardee would comply
with the Berry Amendment and therefore
therefore had an
obligation
obligationto
toverify
verifycompliance
compliancebefore
beforeaward.15
award.15
■

As this
example illustrates,
key to chalchalAs
this example
illustrates, the key
lenging an
reliance on
on blanket
blanket offers of
lenging
an agency’s
agency’s reliance
compliance
compliance is
is establishing
establishing that
thatagency
agency evaluators
had actual knowledge
knowledge of
of information
information that
that should
have
created doubt
doubt regarding
regarding your competitor’s
have created
ability or willingness
to comply
comply with
with aarequirement.
requirement.
willingness to
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In the
In
the absence
absence of such knowledge,
knowledge, this protest
ground is
ground
is unlikely
unlikelyto
tobe
besuccessful.
successful.
Information
Missing Information
¦ Missing
An agency may
may not
not issue
issuean
anaward
awardto
toan
anofferor
offeror
has failed
that has
failed to
to provide
provide information
information required
by the solicitation. The GAO
GAO applied this
this rule
rule
by
in sustaining a protest where
where the
the solicitation
solicitation required
quired aa detailed
detailed security
security plan,
plan, but
but the
the awardee
awardee
simply agreed
simply
agreed to
to comply
comply with the solicitation’s
security requirements.16
In another
another case,
the GAO
requirements.16 In
case, the
sustained aa protest
protest challenging
challenging an award under
under a
“brand name or equal” procurement
procurement where
where the
awardee
claimed that
that its product
product had
awardee claimed
had the
the same
same
attributes as
the brand
brand name
name product
product but
but failed
as the
to provide
providethe
thenecessary
necessary supporting
supportingdata.17
data.17
■

In both
both protests,
protests, the
the awardee
awardee had failed
failed to
to
provide information
information expressly
expressly required by the
solicitation. In
Inthe
themore
more
common
situation,
common
situation,
where your competitor
where
competitor has
has submitted
submitted aa vague
vague

but technically
technically acceptable
acceptable proposal, a protest on
this basis
is less
lesslikely
likely to
to prevail.
basis is
Inconsistent With
with Proposal
Evaluation Inconsistent
Proposal
¦ Evaluation
You
may have
have aa viable
viable protest
protest where
You may
where an
an agency’s
agency’s
evaluation
evaluation ignored, or
or was
was plainly inconsistent
inconsistent
with, the offerors’
offerors’ proposals.
proposals. For example,
example, the
GAO has
has sustained
sustained protests
protests where
where an
an agency
agency
assessed
weaknessesthat
thatrelied
relied on mischaracassessed weaknesses
mischaracterizations
terizations of
of the
theprotester’s
protester’sproposal,18
proposal,18 awarded
strengths based
on features
features that
that the awardee
did
based on
awardee did
19 failed to evaluate portions
not
actually
propose,19
not actually propose, failed to evaluate portions
of the
and failed
failed to identhe protester’s
protester’s proposal,20
proposal,20 and
tify inaccuracies or other
other errors
errors in
inthe
theawardee’s
awardee’s
proposal.21
The key
keyto
to prevailing
prevailing on
proposal.21 The
on these
these types
types
of protest allegations is
is identifying
identifying objective inconsistencies between the agency’s
agency’s evaluation
evaluation and
the offerors’
offerors’ proposals,
rather than questioning
proposals, rather
the agency’s
technical judgment.
judgment.
agency’s technical
■

Mechanical Evaluation
Evaluation
¦ Mechanical
Several
GAO opinions
opinions have held that
Several GAO
that an
an agency
agency
may
not evaluate
evaluate an
anofferor’s
offeror’s technical
technical proposal
may not
based
on aa mechanical
mechanical application
application of an undisbased on
closed
Government estimate.
the GAO
closed Government
estimate. In
In one
one case,
case, the
sustained aa protest
protest where the agency
agency downgraded
downgraded
the protester’s proposal
proposal for
for proposing significantly
less
staffing than
than the
the independent
independent Government
less staffing
■

© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

estimate
the agency
agency had
had not analyzed
estimate because
because the
analyzed
whether the protester’s technical approach would
22
require
staffing.22
TheGAO
GAOfound
found that
that the
require less
less staffing.
The
agency’s
mechanical application
application of the Governagency’s mechanical
Government
ment staffing
staffingestimate
estimatewas
was unreasonable
unreasonable because
because
it
whether the
the protester’s
protester’s proposed
proposed
it failed
failedto
toassess
assess whether
workforce was
particularly skilled
skilled and
and efficient,
efficient,
was particularly
or whether,
of aa unique
unique approach, the
whether, because
because of
protester could
could perform
perform the work
work with
with different
different
staffing
staffing than
thanthat
thatestimated
estimatedbybythe
theagency.23
agency.23

Flawed
Flawed Past
Past Performance
Performance Evaluation
Evaluation
Agencies
generally have
havebroad
broad discretion
discretion in
Agencies generally
an offeror’s
offeror’s past
pastperformance,
performance,including
including
evaluating an
the relevance and weight to be afforded to
to each
each
past performance
performance reference.24
reference.24 Nevertheless, the
GAO may sustain
sustain your
your protest ifif you
you can
can establish
that
past performance
performance evaluation
that an
an agency’s past
evaluationwas
was
unreasonable,
inconsistent with the terms of the
unreasonable, inconsistent
consider information
solicitation, failed to consider
information that
was
closeat
at hand,
hand, or was
not adequately docuwas close
was not
mented.25
The“critical
“critical question,”
question,” according to
mented.25 The
the GAO, is whether the
evaluation
conducted
the evaluation was
was conducted
reasonably, and
accordance with
fairly, reasonably,
and in
in accordance
with the
solicitation’s
and whether
whether it
solicitation’s evaluation
evaluation scheme,
scheme, and
was
basedon
onrelevant
relevantinformation
information sufficient
sufficient to
was based
make aa reasonable
reasonabledetermination
determination regarding
regarding the
offerors’
offerors’past
past performance.26
performance.26
Common Errors
Errors
¦ Common
In
In many
many ways,
ways, the GAO’s review of
of an
an agency’s
agency’s
past
performance
evaluation
is
similar
past performance evaluation is similar totoitsits
standard for reviewing
reviewing an
anagency’s
agency’s technical
technical
standard
evaluation. For
For example,
example, the
the GAO
GAO has
has sustained
several protests on the
that an
the basis
basis that
an agency’s
agency’s past
performance
inconsistent with the
performance evaluation
evaluation was
was inconsistent
terms of the solicitation or
or contradicted
contradicted by
by an
an
terms
offeror’s
performance references.
offeror’s past
past performance
references. A recent
GAO decision illustrates
illustrates the
the convergence
convergence of
of these
these
errors.27
In that
that case,
case,there
there was
wasno
nocontemporanecontemporaneerrors.27 In
ous
documentation indicating
indicating to
ous documentation
to what
what extent, if at
all, the agency
had considered
considered the
the “unsatisfactory”
agency had
and “marginal”
“marginal”ratings
ratingsassigned
assigned to
to the
the awardee
awardee
under aa particular
particular negative
negative past
past performance
performance
reference.28
Therecord
record also
also demonstrated
demonstrated that
reference.28 The
agency had
weighed all past
past performance
the agency
had weighed
references equally,
evaluating the
references
equally, rather
rather than evaluating
relevance of those references
references in
in accordance with
■
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the terms of the solicitation.29
solicitation.29 In
In addition,
addition, the
agency’s past
past performance
performance evaluation suffered
agency’s
from several
other material errors
from
several other
errors and inaccura-

call centers
centers and appointment
the operation of call

cies,
including mischaracterizations of the ratings
cies, including
actually assigned
assigned to the
the awardee
awardee by various past
performance
The GAO sustained
performance references.30
references.30 The
sustained
the protest on
holding that
on each
each of
of these
these bases,
bases, holding
the agency
failed to
to comply
comply with
with its
its obligation
obligation to
agency failed
evaluate
performance reasonably
evaluate performance
reasonably and in
in aa manner consistent with
with the
the solicitation.31
solicitation.31

Irrational Method
Method
¦ Irrational
You
also may
may have
haveaaviable
viableprotest
protest ifif you can
You also
establish that an
an agency’s
agency’s past
past performance
performance
establish
evaluation method was
was overly
overly mechanical
mechanical or
or
evaluation
otherwise irrational.
In one
one case,
case, for
for example,
example,
otherwise
irrational. In
the agency
had assigned
assignedperformance
performance confidence
confidence
agency had
ratings that improperly penalized
penalized offerors with
ratings
relevant experience
experience for
for their
their nonrelevant
nonrelevant expeexperience and that
that effectively
effectively gave
gave equal weight to
relevant and nonrelevant
nonrelevant performance.
performance.
highly relevant
The GAO sustained
the protest, describing this
sustained the
method
method as
as “clearly irrational.”36
irrational.”36 In
In another
anothercase,
case,
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest
protest where
where the
the agency’s
agency’s
past
performance evaluation
evaluation under
under aa solicitation
solicitation
past performance
freightservice
service was
was based
based on the
the absolute
absolute
for freight
number of
performance problems reported,
of past performance
without considering, for
for each
each offeror, the numshipments that
made in the
ber of shipments
that offeror had made
relevant time
time period.37
period.37

The
sustained aanumber
number of
of protests
The GAO
GAO also
also has
has sustained
protests
arising from
from an
agency’s
failure
to
document
the
an agency’s failure to
basis
for its
its past
pastperformance
performance evaluation.
evaluation. In
In one
basis for
case,
for example, the GAO sustained a protest
case, for
where there was
no contemporaneous
contemporaneous documenwas no
tation
of
oral
discussions
that purportedly
purportedly served
tation of oral discussions that
served
as
the basis
for the agency’s
past performance
as the
basis for
agency’s past
evaluation, and the evaluators
evaluators claimed to
to have
have
relied on
on unidentified
unidentifiedwritten
writtendocuments.32
documents.32
Relevance
¦ Relevance
As
noted above, agencies
agencieshave
havebroad
broaddiscretion
discretion
As noted
in
in evaluating the
the relevance
relevance of offerors’
offerors’ past
past performance. This is
is due,
due, in
in significant
significant part, to the
inherent
determinations.
inherent subjectivity
subjectivity of
of relevance determinations.
Nevertheless,
the GAO may
may sustain
sustain your
your protest
Nevertheless, the
if you
you can
can establish
establish that
thatan
anagency’s
agency’s relevance
relevance
analysis
wasunreasonable
unreasonableor
or inconsistent
inconsistent with
analysis was
the terms
of the solicitation.
terms of
■

For example, your likelihood
likelihoodof
ofaasuccessful
successful
may be
berelatively
relativelyhigh
high ifif the
the solicitation
protest may
advised offerors
offerors that the
advised
the agency
agency would
would analyze
analyze
the relevance
relevance of
past performance
performance referreferof their past
ences, but
but the agency
agency failed
failed to conduct such
ences,
such an
analysis.33
Similarly,aaprotest
protest is
is likely
likely to
analysis.33 Similarly,
to be
be sussustained where the solicitation
solicitation expressly
expressly defined
the circumstances
under which past
past performance
performance
circumstances under
would be considered relevant, but the
did
the agency
agency did
in evaluating
evaluating offerors’
not apply that
that definition
definition in
proposals.34
proposals.34

Although
Although more difficult
difficultto
toestablish,
establish, the GAO
also
sustain aa protest
protest based
based on
on relevance
relevance
also will sustain
determinations
are plainly
plainly unreasonable.
unreasonable.
determinations that are
In one
In
one case,
case, for example,
example, the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa
protest where the
the record failed to explain
explain why
why the
agency
believed that the
agency believed
the awardee’s
awardee’s past contracts
relating to information
informationtechnology
technology and
and healthcare
services
wouldbe
berelevant
relevantto
toaacontract
contractrequiring
requiring
services would

4

35
desks.35
desks.

■

“Closeat
Athand”
Hand”
¦ “Close
An agency
generally isis not
not required
required to
agency generally
to review
review
all past performance
performance references,
references, even if they are
in your
your proposal.38
proposal.38 On
other hand,
hand,
listed in
On the other
the GAO has
has explained
explained that
that “some
“someinformation
information
is simply
close at
offerors
is
simply too close
at hand
hand to require offerors
to shoulder the inequities that spring from the
agency’s failure
obtain,and
andconsider,
consider,the
the
agency’s
failure to obtain,
information.”39
Where an
an agency
has failed
failed to
information.”39 Where
agency has
consider such
such directly
directly relevant
relevant information,
information, you
may have
have aa viable
viable basis
basisfor
for protest.
protest.
■

example, the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa protest
protest
For example,
an agency
agencyignored
ignored the
the protester’s
protester’s perforperforwhere an
mance
mance under aa contract
contract for
forthe
thesame
sameservices
services
with the
the same
same agency—despite
agency—despite the protester’s
protester’s
specific request
agency consider
consider that
specific
request that the agency
contract—simply
no one in
contract—simply because
because no
in the
the agency
agency
had
completed
and
returned
the
necessary
forms.40
had completed and returned the necessary forms.40
another case,
case, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest
protest
In another
where
ignored highly relevant
where the agency
agency ignored
relevant past
past
performance information personally
personally known to
performance
the
the evaluators.41
evaluators.41

It
It should
should be
be noted,
noted, however,
however, that the
the “close
“close at
hand” doctrine is not without
without its
its limits.
limits. In
Inone
one
case, for
for example,
example, the GAO suggested
that the
case,
suggested that
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters
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doctrine is
is limited
limitedtoto“contracts
“contractsfor
forthe
the
same
same
services,with
with the
the same
sameprocuring
procuring activity,
activity, or at
services,

least
information personally
least information
personally known
known to
to the
the evaluevalu42
ators.”42
In another
another case,
case,the
the GAO
GAO declined
declined to
ators.” In
apply the
apply
the doctrine
doctrine to
to information contained in
a prior
prior published
publishedcourt
courtdecision
decisionbecause
because the
the
a
agency
had considered
considered issues
similar to those
agency had
issues similar
those
discussed
in that
that court
court decision when evaluating
discussed in
the awardee’s
awardee’s past performance.43
performance.43
LackofOf
PastPerformance
Performance
¦ lack
Past
An agency
may not
not downgrade
downgrade your
your proposal
agency may
based on
past performance informabased
on aa lack
lack of past
tion.44 Instead,
relevant past
past
tion.44
Instead, offerors
offerors without relevant
performance must
must receive
receive a “neutral”
“neutral”rating.45
rating.45
An agency’s
failure to
to comply
comply with
with this requireagency’s failure
is likely
likely totoresult
resultinin
your
protest
being
ment is
your
protest
being
sustained.46
sustained.46
■

Flawed
Flawed Cost
Cost Evaluation
Evaluation
When an agency
evaluatesaaproposal
proposal for
for the
agency evaluates
award of
of aa cost-reimbursement
cost-reimbursement contract,
contract, it must
award
perform
A cost
cost realism
performaacost
costrealism
realismanalysis.47
analysis.47 A
analysis
theprocess
processofofindependently
independently reviewing
analysis isisthe
and evaluating whether each offeror’s estimated
proposed cost elements
elements are
are realistic
realistic for
for the work
to be performed, reflect
reflect aa clear
clear understanding
of the requirements,
requirements, and
and are consistent with the
unique methods of performance
performance and
and materials
materials
described in the
An offeror’s
offeror’s
the offeror’s
offeror’sproposal.48
proposal.48 An
proposed cost must be adjusted upward
upward or downward, based
on the results
based on
results of
of the
theagency’s
agency’s cost
cost
realism analysis,
to reflect
reflect the most probable
probable cost
analysis, to
of the offeror’s
offeror’sproposal
proposalto
tothe
theGovernment.49
Government.49

other things,
things, whether
whether the
the agency
agency conducted aa
cost realism
realism evaluation
evaluation in
in accordance
with the
cost
accordance with
terms of the solicitation, whether that evaluation
wasbased
basedon
oneach
eachofferor’s
offeror’sindividual
individual technical
technical
was
solution, and
and whether
whether the
the agency
agency relied on
on any
any
plainly irrational
factually inaccurate or plainly
irrationalassumpassumptions.
Evaluate Most
Most Probable
Probable Cost
Failure To
To Evaluate
Cost
¦■ Failure
Your likelihood
likelihood ofofaasuccessful
successful protest
protest may
may be
relatively high
has failed
failed to conhigh where
where an
an agency
agency has
duct aa cost realism analysis,
failed to adjust cost
analysis, failed
elements determined
determined to
be
unrealistic,53
or failed
failed
to be unrealistic,53 or
to use
use each
each offeror’s evaluated
evaluated most probable
cost in
in conducting
conductingitsitsbest
bestvalue
valueanalysis.54
analysis.54 You
You
may
also have
have aa viable
viable protest where an
may also
an agency
agency
has
conducted a cost
cost realism analysis
analysis but
but failed
failed
has conducted
to evaluate
the realism
realism of
of significant elements of
evaluate the
offerors’
offerors’proposed
proposedcosts.55
costs.55

or Flawed
Material Errors
Errors Or
Flawed assumptions
Assumptions
¦■ Material
cost evaluation
evaluation that
that reflects
reflects “material
“material errors
A cost
or flawed
is inherently
inherently unreasonflawed assumptions”
assumptions” is
unreasonable.56
Forexample,
example,the
the GAO
GAO will
will sustain aa protest
protest
able.56 For
where an agency’s cost
cost realism
realism analysis
contains
analysis contains
mathematical errors or omits significant
significant elements
elements
of offerors’
A strong
strong protest alofferors’proposed
proposedcosts.57
costs.57 A
legation also
exist if you can establish
also may
may exist
establish that
an agency made cost
cost realism adjustments
adjustments based
based
inaccurate information or
or aa comparison
comparison of
of
on inaccurate
proposed costs
costs with
with those
thoseincurred
incurred
offerors’ proposed
under
under materially
materiallydifferent
differentcircumstances.58
circumstances.58

An agency
is not
not required
required to
agency is
to verify
verify every
every eleelement of
of an offeror’s
offeror’s proposed
proposed cost
cost or
or to
to achieve
achieve
scientific
scientific certainty
certaintyininitsitscost
costrealism
realismanalysis.50
analysis.50
The method
methodused,
used, however,
however, must be
be reasonably
reasonably
adequate
and provide some
of confiadequate and
some measure
measure of
dence that
that the
the costs
costs proposed are reasonable and
realistic in
cost information
information available
in view of the cost
available
to
to the
theagency.51
agency.51

example, the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa protest
protest
For example,
failed to include
include the
where the agency
agency failed
theawardee’s
awardee’s
fee in
in calculating
calculatingits
itsmost
mostprobable
probablecost.59
cost.59 The
GAO also
also found that
that ititwas
was unreasonable
unreasonable for
for
GAO
the agency
to
compare
the
protester’s
proposed
agency to
other direct
to those
thoseincurred
incurred in
in the
the prior
prior
direct costs
costs to
year,
sincethe
thelevel
levelofofdirect
directlabor
laborfor
for the
the prior
prior
year, since
year
washigher
higherthan
than the
the level
level projected
projected for
for the
year was
contract period and the protester’s
other direct
protester’s other
costs
wouldvary
varyininproportion
proportion to the number of
costs would
labor
labor hours
hours performed.60
performed.60

The GAO’s review of
of an
an agency’s
agency’s cost realism
analysisisislimited
limited to
to determining
determining whether
analysis
whether ititwas
was
52 In deciding
“reasonably based
based and
and not
not arbitrary.”
arbitrary.”52
In deciding
whether
have aaviable
viableprotest
protest under
under this
whether you may have
deferential
deferential standard,
standard, you
you should
should consider, among

A viable protest also
also may
may exist ifif you
you can
can esestablish
inconsistencies
between
an
agency’s
cost
tablish inconsistencies between an agency’s
realism
evaluation and
and the
the content
content of
of offerors’
realism evaluation
proposals.
For example,
proposals. For
example, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa
protest where
where the
theagency’s
agency’s cost
cost realism
realism analysis
analysis
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was
basedon
on the
the awardee’s
awardee’scurrent
current salary strucwas based
ture even
though the
even though
the awardee
awardee had proposed to
match the higher
incumbent personhigher salaries
salaries of incumbent
person61 The GAO sustained another protest where
nel.61
nel. The GAO sustained another protest
the
the agency’s
agency’s cost realism
realismanalysis
analysis was
was based on a
work allocation
allocation inconsistent
inconsistent with
withthe
theawardee’s
awardee’s
technical
technicalproposal.62
proposal.62
MechanicalEvaluation
Evaluation
¦ Mechanical
An
realism analysis
An agency’s
agency’s cost
cost realism
analysis must be
be based
based
on each offeror’s
offeror’s particular
particularapproach.63
approach.63 Accordingly,
ingly, the
the GAO
GAO may
may sustain
sustain a
a protest ifif the
the agency’s
agency’s
cost realism analysis
analysis was
waslimited
limited to
to aa mechanical
mechanical
comparison of offerors’
offerors’ proposed
proposed cost
cost elements
elements
an independent
independent Government
Government estimate
estimate that
that
to an
was
not based
basedon
on each
each offeror’s
offeror’s proposed techwas not
nical solution.64
solution.64 The GAO
GAO also
also has
has sustained
sustained aa
number of
on the adjustment of
of protests
protests based
based on
all offerors’
to the
the independent
offerors’ proposed
proposed costs
costs to
Government estimate, without
without considering
considering each
each
offeror’s
offeror’s proposed
proposed method
methodof
ofperformance.65
performance.65
■

There
however, under
under which
There are circumstances, however,
agency may
may“normalize”
“normalize” certain
an agency
certain cost
cost elements.
Specifically,
an agency
agencymay
mayapply
applyaacommon
common “should
“should
Specifically, an
have
bid” estimate
estimate where
where (1)
(1) there is no logical
have bid”
basis
for an element of
basis for
of cost to vary between offerors or
or (2) the agency
hasinsufficient
insufficientinformation
information
agency has
to evaluate a particular
particular cost
The GAO
cost element.66
element. 66 The
applied the first exception
exception in
in denying
denying aa protest
challenging an
decision to
to normalize
an agency’s
agency’s decision
offerors’
offerors’ copying
copying and
and shipping
shipping costs
costs where the
agency
reasonablydetermined
determined that
that there
there should
agency reasonably
not be
be significant
significant differences
differences between
between offerors
with
In another
another case,
with respect
respect to
tothose
thosecosts.67
costs.67 In
case, the
GAO
exception in denying
GAO applied the second
second exception
a protest
protest where
where an
an agency
agency used
used estimated
estimatedwages
wages
in
its
cost
evaluation
because
offerors’
proposals
in its
because offerors’
omitted
omitted certain
certainwage
wage information.68
information.68

Flawed
Flawed Price
Price analysis
Analysis
PriceReasonableness
Reasonableness
¦ Price
Before
fixed-price contract,
Before awarding
awarding aa fixed-price
contract, an
an agency
agency
■

must determine that an offeror’s price is fair and
reasonable.69
Agencieshave
havebroad
broaddiscretion
discretion in
reasonable.69 Agencies
conducting
conductingtheir
theirprice
pricereasonableness
reasonablenessevaluations.70
evaluations.70
Adequate price competition,
competition, standing
standing alone,
alone, may
may
be
sufficient to
The
be sufficient
toestablish
establishprice
pricereasonableness.71
reasonableness.71 The

6

mere fact that a competitor’s
competitor’s prices are significantly
significantly
higher
higher than
thanyours
yoursisis unlikely
unlikelytotoresult
resultinina asuccesssuccessful
ful protest,
protest, provided
provided the
theagency
agency has documented
its
its analysis.72
analysis.72

the other
other hand,
hand, the
theGAO
GAOmay
may sustain
sustain aa
On the
protest ifif an
an agency
agency failed to
to consider
consider the
the basis
basis
for
for significant
significant price
pricedisparities.
disparities. In
Inone
onecase,
case, the
GAO sustained a protest based
based on
on an
an agency’s
agency’s
failure to document its rationale
rationale for
for determining
determining
that
that the
the awardee’s
awardee’s price
price was
was reasonable, despite
increase over
over prior
prior contract
contract
an extraordinary increase
73 The GAO found that “some analysis or
prices.73
prices. The GAO found
“some analysis
the higher
higher current
currentprices”
prices”was
was
explanation for the
in light
lightof
ofthe
thefact
fact that
thatall
allprices
prices were
were
required in
significantly higher than
than (at
(at least
least double)
double)the
the
significantly
74
prior
priorcontract
contractprice.74
price.
Price Realism
Realism
¦ Price
An agency
may,but
butisisnot
notrequired,
required, to
to conduct
conduct
agency may,
a price
price realism
analysis
to
assess
whether
offerors’
realism analysis assess whether offerors’
prices are so
so low
low that
that they
they reflect
reflect a lack of understanding of
requirements or
of the
the agency’s
agency’s requirements
or create
create a
risk
risk of
of unsuccessful
unsuccessful performance.75
performance.75 Unless the
the sosolicitation
particular method, the nature
licitationspecifies
specifies aa particular
and extent
extent of
of an
an agency’s
agency’s price
price realism
realism analysis
analysis
are matters within
withinthe
theagency’s
agency’s discretion.76
discretion.76 The
GAO’s
reviewisislimited
limited to
to determining
determining whether
GAO’s review
the
price realism
the agency’s
agency’s price
realismanalysis
analysis was
was reasonable
and consistent with
with the
the solicitation.77
solicitation.77
■

Protests
challenging an agency’s
price realism
Protests challenging
agency’s price
evaluation are
are an
an uphill
uphill battle.
battle. A
A viable
viable protest
may exist,
exist, however,
however, if aa solicitation
solicitationrequired
required
may
a
a price realism
realism analysis
analysis and the agency
agency simply
failed
price realism
failed to
to conduct
conductone.78
one.78 An agency’s
agency’s price
analysis
also
is
unlikely
to
withstand
scrutiny
analysis also is unlikely to withstand scrutiny ifif the
agency
deviatedfrom
from the solicitation’s
solicitation’s disclosed
agency deviated
disclosed
method, or
or simply
simply concluded,
concluded, without
withoutanalysis
analysis
documentation, that
that your
your competitor’s
competitor’ssigsigor documentation,
nificantly
nificantlylower
lowerprice
priceisisrealistic.79
realistic.79 Conversely,
Conversely, a
protest
successfulifif an
an agency
agencyeliminated
eliminated
protest may be successful
your proposal based
on your
your low
low prices,
prices, without
without
based on
analyzing
those prices
prices reflect
reflect a lack of
analyzing whether those
understanding of
of the
the agency’s
agency’s requirements or
create performance
performance risk.80
Finally, while
while aa price
risk.80 Finally,
realism analysis may
may affect
affect an agency’s
agency’s technical
technical
evaluation, it cannot
cannot affect the evaluated price of
offerors’
agency’sobligation
obligation
offerors’ proposals,
proposals, since
since an agency’s
pay will be limited
limited to
to the
thefixed
fixedprice
priceofofthe
the
to pay
contract.81
contract.81
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Indefinite-Quantity Contracts
Contracts
¦ Indefinite-Quantity
When
proposal for
for aa
When an agency
agency evaluates
evaluates aa proposal
definite-quantity
definite-quantity contract, calculating an offeror’s
price simply
simply requires
requires multiplying
multiplying its
its unit
unit
total price
price
price by
by a known quantity
quantity of
of supplies
supplies or
orservices.
services.
The situation is
is different
different with indefinite-quantity
indefinite-quantity
contracts, since the Government does not know
in
in advance
advance the volume of the
the various
various categories
categories
of supplies or services
to be
be ordered.
ordered. While an
services to
agency
hasbroad
broad discretion
discretion in selecting
agency has
selecting an
an apappropriate
propriate method
method for
for evaluating
evaluating the price of an
indefinite-quantity
indefinite-quantity contract,
contract, the
the method
method chosen
chosen
must include
some
reasonable
basis
for
comparinclude some reasonable basis for
ing the
the relative
relative costs
costs of proposals
proposals and may
may not
produce
produce misleading
misleadingresults.82
results.82
■

The GAO
categories of
GAO has
has sustained
sustained several
several categories
protests
involving the
the pricing
pricing of indefinite-quanprotests involving
tity contracts. One of the most promising
promising protest
grounds
grounds arises
arises where an agency simply neglects
evaluate the
to evaluate
the price
price of
of indefinite-quantity
indefinite-quantity line
items.
items. Although exact
exact quantities cannot
cannot be
be dedetermined
held that an
termined in
inadvance,
advance, the GAO has
has held
agency
must use
use some
somereasonable
reasonablemethod—such
method—such
agency must
as
estimated quantities
quantities or sample task
task orders—to
orders—to
as estimated
compare the
the cost
cost of
of offerors’
offerors’proposals.83
proposals.83
A viable protest
protest also
also may exist ifif an
an agency
agency reon offerors’
offerors’ proposed unit
unit prices
lied exclusively
exclusively on
without considering the quantity that it is likely
to order
order under
under each
each line
line item.
item. In
Inone
onecase,
case, the
GAO sustained
protest where
where the
the solicitation
solicitation
sustained aa protest
contemplated the award of aa fixed-price,
fixed-price, indefinite-quantity
nite-quantity contract
contractand
andthe
theagency’s
agency’s price
price evaluevaluation
based solely
solely on
on each
each offeror’s
offeror’s average
ation was
was based
average
hourly
hourly labor
laborrates
rates for
forsix
sixlabor
laborcategories.84
categories.84 The
GAO reasoned that this method
method was
was inadequate
to establish whether one offeror’s
offeror’s proposal
proposalwas
was
85
more
For example,
more or
or less
less costly than
than another.85
another. For
the method was
not sensitive
to the
the fact that aa
was not
sensitive to
low price for
for aa high-volume labor category could
more than offset a high price for
for aa low-volume
low-volume
labor
labor category.
category.

Another
protest ground
ground
Another potentially
potentiallysuccessful
successful protest
arises
where an
an agency
agency has
hasevaluated
evaluatedthe
the price
price of
arises where
indefinite-quantity
indefinite-quantityline
lineitems
itemsusing
usingaasample
sample task
task
order but failed to
to ensure
ensure that your competitor
proposed an appropriate labor
labor mix
mix and
and adequate
adequate
staffing or that its pricing
pricing for
order
forthe
thesample
sample task order
was
consistentwith
withits
itspricing
pricing for the
was consistent
the contract
contract as
as
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

a whole. The GAO may
may sustain aa protest where,
example, your
your competitor
competitoroffered
offeredspecial
special
for example,
discounts or
discounts
or used
used aa pricing
pricing structure
structure different
that set
set forth
forth in
inits
itsschedule,
schedule, since
since there
from that
is no guarantee that the agency
agency will receive the
benefit
future task
benefit of
of such
such one-time discounts in future
task
orders.86
orders.86

deviation
DeviationFrom
Fromstated
StatedEvaluation
EvaluationCriteria
Criteria
Criteria
Unstated Criteria
¦ Unstated
“An
maynot
not induce
induce offerors
offerors to prepare
“An agency
agency may
submit proposals
proposals based
based on one
one premise,
premise,
and submit
then make
make source
source selection
selection decisions
decisions based
based on
another.”87
Thus, where
where an
an agency
agency has
hasfailed
failed to
another.”87 Thus,
apply the evaluation criteria
criteria stated
stated in the solicitation
tion or
or applied
applied previously
previously unannounced factors in
its evaluation, your
your protest
protest may
may be
be sustained.
sustained.
■

Your best chances for
for success
arise where
where the
success arise
agency
hasmade
madeaawholesale
wholesaledeparture
departurefrom
from the
agency has
terms of the solicitation.
solicitation. For
For instance,
instance, the GAO
will
will sustain
sustain a protest where
where the
the agency
agency advertised
that itit would
would conduct
conduct aa pass/fail evaluation but
excluded an
the competitive
competitive
then excluded
an offeror
offeror from the
range based
based on
best value
value analysis,
analysis, or vice
vice
range
on aa best
versa.88
versa.88

These cases,
cases, however,
These
however,represent
represent the
the more
egregious examples of agency violations.
violations. You
You are
encounter aa situation
situation where
where the
more likely to encounter
agency
appears to
to have
have applied
applied an evaluation
evaluation facagency appears
tor you do not recall seeing
seeing in
in the
the solicitation.
solicitation. It
It
is more
more difficult
difficult to
toprevail
prevailin
inthis
thiscontext
contextbecause
because
an agency
agencyisisnot
not required
required to
to identify explicitly
each factor ititwill
willconsider
considerin in
evaluation.
each
its its
evaluation.
Rather, an agency
agency may
may consider
consider factors
factors that are
“reasonably
and logically encompassed
within
“reasonably and
encompassed within
the stated
evaluation criteria” as
stated evaluation
as long as
as there
is aa “clear nexus between the stated evaluation
criteria
criteria and
and the
theunstated
unstated consideration.”89
consideration.”89

Any protest in this area will encounter
encounter aa landscape of
of case
case law
law denying
denying protests
protests on the
scape
the basis
basis
that the
the protester’s
protester’s so-called “unstated evaluation
factor”
factor” was
was actually a factor
factor that
thatwas
was reasonably
reasonably
related
to,
or
logically
encompassed
by,
related to, or logically encompassed by, the
the stated
evaluation criteria
criteria and, hence, did not
not need
need to be
disclosed
by the agency.
For instance,
instance, the GAO
disclosed by
agency. For
permitted an
an agency
agency to consider
consider whether
whether key
key
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personnel were employees
employees or
or independent
independent contractors
employment status
relevant
tractors because
because employment
status was
was relevant
to availability,
“logically encompassed”
availability, which
which was
was “logically
encompassed”
by
by the contractor qualifications
qualifications evaluation
evaluation facfactor.90
In another
another instance,
instance, the
the GAO concluded
tor.90 In
that
reasonablyevaluated
evaluatedthe
theproximity
proximity
that an agency
agency reasonably
of offerors’
offerors’ facilities
facilitiesto
toGovernment
Governmentsites
sites where
where
the solicitation required information
information regarding
offerors’
Inaddition,
addition, the GAO
offerors’ response
response times.91
times.91 In
has
consistently held
has consistently
held that
thatan
anagency
agency “may
“mayalways
always
consider risk
to the
thestated
stated evaluation
evaluation
consider
risk intrinsic to
even where
where the solicitation
solicitation does
does not
not
criteria,” even
expressly
include performance
expressly include
performance risk
riskas
as an
an evaluevaluation
ation factor.92
factor.92
Nevertheless,
agencydiscretion
discretion in this
Nevertheless, agency
this area
area is
subject to constraints, and the GAO will
will sustain
sustain
a
a protest where the undisclosed
undisclosed factor was
was not
reasonably
reasonably related or logically
logicallyencompassed
encompassed by
the stated
evaluation criteria.
criteria. For example, the
stated evaluation
GAO sustained aa protest
protest where
wherethe
thesolicitation
solicitation only
required
constructed within
within the
required that
that aa facility be constructed
boundaries of a certain geographic area, but the
agency
rejected the
the offeror’s
offeror’s proposed site
site within
within
agency rejected
the designated area
on security concerns
area based
based on
and visual
neither of
visual considerations, neither
of which
whichwas
was
93
among the
the stated
stated evaluation
evaluation criteria.93
criteria.
To further
strengthen your
your argument
argument that
that aa
To
further strengthen
factor
considered
by
the
agency
was
not
logically
factor considered by the agency was not logically
encompassed
within the stated
encompassed within
stated evaluation criteria, you also
also should
should consider
consider the degree
degree of
of detail
detail
sought by
by the
the solicitation.
solicitation. If
If the solicitation only
requested
generalinformation,
information, the GAO may
may find
find
requested general
it improper
improperfor
forthe
theagency
agency to consider detailed,
unstated subfactors.94
Onthe
theother
other hand,
hand, ifif the
subfactors.94 On
solicitation
solicitation sought
sought detailed
detailed technical
technical proposals
proposals
set forth weighted
weighted evaluation
evaluation criteria, the
and set
GAO may
may give the
the agency
agency additional
additionalleeway.95
leeway.95
Lastly,
even ifif the undisclosed factor
Lastly, even
factor is
is reasonreasonably
ably related to
to or
or logically
logicallyencompassed
encompassed by
by aa stated
stated
evaluation factor, you should examine whether
the unstated factor can be
be deemed
deemed“significant.”
“significant.”
An agency
mustset
setforth
forth in
in the
the solicitation
solicitation each
agency must
each
significant
The GAO
GAO will
will
significant factor
factorand
andsubfactor.96
subfactor.96 The
sustain
protest where the agency
failed to apsustain aa protest
agency failed
apprise offerors of significant
factors
or
subfactors
significant factors or subfactors
regardless
of whether the
regardless of
the undisclosed
undisclosed factor
factorwas
was
reasonably
related to, or
reasonably related
or logically
logicallyencompassed
encompassed
by,
evaluation criteria.97
by, the stated evaluation
criteria.97
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Improper Weight
weight
¦ Improper
An agency must
must disclose
disclosethe
therelative
relativeimportance
importance
assigned
to each
eachsignificant
significant factor
factor and subfactor
assigned to
and adhere to
to those
those stated
stated weights in its
its evaluevalu98
ation.98
“An
agency’s
obligation
to
conduct
an
ation. “An agency’s obligation to
evaluation consistent with
with the
the evaluation
evaluation scheme
scheme
set
forth in the [request for
set forth
for proposals]
proposals] includes
the importance
importance or
orweighting
weightingofoffactors.”99
factors.”99 Thus,
if you
you learn
learn that
thatan
anagency
agency has
has exaggerated
exaggerated or
minimized the importance of a particular factor
or
or subfactor
subfactor or
or deviated
deviated from
fromthe
theweights
weightsassigned
assigned
the factors and subfactors
subfactors in
in the
the solicitation,
solicitation, you
may have
have aalegitimate
legitimate argument that
that the
the agency’s
agency’s
evaluation was
improper.
was improper.
■

For instance, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest where

the solicitation
solicitation stated
stated that the technical approach
factor was
the most
mostimportant
important evaluation factor,
was the
but
treated the
the technical
technical approach and
but the
the agency
agency treated
management
management plan
planfactors
factorsasasequal.100
equal.100 Likewise,
the GAO sustained aa protest where the solicitation
tion called
called for
for aa descending-order-of-importance
weighting
scheme,
applied equal
weighting scheme, but the agency
agency applied
101
weight
weight to
to all
allcriteria.101
criteria.

Flawed
Flawed discussions
Discussions
Where
solicitationreserves
reserves the
theright
right
Where aa solicitation
to to
issue
award without
without discussions,
discussions, agencies
agencies
issue an
an award
have
have broad
broad discretion
discretion in
in determining
determining whether

to conduct
conductdiscussions
discussionswith
withofferors.102
offerors. 102 DiscusDiscussions
occur when
when the
the Government communicates
sions occur
an offeror
offerorfor
forthe
thepurpose
purposeofof
obtaining
with an
obtaining
informationessential
essential to
todetermining
determiningthe
the
information
ac-acceptability of a proposal or provides
provides the
the offeror
offeror
an opportunity
opportunitytotomodify
modifyitsitsproposal.103
proposal. 103
with an
in contrast,
contrast, are merely
Clarifications, in
merely inquiries
inquiries
for the purpose
of
eliminating
minor
uncertainpurpose of eliminating
irregularitiesininaaproposal
proposaland
anddo
donot
not
ties or irregularities
offerorthe
theopportunity
opportunitytoto
modify
provide an offeror
modify
its proposal.104
proposal. 104
While clarifications
clarifications may
may be
be requested
requested from
just one offeror,
offeror, ififan
anagency
agencyconducts
conducts discusdiscussions with
with any
any offeror, itit must
sions
must hold
holddiscussions
discussions
with
with all
all offerors
offerorsininthe
thecompetitive
competitiverange.105
range.105 Such
discussions
mustbe
bemeaningful,
meaningful, equal,
equal, and
and not
discussions must
106 If an agency conducted discussions
misleading.106
misleading. If an agency conducted
in
in a manner inconsistent with
with these requirements,
you may
may have
have aaviable
viableprotest
protest ground.
ground.
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters
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Lack of
OfMeaningful
Meaningfuldiscussions
Discussions
¦ lack
agency is
to spoon-feed
spoon-feed an
An agency
is not
not required to
with every
every element of its proposal
proposal that
offeror with
could be
score.107
be improved
improvedtotoobtain
obtaina ahigher
higher
score.107
Nor is
required to advise
an offeror
offeror
is an
an agency
agency required
advise an
of a weakness
weaknessthat
thatisisnot
not considered
considered significant,
significant,
even where that
that weakness
weakness subsequently becomes
a
a determinative factor in
in the
the award
award determinadetermina108
tion.108
tion.
■

On
must point
point out all
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, an
an agency
agency must
significant weaknesses
and deficiencies
deficiencies that
that must
significant
weaknesses and
be corrected for
for an
an offeror
offerorto
tohave
have aa reasonable
reasonable
chance for
“significant weakness”
foraward.109
award.109 AA“significant
weakness” is
is a
flaw that appreciably
appreciably increases
increases the risk of
of unsucunsuc110 A “deficiency” is a matecessful performance.
performance.110
A “deficiency” is a
failure to
to meet
meet aa Government
Government requirement
rial failure
or a combination
combinationof
ofsignificant
significantweaknesses
weaknesses that
increases
the risk
risk of unsuccessful
increases the
unsuccessful performance
to an
an unacceptable
unacceptablelevel.111
level.111

straightforward example
The most straightforward
example of
of aa lack of
meaningful discussions
meaningful
discussions occurs
occurs where
where an
an agency
agency
fails to advise
you of
of aa proposal
proposal feature
feature that itit has
advise you
has
labeled as
a
significant
weakness
or
deficiency.
as a significant weakness or
The GAO
GAO has
has held
held that
thatan
anagency
agency must
must advise
advise
offerors
and deficienofferors of
of all
allsignificant
significantweaknesses
weaknesses and
cies
and may
maynot,
not, for
for example, limit
limit discussions
cies and
discussions
to particular
particularevaluation
evaluationfactors
factors or
orproposal
proposalsecsections.112
tions.112
There
however, under
under which
There are circumstances, however,
an agency
agency isisnot
not required
required to advise
you
of signifisignifiadvise you of
cant weaknesses
anddeficiencies.
deficiencies. For
For example,
weaknesses and
agency need
advise you of
of significant
significant
an agency
need not advise
weaknesses
and
deficiencies
first
introduced
weaknesses and deficiencies first introduced in
your final
notrequired
required to
finalproposal
proposalrevisions,113
revisions,113 isisnot
hold
rounds of
of discussions”
discussions”until
until all
hold “successive
“successive rounds
defects in
in your
yourproposal
proposalhave
havebeen
beencorrected,114
corrected,114
and has
no obligation
obligation to
has no
toadvise
advise you
you whether
whether sigsignificant
anddeficiencies
deficiencies identified
identified
nificant weaknesses
weaknesses and
during
have been
beencorrected
corrected or
or still
during discussions
discussions have
115
remain.115
remain.
The
The GAO
GAOhas
has sustained
sustained protests,
protests, however,
however, based
based

an agency’s
agency’s failure
identify its
its concerns
concerns
on an
failure to identify

with sufficient
sufficientspecificity.
specificity. While
Whilediscussions
discussions need
not be
be extremely
extremely specific
specific or
or all
allencompassing,
encompassing,
an agency
must lead
lead you
you into its
agency must
its general
general areas
areas
of concern.116
In other
other words, the agency
concern.116 In
agency must
sufficient information
informationtotoafford
afford
you
impart sufficient
you
a a
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

fair and reasonable
opportunity to identify and
reasonable opportunity
correct
in
correct the
the deficiencies,
deficiencies,excesses,
excesses, or mistakes
mistakes in
your
your proposal.117
proposal.117

In
agency advised
advisedthe
the protester
protester
In one
one case,
case, an agency
during
discussions that itit was
was responsible
responsible for
during discussions
making its
its proposal
proposal responsive,
responsive, clear,
clear, and
and acac118
curate.118
TheGAO
GAOcharacterized
characterized this
this general
curate.
The
admonition
as unreasonably
unreasonably vague
vague and
and held
held
admonition as
that itit was
was insufficient
toadvise
advise the
the protester
protester
insufficient to
of the
the agency’s
agency’s concern
concern with
withthe
theprotester’s
protester’s
lack of
of definitiveness
definitivenessinindescribing
describing
its its
pro-pro-

cesses.119
anothercase,
case,the
the GAO
GAO sustained
cesses. 119 InInanother
a protest where
where the
theagency
agency had
haddetermined
determined
a
control plan
plan
that the protester’s entire quality control
was aasignificant
was
significant weakness
weaknessbut
butidentified
identified only
two specific aspects
of the
the plan
plan during
during discusaspects of
discussions.120
sions. 120
Misleadingdiscussions
Discussions
¦ Misleading
An agency
maynot
not mislead
mislead you,
you, through
through the
agency may
framing
of
a
discussion
question
or
an
framing of a discussion question or an answer
answer to
to a
question, into
into responding
responding in
in aa manner
manner that
that does
does
not
not address
address the
theagency’s
agency’sconcerns.121
concerns.121 An agency
also may
you about
about aa problem
problem
also
may not
not misinform you
with your proposal or misinform you
you about the
Government’s
Government’srequirements.122
requirements.122
■

misleading discussions
discussions allegation
can be
be
A misleading
allegation can
particularly compelling
particularly
compellingwhere
wherean
anagency’s
agency’s discusdiscussions
conveythe
the opposite
opposite of
of its true concerns.
sions convey
concerns.
For example, the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest where
agency did
the agency
did not
not inform
inform the protester that it
considered the protester’s price to be unrealistically low but instead encouraged
encouraged the
the protester to
reduce its pricing
pricing to
ultimately
to what
what the
the agency
agency ultimately
found
found to
tobe
bean
anunrealistic
unrealisticlevel.123
level.123
viable misleading
misleading discussions
discussions allegation
allegation
A viable
also
by
also may
may exist
exist where
where information
information provided by

an agency
agency isis or
or later
later becomes
becomes incorrect.
incorrect. For exexample, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa protest where the
agency
expresslyadvised
advisedan
anofferor
offeror that
that certain
certain
agency expressly
fully
unreasonably high
high
fully loaded
loaded labor
labor rates
rates were
were unreasonably
or unrealistically low when, in fact, the offeror’s
rates for other
other labor
laborcategories
categories deviated
deviated
labor rates
theindependent
independentGovernment
Governmentestimate
estimate
from the
by an
even wider
those raised
raised in
by
an even
wider margin
margin than those
discussions.124
TheGAO
GAOsustained
sustainedanother
another prodiscussions.124 The
test where
where an
an agency
agency advised
advisedan
anofferor
offeror that its
proposal
fully complied with a requirement but
proposal fully
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subsequently
changedits
itsmind
mindwithout
without informinformsubsequently changed
ing
ing the
theofferor.125
offeror.125

The GAO has
has found
found that
thatan
anagency’s
agency’s silence
silence
regarding
its
concerns
also
can
be
misleading.
regarding its concerns also
misleading. For
example, the GAO
GAO sustained a protest where the
agency
advisedthe
theprotester
protesterof
of one,
one, but
but not
not all,
agency advised
of the areas
in which its staffing plan
found
areas in
plan was
was found
to lack sufficient detail,
detail, thereby
thereby misleading the
protester to believe
believe that the other
other areas
areas of its
its
protester
plan did
didnot
notrequire
requirerevision.126
revision.126
Unequal discussions
Discussions
¦ Unequal
An agency
may not
not conduct discussions
agency may
discussions in aa
manner
manner that
thatfavors
favors one
oneofferor
offerorover
overanother.127
another.127
The failure
failure to
to comply with this requirement
requirement may
may
result in
in aa successful
successful protest.
■

Most successful
unequal discussions
allegations
successful unequal
discussions allegations
involve procedural
procedural inequalities.
inequalities. For example, while
an
agency isisnot
not required
required to advise
offerors whether
whether
an agency
advise offerors
they have
have corrected
corrected previously
previouslyidentified
identified deficiencies,
doesso
sofor
forone
one offeror,
offeror, it must
cies, ifif an agency
agency does
128
do so for
for all
Similarly, while an agency
allofferors.128
offerors. Similarly,
agency
is
rounds of
is not required
required to
toconduct
conductsuccessive
successive rounds
discussions,
the GAO
GAO will sustain a protest where
discussions, the
an agency
agency conducts
conducts an
anadditional
additional round
roundof
ofdiscusdiscus129
sion with
with some
some offerors
offerorsbut
butnot
notothers.129
others.

The
The GAO
GAO also
also has
has sustained protests based on
substantive inequalities
inequalities in
although
substantive
in discussions,
discussions, although
to
this protest allegation
allegation can
can be
be more
more difficult
difficult to
establish, since
since agencies
agencies are
are encouraged
encouraged to tailor
lor discussions
discussions to
to each
each offeror’s
offeror’sproposal.130
proposal.130 For
example, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest
protest where
where
example,
the agency
had similar
similar concerns
agency had
concerns regarding the
protester’s and
proposals, downgraded
downgraded
and awardee’s proposals,
both
both proposals
proposals under
under the
the same
same subfactor and to
the same degree, and discussed
discussed its
its concerns
concerns with
with
131
the awardee
The GAO
awardee but
but not
notthe
theprotester.131
protester. The
sustained another
where the protester
protester
sustained
another protest
protest where
and awardee
initially proposed
awardee initially
proposed comparable
comparable levlevels
of effort
effort and,
els of
and, during
duringdiscussions,
discussions, the
the agency
agency
provided
but not the protester, with
provided the
the awardee,
awardee, but
detailed advice
advice regarding the need
need to
to increase
increase
its staffing.132
Asthese
thesecases
casesillustrate,
illustrate, an allegastaffing.132 As
tion
substantively unequal
unequal
tion that
thatdiscussions
discussions were substantively
is most likely
likely to prevail
where
an
agency
prevail where an agency had the
same
concern regarding
regarding your proposal and your
same concern
competitor’s
competitor’s proposal
proposal but
butonly
onlyaddressed
addressed those
concerns
with your competitor.
concerns with
10
10

disparate
DisparateTreatment
Treatment
An agency
agency must
must treat
treat all
allofferors
offerorsequally.133
equally.133
It
It must
must evaluate
evaluate offerors’
offerors’ proposals
proposals against
against the
same
criteria, using the
same criteria,
the same
same procedures
procedures and
standards
and applying
applying those
those standards
standards in
in the
standards and
same
manner to
same manner
toall
allofferors.134
offerors.134

Procedural
Procedural inequalities serve
serve as
as one potenpotential basis
basis for aa disparate
disparate treatment allegation.
allegation.
For example,
example, the
the GAO
GAO has
has sustained
sustained protests
protests
extension of proposal
challenging an
an agency’s
agency’s extension
page limitations
limitations or proposal
for only
page
proposal deadlines
deadlines for
one offeror.135
The GAO
GAO also
also sustained
sustained aa protest
protest
offeror.135 The
where the agency
made more extensive
agency made
extensive efforts
to contact
past performance
performance refercontact the
the awardee’s
awardee’s past
ences
than itit made to contact the protester’s
ences than
protester’s past
past
performance
performancereferences.136
references.136

A straightforward
straightforward case
of disparate
disparate treatment
treatment
case of
also may
agency fails
apply
also
may exist
exist where
where an
an agency
fails to apply
the same
evaluationcriteria
criteria to
to all offerors. For
same evaluation
example, the GAO
GAO sustained a protest where the
agency
downgradedthe
the incumbent
incumbent contractor
agency downgraded
for failing
but did
did not
failing to
to propose
propose improvements
improvements but
apply this undisclosed
undisclosed factor
factor to any
any of
of the
the other
offerors.137
Inanother
another case,
the GAO sustained a
offerors.137 In
case, the
protest where the agency
considered
agency considered the experience of key
key personnel
personnel in evaluating
evaluating corporate
ence
experience for the awardee
but not
not for the proawardee but
tester.138
tester.138

An agency’s
failure to follow
agency’s failure
follow the
thesame
same proceevaluation criteria
criteria to
dures or to apply the same
same evaluation
all offerors is
and not
is objectively determinable and
subject to the defense
that
such
inequalities
redefense
sulted from
from the
perception of differences
the agency’s
agency’s perception
the offerors’
offerors’ proposals.
proposals. On the other hand,
hand,
in the
the GAO also has
has sustained
sustained disparate
disparate treatment
treatment
allegations based on more substantive, and arguably more subjective,
inequalities.
subjective, inequalities.
For example, the
the GAO
GAOhas
has sustained
sustained several
several
protests based
on
the
agency’s
use
of
more
exbased on
agency’s use of
exacting standards
of specificity
specificity in evaluating the
standards of
protester’s
The GAO
GAO also
has sustained
sustained
protester’s proposal.139
proposal.139 The
also has
a number
number of
of protests
protestsbased
based on
on an
an agency’s
agency’s decision to downgrade the protester’s proposal, but
not
proposal, despite
despite the
the fact that
not the
the awardee’s
awardee’s proposal,
it found
found both
bothproposals
proposals to
to include
includesimilar
similarweakweaknesses.
Forexample,
example, the
the GAO
GAO sustained aa protest
protest
nesses. For
where the agency
assignedaahigh
high proposal
proposal risk
agency assigned
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by Thomson
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rating
on unrealistic
unrealistic hourly
hourly
rating to
to the
the protester
protester based
based on
labor
any risk
risk against the
labor rates
rates but
but did
didnot
notassess
assess any
awardee’s
proposal based
basedon
on unrealistically
unrealistically low
awardee’s proposal
140
staffing.140
staffing.

higher-rated, higher-priced
not worth
worth
higher-priced proposal
proposal was
was not
the price
pricepremium
premiumover
overa alower-rated
lower-ratedawardee149
awardee149
or, conversely,
conversely,why
whythe
thehigher-rated,
higher-rated, higher-priced
higher-priced
awardee
was
worth
the
price
premium
awardee was worth the price premium over your
lower-rated
lower-ratedproposal.150
proposal.150

Flawed
Flawed Best
Best Value
Value decision
Decision

the other
otherhand,
hand,even
even where
where the
thesource
source
On the
selection
specific
selection decision
decision does
does not
not recite the specific
technical or
or price
price differences
differences between
between offerors,

The
The GAO
GAO reviews
reviews an
an agency’s
agency’s best value decision to ensure
ensure that
that ititisisreasonable,
reasonable, consistent
consistent
with the
criteria, and
the stated evaluation criteria,
and adequately
adequately
documented.141
Whileaasource
sourceselection
selectionauthority
authority
documented.141 While
generally is afforded
afforded broad
broaddiscretion,142
discretion,142 there
nevertheless
are instances
instanceswhere
wherethe
theGAO
GAOwill
will find
find
nevertheless are
that
that an
an agency’s
agency’s best value decision
decision was
was flawed.
FailureTo
To document
Document
¦ Failure
While
While the
theSSA
SSA may rely on reports
reportsand
andanalyses
analyses
143
prepared
the SSA’s
SSA’sdecision
decision must
must be
preparedby
byothers,143
others, the
reasonable,
consistent with
with the stated
reasonable, consistent
stated evaluation
criteria,
An agency
criteria,and
andadequately
adequatelydocumented.144
documented.144 An
agency
that
fails
to
document
adequately
its
source
that fails to document adequately its sourceselecselection decision
runs the risk that the GAO will be
decision runs
be
unable to determine
determine whether
whether its
its award
award decision
decision
145 Thus, if you can show that the source
was
proper.145
was proper.
Thus, if you can show that the source
selection decision was
not adequately
adequately documented,
documented,
was not
your protest
protest may
may be
be sustained.

your protest
protest may
may be denied
denied ififthe
theSSA
SSA reviewed
reviewed
on underlying
underlyingevaluation
evaluation materials
materials
and relied on
that
that did
didaddress
addressand
andanalyze
analyzesuch
suchdifferences.151
differences.151
Specifically, the GAO may deny
deny your
your challenge to
the adequacy
of the
the source
source selection
selection decision
decision if
adequacy of
it
relied upon
it finds
finds that
that the
the reports
reportsand
and analyses
analyses relied
by the
the SSA
SSA were adequately
adequately documented.152
documented.152

■

The GAO
GAO will
willanalyze
analyze the
the reasonableness
reasonableness of an
agency’ssource
sourceselection
selectiondecision
decisionininlight
light of
of the
agency’s
entire
entire record,
record, including
includingagency
agencystatements
statements made
in
However,the
theGAO
GAO will
will
in response
response to
to aa protest.146
protest.146 However,
afford greater
greater weight
weight to
to the
thecontemporaneous
contemporaneous
evaluation
record than to explanations
evaluation record
explanations proffered
in the heat of litigation,
litigation, and itit will
will give
give virtually no
weight to post-hoc
post-hoc rationalizations
rationalizations that
that contradict
contradict
the
the agency’s
agency’s contemporaneous
contemporaneousanalysis.147
analysis.147

Your protest
protest may
may be
be successful
successful where an
an agency
agency
has
improperly relied
has improperly
relied on
on general
general statements
statements in
its source
source selection
selection decision
decision or
or otherwise failed
to explain the basis
for its
itsprice/technical
price/technical tradebasis for
tradeoff
off analysis.
analysis. For instance, in one
one case,
case, the GAO
sustained aa protest
protest where the SSA
SSAconcluded,
concluded, in
in
a
cursory fashion
fashion and
and without
without documenting his
a cursory
the higher-rated,
higher-rated, higher-priced
higher-priced
rationale, that the
proposal offered
proposal
offered “no discernible benefits” that
offset
offset the “significant
“significant advantage”
advantage” of the
the lowerlowerofferor. 148 Similarly,
may
priced offeror.148
Similarly, your
your protest may
be successful
the agency
agency failed
failed to
to document
successful ifif the
adequately
itsrationale
rationale for
for concluding
concluding that your
adequately its
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

Inaccurate Information
Information
¦ Inaccurate
The evaluation of offerors’
offerors’ proposals
proposals and the
determination
determination as
as to
to which
which proposal
proposal represents
represents
the best overall value
value to
to the Government must be
based
on the
the true
true and correct differences
based on
differences between
proposals
and not
not on erroneous or misleading
proposals and
misleading
information.153
If you can show that
information.153 If
that an
an agency’s
agency’s
best
value decision was
basedon
on inaccurate
inaccurate inbest value
was based
is a high likelihood
likelihood that
thatyour
your
formation, there is
154
protest
will
be
sustained.154
protest will be sustained.
■

For instance,
instance, the GAO will
will sustain
sustain a protest
where the agency’s
cost/technical tradeoff
where
agency’s cost/technical
tradeoff was
was
based
based on aa defective
defectivetechnical
technicalevaluation.155
evaluation. 155
The GAO
sustained aa protest
protest where the
GAO also
also has sustained
SSA
wasnot
notcognizant
cognizant of
of evaluated
evaluated strengths/
strengths/
SSA was
advantages
in an offeror’s
advantages in
offeror’sproposal.156
proposal.156 A flawed
underlying
underlying evaluation
evaluation can
can thus
thus go
go aa long
long way
way in
undermining
underminingthe
theagency’s
agency’s award.
award.

However,
simply raising
raising aa “cumulative” arguHowever, simply
argument does have
have its
its risks.
risks.IfIf the
the GAO
GAO holds
holds that
that the
ment
agency’s
underlying evaluations were
were conducted
conducted
agency’s underlying
properly, your argument
argument that
thatthe
thebest
best value
value dedecision was
was flawed will
willbe
berejected
rejectedasaswell.157
well.157 To
protect
protect against
against this result, you should focus not
on such
such “derivative”
“derivative” arguments,
arguments, but also
also
only on
identifying independent
independentchallenges
challenges to
tothe
the
on identifying
agency’s
best value
value decision.
decision.
agency’s best
DeviationFrom
Fromstated
StatedEvaluation
Evaluation Criteria
Criteria
¦ deviation
As
discussed previously,
previously, an agency must conAs discussed
duct its evaluation of
of proposals
proposals in
in accordance
accordance
■
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with the
the terms
terms of
of the
thesolicitation.158
solicitation. 158 If you can
show that an
show
an agency’s
agency’s best value decision
decision was
was
evaluation criteria,
criteria,
inconsistent with the stated
stated evaluation
good possibility
possibility that
that your
your protest
protest will
there is aa good
be sustained.

For example, the GAO held
held that
that aa best
best value
value
decision was
not reasonable where the
failed
decision
was not
the SSA
SSA failed
to give
proper
weight
to
an
evaluation
factor.159
give proper weight to an evaluation factor.159
Similarly, the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest where the
SSA
considered subfactors
subfactorsin
in descending
descending order
order
SSA considered
importance even
even though the
the solicitation
solicitationasasof importance
160
signed them
equal
weight.160
them equal weight.
sustain your
your protest where
The GAO
GAO also
also may sustain
an agency
agency advertised
advertised that
that it
it would
would make an award
on aa best value
basis but
but then
then actually decided
value basis
to issue
an award
award to
to the technically
issue an
technically acceptable
acceptable
offeror
offerorwho
whoproposed
proposedthe
thelowest
lowestprice.161
price.161 When
this argument,
argument,you
youshould
should
ascertain
raising this
ascertain
whether there was
was any
any meaningful
meaningful discussion
discussion
whether
comparison of technical merit and
and whether
whether
or comparison
offerors
offerors received
received nearly
nearlyidentical
identicalratings.162
ratings.162 The
absence of
ratings
absence
of any
any variations
variations in
in technical ratings
discussion of
strengths and
and
and any discussion
of offerors’ strengths
weaknesses
may
suggest
that
an
agency
issued
weaknesses may suggest that
agency issued
an award solely
solely on
onthe
thebasis
basisofofprice.163
price.163
IndependentJudgment
Judgment
¦ Independent
Another
Anotherarea
area where
where you
you may
may be able to
to expose
expose
prejudicial
errors
in
the
agency’s
evaluation
prejudicial errors in the agency’s evaluationarises
arises
the relationship
relationshipbetween
between evaluator
evaluator concluconcluin the
sions
best value
value decision.
decision. The
sions and the agency’s
agency’s best
SSA
mayrely
rely on
on reports and
prepared
SSA may
and analyses
analyses prepared
by others, but
but the
theultimate
ultimatedecision
decisionmust
mustbebe
by
reached through
through independent
independentjudgment.164
judgment.164 The
requirement
requirement for
for independent
independentjudgment,
judgment,however,
however,
does
does not mean that
that the
theSSA
SSA must
must restate
restate every
every
165 The GAO
element
of
the
underlying
evaluation.165
element of the underlying evaluation. The
will
will not
notsustain
sustainaa protest
protestsimply
simplybecause
because the
theSSA
SSA
adopted or concurred
concurred with
with the
the evaluators’
evaluators’ conclusions
rather than rewriting
rewriting those
sions rather
those conclusions in
166 This is especially so if the SSA
his own
words.166
own words. This is especially so if the SSA
was
activelyinvolved
involvedthroughout
throughout the
the acquisition
acquisition
was actively
process,
received and
and reviewed
reviewed the evaluation
process, received
materials, and
was briefed
the underlying
underlying
materials,
and was
briefed on the
167
evaluation
results.167
evaluation results.
■

The GAO also
also has
hasmade
madeitit clear
clear that
that differdifferences
between and
and among
among evaluaevaluaences of
of opinion
opinion between
tors and the SSA
SSA do
do not
not render
render an evaluation
12
12

168
unreasonable.168
Giventhe
thesubjective
subjective nature
nature
unreasonable.
Given
of an evaluation, itit is
is expected
expected that
that evaluators
evaluators
may
may possess
possessreasonable
reasonabledifferences
differences of
of opin169
ion.169AAprotest
protest based
basedon
on such
such disagreements
disagreements
ion.
is unlikely
unlikelytotoprevail,
prevail,
particularly
when
particularly
when
the the
SSA
thedissenting
dissenting
evaluator’s
SSA considered the
evaluator’s
opinion
and explained
explained why
why it should not carry
opinion and

the
theday.170
day. 170

On
On the
the other
otherhand,
hand,your
yourprotest
protestmay
maybe
besuccesssuccessful where
not reflect
ful
where the evaluation record does
does not
any
consideration of
of the
the differences
differences in
in opinion
opinion
any consideration
between
evaluators and
and the
the SSA.
SSA.Although
Although the
between evaluators
SSA
hasbroad
broaddiscretion,
discretion,“[t]he
“[t]he independence
SSA has
granted selection officials…does not
not equate
equate to
to a
grant of authority to ignore, without explanation,
those who
who advise
advise them
them on
onselection
selectiondecisions.”171
decisions.”171
Thus, the GAO
protest where the
GAO may
may sustain aa protest
SSA
hasrejected
rejected an
an evaluation
evaluation panel’s concluSSA has
sions
without documenting the basis
for doing
sions without
basis for
so.172
so.172
AdjectivalRatings
Ratings
¦ adjectival
Agencies
commonly use
use adjectival
adjectival ratings
ratings to
Agencies commonly
proposals under non-cost/price
rank offerors’ proposals
evaluation
evaluation factors.
factors. While
Whilesuch
such aa scoring
scoring scheme
scheme is
widely used, adjectival
adjectival ratings are “merely guides
for
for intelligent
intelligentdecision
decisionmaking.”173
making.”173 Proposals that
receive the same adjectival ratings
ratings are
are not
notnecesnecessarily
equal in
in merit, and proposals
with higher
sarily equal
proposals with
adjectival ratings are not automatically
automatically selected
selected
for
foraward.174
award.174
■

A protest
protest based
based on
on aa mere
merecomparison
comparisonofof
adjectival ratings
ratings assigned
assigned to
toyour
yourproposal
proposal
against those assigned
assigned to
to the awardee’s
proposal
awardee’s proposal
175
will
In fact,
fact, the GAO has
will not
notbe
besuccessful.175
successful. In
has
gone as
far as
as to
to characterize such arguments
as far
as
as “essentially inconsequential.”176
inconsequential.” 176 However,
However,
as you may
may not
not rely
relysolely
solelyon
onadjectival
adjectival
just as
tosupport
supportyour
your
protest,
an agency
ratings to
protest,
an agency
likewise is
permitted to
torely
relysolely
solelyon
onadadlikewise
is not permitted
jectival ratings when making
making its
its award decision.
The agency
must look
look beyond
beyond the ratings and
agency must
the offerors’
offerors’strengths,
strengths,weaknesses,
weaknesses,
consider the
and risks.177
Thus, you
you may
may have a successful
risks. 177 Thus,
successful
basis
for
protest
if
the
agency’s
award
decision
basis for
if the agency’s
solely on adjectival
adjectival ratings
ratings without
withoutany
any
relied solely
analysis of
differences
qualitative analysis
of the relative differences
between offerors’
offerors’proposals.178
proposals. 178
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other
OtherThan
ThanFull
Full&&open
OpenCompetition
Competition
The Competition in
in Contracting
Contracting Act
Act generally
generally
agenciesto
toseek
seekfull
fulland
andopen
opencompetition
competition
requires agencies
179 However, there
when
acquiring
goods
or
services.179
when acquiring goods or services. However, there

are seven
recognized exceptions
exceptions to
to this requireseven recognized
ment.180
Anagency
agencymust
mustfollow
followcertain
certain rules
rules when
ment.180 An
exercising its authority
authority under
each
such
exception.
under each
Although
the
GAO
will
“closely
scrutinize”
sole-source
Although the GAO will “closely scrutinize” sole-source
procurements,
procurements, it typically
typically defers
defers to
to an
anagency’s
agency’s
actions and conclusions
conclusions ifif they are in “substantial
compliance”
compliance” with
with CICA’s
CICA’s requirements and provide
a reasonable
reasonable justification
justification for
for the
theagency’s
agency’s decision
to
to exercise
exercise one
oneof
ofthe
theexceptions.181
exceptions.181

This section of the Paper
highlights common
Paper highlights
protest grounds
grounds raised
raised in connection
connection with
withan
an
protest
agency’s
reliance on
on the
the most
most frequently
frequently invoked
agency’s reliance
exceptions
to the
the requirement
requirement for
for full
full and
exceptions to
and open
competition—“one
competition—“oneresponsible
responsible source”
source” and “unusual
and compelling urgency.”
usual and
Notice&&synopsis
Synopsis
¦ Notice
When you learn
learn that
thatan
anagency
agency has
has issued
issued aa
sole-source
awardtotoyour
yourcompetitor,
competitor,your
yourinitial
initial
sole-source award
step
step should be to ascertain
ascertain whether the
the agency
agency
published a notice of
of its
its intent
intentto
toissue
issue such
such an
award
on the
the Government-wide
Government-wide point
point of entry (i.e.,
award on
the
you can
can show
show that
that
the FedBizOpps
FedBizOpps website).182
website).182 IfIf you
an agency
agencyfailed
failedto
to publish
publish the
the required
required notice,
your
your protest
protestmay
maybe
besustained.183
sustained.183
■

Even where
where the
the required
required notice
published,
notice was
was published,
you may
may able
able to
tochallenge
challengeitsitsadequacy.184
adequacy.184 The
GAO has sustained protests where the
the agency’s
agency’s
notice failed
failed to
to describe
describe accurately
accurately its requirements.185
Youalso
alsomay
maybebeable
abletotoargue
arguethat
that the
the
ments.185 You
agency
did not
not afford
afford you
you aasufficient
sufficient opportunity
opportunity
agency did
to respond or did
did not
notadequately
adequately consider
consider any
any
response that
that you
youprovided.186
provided.186

You
should be aware,
however, that
that there are
You should
aware, however,
certain exceptions to the requirement
requirementfor
foraaFedBizFedBiz187 For example, if an agency invokes
Opps notice.187
notice. For example, if
the unusual and compelling urgency exception,
it is not required
required to
to submit a notice if itit would
would be
seriously
injured by
by complying
complying with
with the
the required
required
seriously injured
timeframe for
for potential
potentialofferors
offerorstotorespond.188
respond.188
Even
required, the
Even if aa FedBizOpps
FedBizOpps notice was
was required,
GAO may
deny your protest ifif you
may deny
you were
were aware
aware
of the contemplated
award through
through
contemplated sole-source
sole-source award
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

other
other channels
channels but
but did
didnot
nottake
takereasonable
reasonable steps
steps
to follow
the
agency.189
followthrough
throughwith
with
the
agency.189
LackofOf
AdvancedPlanning
Planning
¦ lack
advanced
An agency must take steps
stepsto
to promote
promote competition
tition affirmatively
affirmativelyand
andmay
may not
notremain
remainpassive
passive
where steps
steps could
could have
have been
been taken
taken to
to avoid the
need for
While an
for aa sole-source
sole-source procurement.190
procurement.190 While
agency’s
planning efforts
efforts need not
not be error-free,
agency’s planning
they must
Thus, ifif an agency’s
must be
be reasonable.191
reasonable.191 Thus,
agency’s
desire to make a sole-source
sole-source award
awardresulted
resulted from
from
its own lack of advanced
planning, your protest
advanced planning,
may
may be
be successful.192
successful.192
■

instance, the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa protest
protest
For instance,
knew for
for several
months that a
where the agency knew
several months
competitive procurement
procurement would
would be
be canceled
canceled but
only considered
extension of
of the
considered aa sole-source
sole-source extension
incumbent’s contract
the gap
gap in
in serserincumbent’s
contract to bridge the
vices.193
TheGAO
GAOalso
alsosustained
sustainedaaprotest
protest where
vices.193 The
the agency
did not
not timely prepare performance
agency did
specifications, which led to
to the
the agency’s
agency’s urgent
requirements.194
Conversely,your
yourprotest
protest may
may not
not
requirements.194 Conversely,
be successful
successful ifif the agency
attempted to
agency attempted
to engage
engage
in advance
planning to
to promote
promote competition,
competition, but
advance planning
its efforts were
did not
not pan
pan out
were not successful,
successful, did
as
intended, or
or were
were the
the result
result of
of unanticipated
unanticipated
as intended,
events.195
events.195
FundingConcerns
Concerns
¦ Funding
An agency
maynot
not use
usefunding
funding considerations
agency may
as
basisfor
forfailing
failing to
to comply
comply with
with the requireas aabasis
ment for
for full
fulland
andopen
opencompetition.196
competition.196 For
For exexample, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa protest where the
agency concluded
source could
agency
concluded that
that only one source
perform
perform the
the work
work in
inaccordance
accordance with
with aa delivery
schedule that did not
not reflect
reflectthe
theagency’s
agency’s actual
requirements but
but was
was motivated instead by the
timeframe for obtaining funding
funding from
from another
another
timeframe
agency.197
Similarly,the
theGAO
GAOsustained
sustained aa protest
protest
agency.197 Similarly,
where the agency
award to
agency made aa sole-source
sole-source award
prevent the
the loss
loss of
of current
currentyear
yearfunding.198
funding.198
■

FailureTo
To solicit
SolicitFrom
From as
As Many
Many sources
Sources as
As
¦ Failure
Practicable
Practicable
■

Even when an
an agency
agencyuses
usesother
otherthan
thanfull
full and
open competition,
competition, itit generally
generally must
must solicit offers
from
potential sources
is practicable,
practicable,
from as
as many potential
sources as
as is
unless
the agency
agency reasonable
reasonabledetermines
determines that
that only
unless the
13
13
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one source
source is capable
capable of satisfying
satisfying its requirements.199
the agency
agency made
made aa sole-source
sole-source award
ments.199 IfIfthe
adequately soliciting
soliciting proposals,
proposals, your
your
without adequately
protest
may
be
successful.
You
will
need
to
show
protest may
You will
show
that the
aware or
or should have
the agency
agency was
was aware
have been
aware
of your
your capabilities
capabilities and
and did
did not
not adequately
aware of
justify your
your exclusion
exclusionfrom
fromconsideration.200
consideration.200 For
instance, the GAO sustained aa protest
protest where the
excluded offeror had previously
previously performed the
same
servicesfor
forthe
the agency
agencyand
andinformed
informed the
same services
agency
of its
its ability
ability and
and willingness
willingness to
to perform
perform
agency of
201 The GAO also sustained
any such future
future work.201
work. The GAO
a protest where
where the agency’s
agency’s justification and
and
a
approval for using
using other
otherthan
thanfull
full
and
open
approval
and
open
identifiedfive
fivepotential
potential
sources,
competition identified
sources,
but the agency
only solicited
solicited an
an offer
offer from one
agency only
source.202
source.202

solicited offers from
from a
The fact that
that an agency
agency solicited
certain number
number of
of sources
sources should not deter you
raising this
this protest
protest ground.
ground. For
For instance,
instance,
from raising
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest where
where the
the agency
agency
not solicit
solicitan
anoffer
offerfrom
froma asource
sourcecapable
capable
did not
of meeting
meeting the
theagency’s
agency’s requirements
requirements because
because
agency erroneously
erroneously believed
believed that
thatit ithad
had
the agency
satisfied its
satisfied
its obligation
obligation by
by soliciting
soliciting offers
offers from
three
Asthis
this case
caseillustrates,
illustrates, an
three other
othersources.203
sources. 203 As
agency’s
obligation to solicit
agency’s obligation
solicit proposals
proposals from
from as
as
many sources
sources as
aspracticable
practicableisisnot
not relinquished
relinquished
after a certain number
are solicited
solicited if
if
number of
of sources
sources are
other capable
capable and qualified
qualified sources
sources are readily
known and available.
However, this protest
protestground
groundmay
maynot
not
However,
bebe
successful
theagency
agency can
canprovide
provideananadadsuccessful if the
equate justification
forwhy
whyit itdid
did
solicit
justification for
notnot
solicit
an offer
fromyou—such
you—suchas
as urgent
urgenttime
timeconconoffer from
204
straints204
finding that
that you may not have
straints
ororaafinding
have
been able
the required
requiredsupplies
suppliesor
or
able to deliver the
services
timelyfashion.205
fashion. 205 For
services in aa timely
For instance,
the GAO upheld
upheld an
an agency’s
agency’s decision
decision not
notto
to
solicit
proposalfrom
fromthe
the
protester
where
solicit aa proposal
protester
where
the agency
agency reasonably
reasonablyconcluded
concludedthat
that
thethe
unreasonably prolonged
prolonged
protester would have
have unreasonably
the delivery
deliveryschedule.206
schedule. 206
Minimum Requirements
Exceeding Minimum
Requirements
¦ Exceeding
Where an agency
agencyinvokes
invokesan
anexception
exceptionto
to full
full
onlypermitted
permittedtoto
and open competition, ititisisonly
acquire enough
enough goods
goods and
and services
services to
to satisfy
satisfy its
immediate,
immediate, minimum
minimumrequirements.207
requirements.207 Also, the
■

14
14

invocation of an exception
exception “should
“should not
not continue
for
for more
more than
thanaa minimum
minimumtime.”208
time.”208 Thus, the GAO
may
sustain your
your protest
protest ifif the agency
failed to
may sustain
agency failed
209
limit
its
J&A
to
its
immediate
needs.209
limit its J&A to its immediate needs.
For instance, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest where
a second
second source
source could
could have
have been
been approved
approved in a
matter of
of months,
months,but
butthe
theagency’s
agency’ssole-source
sole-source
210 Likewise, the GAO
award spanned
two
years.210
spanned two years. Likewise, the
reduced an
award from
from 89
an agency’s
agency’s sole-source
sole-source award
new antenna
antenna masts
masts to
to 30
30 masts
masts because
because only 30
masts
needed to
masts needed
to be
be replaced
replacedimmediately.211
immediately.211
Adequacy Of
J&A
of J&a
¦ adequacy
The GAO’s review of an agency’s
use of
of other
other
agency’s use
full and
and open
open competition
competitionfocuses
focuses on the
than full
adequacy
of the rationale and
adequacy of
and conclusions
conclusions set
set
212 The GAO may sustain a proforth
in
the
J&A.212
forth in the J&A. The
test where an
or
an agency
agency failed
failedto
toprepare
preparea aJ&A213
J&A213 or
issued
J&A that
that does
does not
not provide
provide aa reasonable
issued aa J&A
for the
the use
use of
of other
otherthan
thanfull
fulland
and
justification for
214
open competition.214
Mere disagreement
disagreement with
competition. Mere
the agency’s
judgment, however,
however,will
will not
not form
agency’s judgment,
the
the basis
basis of
of aa valid
validprotest.215
protest.215
■

One of the
the more
more frequently
frequentlyused
used sole-source
sole-source
exceptions involves an
an agency’s
agency’sdetermination
determination
that only
only one
one responsible
responsible source
source can
can satisfy
satisfy its
needs.216
Yourbasis
basis
forchallenging
challenging the
the adequacy
needs.216 Your
for
invokes this exception
exception may
may vary
vary
of a J&A that invokes
subpart of this
depending on which particular
particular subpart
exception
exception the
the agency
agency applied. For example, you
may
be able
able to
to argue successfully
that the J&A
may be
successfully that
was
unreasonable where
where you
you can
can demonstrate
demonstrate
was unreasonable
and can
can meet the delivthat you are qualified
qualified and
schedule or that
that you
you would
wouldhave
have become
become
ery schedule
qualified
qualified and
andapproved
approvedininaatimely
timelyfashion.217
fashion. 217
Where the
the agency
agency has
has awarded
awarded aa sole-source
sole-source
contract to
to the
the incumbent,
incumbent,you
you may
may
follow-on contract
be able to prevail
prevail by
by showing that
that the
the agency’s
agency’s
J&A fails to establish that there
there would
wouldbe
be aa subsubduplication of
ofcosts
costs that would not
not be
be
stantial duplication
recovered through competition
competitionororthat
thatthere
there
recovered
be an
an unacceptable
unacceptable delay
delay in
infulfilling
fulfilling
would be
the
Youalso
alsomay
maybe
be able
able to
the agency’s
agency’s needs.218
needs. 218 You
overturn
overturn aa sole-source
sole-source award where the
the J&A
J&A is
so riddled
with inaccuracies
inaccuracies and
and inconsisteninconsistenso
riddled with
cies
cies that ititsimply
simplycannot
cannotbebereasonable.219
reasonable. 219

Agencies
alsofrequently
frequently rely
rely on the unusual
Agencies also
and
urgency exception
and compelling urgency
exception to justify aa
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sole-source
Whenthe
the agency
agency invokes
invokes this
this
sole-source award.220
award.220 When

exception, itit is
is allowed to prepare the J&A after
contract award
award ifif preparation of
of the
the J&A
J&A before
award
would unreasonably
delay the procureaward would
unreasonably delay
ment.221
Thus,the
themere
mere absence
absenceof
of aa prepared
prepared
ment.221 Thus,
J&A at
time of
ofcontract
contractaward
awardwould
wouldnot
not
J&A
at the time
provide
upon which
which to protest the
provide aa basis
basis upon
the use
use of
full and
and open competition.
other than full
Several
common arguments have
Several common
have been raised
against an agency’s
agency’sreliance
reliance on
on the
the unusual and
compelling
compelling urgency
urgency exception.
exception. You
You should begin
by
by examining whether the J&A
J&A is facially valid.
For instance, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a protest where
the agency
only provided
provided “check marks”
agency only
marks” on
on aa preexisting form,
form, relied
reliedon
onconclusory
conclusorystatements,
statements,
and did not
not demonstrate
demonstrate what harm would result
from
a
delay.222
from a delay.222
You
confirm that
thatthe
theagency’s
agency’s
You also
also should confirm
urgency is
is legitimate.
legitimate. Many arguments
arguments identiidentified in
inthis
thissection
sectionofofthe
thePaper
P apercan
canbebeused
used
to challenge the adequacy
adequacy of
of that
that conclusion.
While this
this is
is aa difficult
difficulttask
tasktotoaccomplish,
accomplish,it it
becomesmore
more difficult
difficult when
becomes
when aa military
military agency
agency
invokes
exception.The
TheGAO
GAOhas
hasstated
stated
invokes the exception.
that “a
“a military
militaryagency’s
agency’sassertion
assertion that
thatthere
there
is
need related
related to
to human
humansafety
safety and
and
is aa critical
critical need
which impacts military
operations carries
carries conconmilitary operations
siderable
siderableweight.”223
weight.” 223
Nevertheless,
there may
where chalchalNevertheless, there
may be
be instances
instances where

lenging
lenging the
the substance
substance of the
the J&A
J&A would
would advance
advance
your protest.
protest. For
For instance,
instance, the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained a
protest
made eight
eight
protest where
where the
theagency’s
agency’s award was
was made
months
after
the
J&A
was
executed
and
deliveries
months after the J&A was
under the
the contract
contract were
were scheduled
scheduled to
to be
be made
made
between 16
16 months
months and
and four years
after contract
contract
years after
award.224
TheGAO
GAOalso
alsosustained
sustainedaaprotest
protest where
award.224 The
there
was
a
two-year
delay
between
the issuance
there was two-year
issuance
of the solicitation
solicitation and
and the
the award
award and
and where the
agency
delayedthe
the procurement
procurement seven
months to
agency delayed
seven months
determine whether an offeror
offeror would be required
to undergo first article testing (even though
though first
article testing could
been completed
completed in five
could have
have been
months).225
months).225
As these
these cases
casesillustrate,
illustrate, your chances for
for sucAs
success
will increase
increaseif,
if, rather
rather than
than challenging an
cess will
agency’s
subjectivejudgment,
judgment, you
you point
point to objecagency’s subjective
tive criteria
criteria that
that undermine
underminethe
theadequacy
adequacy of the
agency’s analysis.
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
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out-of-scope
Out-Of-ScopeModification
Modification
generally will not
not review
review contract
contract
The GAO generally
modifications because
modifications
because itit views
views such
such matters
matters as
as
pertaining
pertaining to
tocontract
contractadministration.226
administration.226 HowHowever,
the GAO
GAO will
will review aa protest
protest alleging
alleging that a
ever, the
modification
modificationexceeded
exceeded the
the scope
scope of the underlying
ing contract.227
contract.227

To prevail in such
you will need to
such a protest, you
show
was aa material difference
difference bebeshow that
that there was
contract as
awarded and
and the
the contract
contract
tween the contract
as awarded
228 You should focus on demonstratas
modified.228
as modified.
You should focus on demonstrating that
that the
the nature
nature and
and purpose
purpose of
of the
the work
work has
has
229
materially
materially or
orsubstantially
substantiallychanged.229
changed. Relevant
factors include
include changes
changes in the type of work, performance
Further, you
you should
should
formance period,
period,and
andcost.230
cost.230 Further,
be prepared to
neither
to show
show that the
the change
change was
was neither
contemplated by the solicitation
solicitation nor
nor reasonably
reasonably
anticipated
andthat
that itit would
anticipatedby
by offerors231
offerors231 and
would have
have
changed the
thefield
fieldof of
competition
materially changed
competition
for
For instance,
instance, the GAO
for the
the procurement.232
procurement.232 For
sustained
protest where
wherethe
the original
original contract
sustained aa protest
called for
for lease
lease and recycling of plastic
plastic media,
media,
whereas the
permitted lease
lease and
whereas
the modification
modification permitted
disposal
of such
such media,
media, the
the cost
cost of
of the
the contract
disposal of
decreased
by 50%,
50%, the
the protester demonstrated
decreased by
that four
four additional
additional offerors
offerors would
would have
have bid on
the contract had the recycling
recycling requirement
requirement not
been imposed,
imposed, and
and the
the solicitation
solicitation did not
not concontemplate that offerors would be relieved of the
recycling
recycling requirement.233
requirement.233

inyour
yourinterest
interesttotoshow
show material
material
While itit isis in
changes under
under each
each factor,
factor, you
you will want to pay
changes
pay
to the
the nature
nature and
and purpose
purpose
particular attention to
of the
TheGAO
GAOfocuses
focuseson
onthe
the breadth
breadth
the work.234
work.234 The
of the original solicitation
solicitation to
to determine whether
a modification
modification was
As such,
such, it
it
was “out
“outofofscope.”235
scope.”235 As
is more likely that a modification
modification will
will be
be considconsidered “out of scope” if you can
can define
define the
the original
original
narrowly as
as calling for specific
specific and
solicitation narrowly
defined
Thetype
typeof
ofcontract
contract
definedgoods
goodsor
orservices.236
services.236 The
237
at issue237
andthe
theagency’s
agency’sprocurement
procurement history
history
issue and
also may
may play
play aarole
role in
in shaping
shaping how narrowly you
can frame the
the underlying
underlyingprocurement.238
procurement.238

The use of aa broad
broad solicitation,
solicitation, however,
however, does
does
not
always
immunize
an
agency
against
challenges
not always immunize an agency
an out-of-scope
out-of-scope modification. For
For example,
example,
to an
in one
one case,
case, the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa protest and
found
modification to
found aa modification
tobe
be “out
“outof
ofscope,”
scope,” despite
despite
15
15
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recognizing the “broad
“broad nature” of the procurement
procurement
and fact that offerors “clearly contemplated that
extensive modifications”
modifications”would
wouldbebeissued.239
issued.239

You
alsomay
mayfind
find yourself
yourself in
in certain
certain situations
You also
that make it less
likely that the GAO will
less likely
will sustain
sustain
your
Forinstance,
instance, ifif you
you cannot show
your protest.240
protest.240 For
that
to the
the nature
nature and purpose
that there
there were
were changes
changes to
of the work,
in price alone
work, changes
changes in
alone may
may not be
modification beyond
beyond the
sufficient to render aa modification
scope
scope of the
the initial
initialaward.241
award.241 The GAO
GAO has
has also
also
denied protests where
where the
the method
method of
of performance
performance
changed, but
but the fundamental purpose and nature
of the
the contract
contractremained
remainedthe
thesame.242
same.242 Further,
extensions of
may not provide
provide sufficient
sufficient
extensions
of time may
grounds for
for sustaining
sustaining your protest,
protest, unless
unless time
was aa critical
defining the
theparties’
parties’
was
critical element
element in defining
obligations.243
Finally, you
you may
may not
not be successful
obligations.243 Finally,
if
if the
the modification
modificationwas
was directed
directedtoward
towardaddressaddressunforeseen difficulties encountered
encountered by the
ing unforeseen
parties during
duringcontract
contractperformance.244
performance.244

Failure
amend solicitation
Failure To
To Amend
Solicitation
Changed Requirements
Requirements
¦ Changed
■

Where an agency’s
agency’s requirements
requirements change after
a solicitation
solicitation has
has been
been issued,
issued, the
the agency
agency must
issue
anamendment
amendmenttotobring
bring the
the solicitation
solicitation in
issue an
line
and to
to afford
afford offerors
line with
with its
its changed
changed needs
needs and
an opportunity
opportunity totosubmit
If
submitrevised
revisedproposals.245
proposals.245 If
an agency
hasfailed
failed to
to do so, your protest may
agency has
may
be sustained.246
There are
are several
several key
key factors
sustained.246 There
to keep
keep in mind
mind when
when determining whether
whether to
pursue
pursue aa protest alleging that an
an agency
agency failed
to amend the solicitation to
to reflect
reflect its
its changed
changed
requirements.

The agency’s
obligation to amend the solicitaagency’s obligation
tion
proposals extends
extends until
until
tion and
and accept
accept revised proposals
the time
TheGAO
GAO has
hasenforced
enforced this
timeof
ofaward.247
award.247 The
rule
for example,
rule by,
by, for
example, sustaining
sustaining a protest where,
one day before contract
contract award,
entered
award, the agency entered
memorandum of understanding
understanding making
into aa memorandum
it significantly
significantly less
less likely that
that the
the agency
agency would
exercise
exercise any
any options.248
options.248
To have a reasonable chance
chance of
of success,
success, you
will
requirements
will need
need to
to show
show that
that an
an agency’s
agency’s requirements
have
changed materially.
materially. For instance, the GAO
have changed
sustained
sustained aa protest where the
the agency’s
agency’s new re16
16

quirements represented a three-fold increase in
and aa concomitant
concomitant 90%
90% decrease
decrease in
one item and
another.249
Similarly,the
the GAO
GAO sustained
sustained aa protest
protest
another.249 Similarly,
where
the agency
agencylost
lost$7
$7million
million in
in funding, rewhere the
sulting in
in the
the number
number of
in aa 3,219-unit decrease
decrease in
required
If, however,
however, an
an agency
can show
requireditems.250
items.250 If,
agency can
show
that the
wasonly
onlytemporary
temporary or
or that
that there
the change was
was
not,or
or will
will not
not be,
be, aa significant
significant deviation
deviation in
was not,
agency
requirements, your
your protest
protest is
is unlikely
unlikely to
agency requirements,
be
be successful.251
successful.251
Further, you should
should look
look not only for concrete
changes
in requirements, but also
changes in
also for
for developdevelopments that
ments
that give
give rise
rise to
to aa significant
significant probability
that the
requirements will change.
the agency’s
agency’s requirements
change. For
instance, the GAO sustained protests where the
agency
learned before
before award
award that itit was
agency learned
was “very
“very
unlikely”
unlikely”that
thatoptions
optionswould
wouldbebeexercised252
exercised 252 and
where,
discussed above,
above,aa memorandum
memorandum of
where, as
as discussed
understanding made
likely”
made it “significantly
“significantly less
less likely”
253
that options
optionswould
wouldbebeexercised.253
exercised. However,
However,
the GAO denied a protest where the change
change in
requirements
requirementswas
was only
onlyaa“possibility.”254
“possibility.”254
Award with
WithIntent
Intent To
To Modify
Modify
¦■ award
As
noted previously,
previously, the
the GAO
GAO generally
generally will
will not
not
As noted
review
protest concerning
concerning aa contract
contract modificareview aa protest
tion.255
TheGAO
GAO will,
will, however,
however, review
review aa protest
protest
tion.255 The
alleging that
awarded aa contract
contract with
that an
an agency
agency awarded
the intent
intent of
of modifying
modifying its
its terms
terms or requirements,
since this
an improper
improper solesolesince
this is
is “tantamount to an
source
source award.”256
award.”256

The GAO is
is particularly
particularly vigilant
vigilant with
with respect
respect to
substantial modifications
modifications issued at
at or
or near
near the
the time
time
of contract
contract award.
award. For
For instance, the GAO
GAO sustained
a protest where an agency
agency issued
issuedaamodification
modification
on the
performance was
to begin,
the day performance
was scheduled to
which changed the number
number of
ofgarbage
garbage disposal
disposal
containers that would be available
available in
in connection
connection
with
Similarly, the
with aa refuse collection
collectioncontract.257
contract. 257 Similarly,
GAO sustained a protest
protest where
where an
an agency
agency issued
issued
a
a modification, simultaneous
simultaneous with the notice to
proceed on
sewerconstruction
construction contract,
contract,
on a sanitary sewer
that changed the
the alignment
alignmentofofthe
thesewer
sewersystem,
system,
reduced the
reduced
the amount
amount and
and difficulty
difficulty of the work,
and decreased the
the contract
contractprice.258
price.258

You also
also should
should be
be aware
awarethat
that anything
anything short
You
of an actual
actual contract
contract modification
modification probably will
not
protest. The
The GAO denied
not result
result in
in aa sustained protest.
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2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters
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a protest where
where an
an agency
agency discussed
discussed issuing aa
modification
modification but
but never
never followed through
through on
on those
those
intentions.259
Likewise,the
theGAO
GAO denied
denied aa protest
protest
intentions.259 Likewise,
where the protester
merely speculating
speculating that
protester was
was merely
agency would
requirements
the agency
would relax contract requirements
and did
did not
not show
show that
that the
the agency
agency actually modified
fied the
thecontract.260
contract.260

In
or statement
statement of
of work,
work, for
foraaprocurement.267
procurement.267 In
addition, the
addition,
theGAO
GAOmay
may sustain
sustain aa protest where
where

organizational
of Of
Interest
OrganizationalConflicts
Conflicts
Interest

There
number of
There are
are a number
of circumstances,
circumstances, however,
however,
toinformation”
information”
under which an
an “unequal
“unequal access
access to
allegation
is unlikely to prevail.
allegation is
prevail. For
For example,
example, aa
competitor’s
competitor’s acquired
acquired expertise
expertise and
and access
access to
information
the result
result of
of performing
performing
information obtained
obtained as
as the
the incumbent contract, or another
another similar
similar concontract,
The GAO also
tract, does
does not
notcreate
createan
anOCI.269
OCI.269 The
also is
unlikely
challenging an alleged
unlikely to
to sustain
sustain a protest challenging
OCI based
on your
your competitor’s
competitor’s mere
mere proximity
based on
to sensitive
information. In
sensitive information.
Inone
onecase,
case, for example,
the GAO held that
that the
the protester
protester failed
failed to
to establish
establish
an
OCI
where
the
awardee
had
served
as
a
support
an OCI where the awardee had served as a support
services
contractor at the
the facility where the solicitaservices contractor
tion
developed, but
but there
there was
wasno
noproof
proof that
that it
it
tion was
was developed,
had
had obtained
obtainedaccess
access to
to any
any sensitive
sensitive information.270
information.270
Finally,
the GAO
GAO will deny
Finally, the
deny aa protest
protest where
where the
agency
reasonablydetermined
determined that
that your competiagency reasonably
tor
adequate mitigation
mitigation plan,
tor had
had in
in place
place an adequate
plan, such
as
organizational, physical,
physical, and
and electronic
electronic barriers
as organizational,
sufficient to
team did
did not
to ensure
ensure that its proposal team
have
accesstotocompetitively
competitivelyuseful
usefulnonpublic
nonpublic inhave access
formation
units under
under
formation obtained
obtainedby
by other
otherbusiness
business units
separate
separate contracts.271
contracts.271

Protests
involving organizational
organizational conflicts of
Protests involving
interest allegations
allegations have
have become
become increasingly
increasingly
common.
of other
other
common. An
An OCI
OCIarises
arises where, because
because of
activities or business
relationships, aa contractor
contractor is
business relationships,
unable, or potentially unable, to
to render
render impartial
impartial
assistance
or advice
adviceto
to the
the Government
Government or
assistance or
or has
has an
unfair
unfaircompetitive
competitiveadvantage.261
advantage.261 An agency must
identify
possible in
in the
identify potential
potentialOCIs
OCIsas
as early
early as
as possible
procurement
TheContracting
ContractingOfficer
Officer
procurementprocess.262
process.262 The
must exhibit
“common sense,
sense, good judgment,
must
exhibit “common
and sound
sound discretion”
discretion” in determining
determining whether
whether an
OCI exists and, if
if so,
whether and
and how
how that
that OCI
so, whether
can be avoided, neutralized,
neutralized,or
ormitigated.263
mitigated.263
sustain aa protest
you
The GAO is likely to sustain
protest if you
can show
show that
that an
an agency
agencyfailed
failed to
to identify and
can
evaluate aa significant
significant potential
The GAO
potentialOCI.264
OCI.264 The
also will sustain a protest where
where an
an agency’s
agency’s judgment regarding an OCI is
or not
is unreasonable
unreasonable or
adequately
adequately documented.265
documented.265
There
There are three
three general
general categories of OCIs that
you should consider in evaluating whether your
competitor
been ineligible
ineligible for
competitor may
may have
have been
for award:
award:
(1)
toinformation,”
information,” (2)
(1) “unequal
“unequal access
access to
(2) “biased
“biased
“impaired objectivity.”
objectivity.”
ground rules,” and
and (3)
(3) “impaired
Unequalaccess
Access To
To Information
¦ Unequal
Information
An “unequal
toinformation”
information” OCI
“unequal access
access to
OCI may
may
exist if your
your competitor
competitorhas
has obtained
obtainedaccess
access to
information under
under another
another contract
contract
nonpublic information
and that information
information places
places your competitor at
an unfair
unfair competitive
in competing
competing for
for
competitive advantage
advantage in
266 For example, the GAO may sustain a
an award.266
award. For example, the GAO
protest if your competitor
competitor has
has obtained your proprietary information
informationininproviding
providingadvisory
advisoryservices
services
to the
the Government.
Government.The
TheGAO
GAOalso
also has
has sustained
a number of
of protests
protests based
based on aa contractor’s
contractor’s
a
unequal access
tosource
sourceselection
selectioninformation,
information,
access to
such
asinformation
information relating to
such as
to the
the specifications
specifications
■
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Thomson Reuters
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the performance of another Government contract
has
allowed your
your competitor
competitor to
has allowed
to obtain
obtainaccess
access to
types of nonpublic
nonpublic information,
information,beyond
beyond
other types
that available
to aa typical
typical incumbent
incumbent contractor,
available to
that would provide your competitor
competitor with an unfair
unfair
268
advantage.268
advantage.

ground Rules
Biased Ground
Rules
¦ Biased
A “biased ground
ground rules”
rules” OCI
OCIarises
arises where your
competitor
established the
the ground
ground
competitorhas
has somehow established
rules for a procurement in which
which itit isis competcompetrules
ing.272
Suchan
anOCI
OCImay
mayexist
existif,if,for
for example,
example, your
your
ing.272 Such
competitor prepared
prepared “complete
“complete specifications”
specifications”
(but not
not partial
partial specifications)
specifications) for
for the
the procureprocure(but
ment.273
protestalso
alsomay
maybe
besustained
sustainedifif your
ment.273 AAprotest
statement of
competitor prepared the statement
of work
work or
materials that lead
lead “directly,
“directly, predictably,
predictably, and
and
materials
without
withoutdelay”
delay”totosuch
sucha awork
workstatement.274
statement.274 You
You
should
however,that
that there
there are circumcircumshould be aware,
aware, however,
stances
under which
which aa contractor may
stances under
may compete
procurement for
for which
which itithas
hasdrafted
draftedthe
the
in aa procurement
specifications or
or statement
statement of
of work,
work, such
such aa where
contractor has
has designed
designed or developed
developed the
the contractor
products
products being
beingprocured.275
procured.275
■
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Another
Another important
importantcategory
category of “biased ground
rules” OCIs, and one that should result in
in categorical disqualification from
from aa procurement,
procurement, applies
applies
specifically
specifically to contractors
contractors that
thatprovide
providesystems
systems
engineering and
and technical
technical direction
directionservices.
services.
engineering
Specifically, if your
your competitor
competitorhas
hasprovided
providedsyssystems engineering
engineering and technical direction
directionservices
services
for aa system
for which itit does
system for
does not
not have
have overall
contractual responsibility, then
then itit may
may not
not supply
that
system.276
that system
system or
or any
any components
componentsofofthat
that
system.276
An agency’s
violation of
of this
this rule
rule is likely
likely to result
agency’s violation
277
in
a
successful
protest.277
in a successful protest.

subcontractor
subcontractor was
wasunlikely
unlikely to
to mitigate
mitigate an
an “impaired objectivity”
objectivity” OCI
OCIbecause
because the
the tasks
tasks to be
performed
interrelated
performed under
underthe
thecontract
contractwere
were so
so interrelated
would have
have been
been difficult
difficult to
toidentify
identifyinin
that itit would
advance
those tasks
tasksthat
thatwould
would be
be likely
likely to create
advance those
an OCI.281
Inanother
another case,
case, the
the GAO sustained a
OCI.281 In
protest where the awardee
had implemented aa
awardee had
firewall
firewall policy
policy to
to mitigate
mitigatean
an“unequal
“unequalaccess
access to
information”
information”OCI,
OCI,but
butthere
therewere
wereseveral
several actual
breaches of
policy by
by the
the
and attempted breaches
of that policy
awardee’s
awardee’s personnel.282
personnel.282

Impaired Objectivity
objectivity
¦ Impaired
An “impaired
“impaired objectivity”
objectivity”OCI
OCItypically
typicallyarises
arises
where aa contractor’s
one GovernGovernwhere
contractor’s work under one
entail evaluating
evaluating itself, its
ment contract could entail
affiliates, or its
its competitors
competitors under
underaaseparate
separate
affiliates,
contract. For example, your competitor
competitor may
may be
ineligible
ineligible for
for award
award ifif its
its personnel,
personnel, or
or those
those of
subcontractors, are
its subcontractors,
are members
members of
of any
any of
of the
evaluation or source
source selection
selection teams
teams for
forthe
the
evaluation
procurement.278
Likewise,your
your competitor
competitor may
procurement.278 Likewise,
may
be ineligible
ineligible for
contract that
that will
for the
the award
award of aa contract
require
own performance
performance under
require itit to
to evaluate
evaluate its own
other contracts,
has an
anOCI
OCI mitigation
mitigation
contracts, unless
unless itit has
plan that provides for the performance
performance of
of such
such
279
work
by
another
entity.279
work by another entity.

Improper Disqualification
disqualification
¦ Improper
Most
Most OCI-related
OCI-related protests
protests involve
involve allegations
allegations
that the
had an
an OCI
OCI that the agency
did
the awardee
awardee had
agency did
not
not properly
properlyresolve.
resolve.However,
However, you
you also
also may
may have
have
a valid
valid protest
protest ground
ground ifif an
hasinappropriinapproprian agency has
ately excluded
excluded you from
from a competition
competition based
based on the
purported
purported existence
existence of an OCI. For example, the
GAO
GAO sustained a protest where an agency disqualified the protester
protester from
from aa procurement
procurement based
based on
information
information obtained
obtained under
under aa Freedom
Freedom of Information
mation Act
Act request
request when
whenaa less
less extreme measure,
such
asproviding
providing the
the same
sameinformation
information to all ofsuch as
ferors,
would
have
mitigated
the
Similarly,
ferors, would have mitigated theOCI.283
OCI.283 Similarly,
a viable protest may exist if an agency disqualifies
you
you from participating in aa competition without
even considering your
your OCI
OCImitigation
mitigationplan.284
plan.284

An impaired
exist if
impaired objectivity
objectivity OCI
OCI also
also may
may exist
your competitor will
will be
be required to recommend

Flawed
Flawed Responsibility
Responsibilitydetermination
Determination

■

■

policies that
impact on its
that could
could have
have a substantial impact
financial
for example, the
financial interests.
interests. In
In one
one case,
case, for
GAO found
found that
that an
an OCI
OCI arose
arose where the contract
have required the
the awardee
awardee to perform
perform
would have
analysis
and make
make subjective
subjective judgments
judgments regardanalysis and
formulation of
of policies
policies and
and regulations
regulations
ing the formulation
that would
would have
have affected the
the sale
sale and use
use of its
commercial
commercialproducts.280
products.280
Mitigation Plan
Inadequate Mitigation
Plan
¦ Inadequate
An
may issue
issuean
anaward
awardto
toaacontractor
contractor with
with
An agency
agency may
an
OCI ifif the
reasonably determines
determines that
that the
the
an OCI
the agency
agency reasonably
contractor has an
an adequate
adequateOCI
OCI mitigation
mitigation plan.
However,
may have
have aa valid
valid basis
basisfor
for protest
protest if
if
However, you may
you can
can establish
establishthat
thatyour
yourcompetitor’s
competitor’smitigation
mitigation
plan is inadequate or is
is not
not being enforced.
■

In
for example,
example, the
the GAO concluded
In one
one case,
case, for
by aa “firewalled”
that the performance
performance of
of tasks
tasks by
18
18

The determination that
that an
an offeror
offerorisis responresponsible,
i.e.,
capable
of
performing
its
contract
sible,
capable performing its contract
obligations, is aa matter
matter of
ofbusiness
business judgment
judgment
obligations,
over which
which an
anagency
agency has
has broad
broaddiscretion.285
discretion.285
The GAO will consider a protest challenging an
agency’s
affirmativeresponsibility
responsibility determination
determination
agency’s affirmative
where a
a protester
protester (a)
(a) identifies
identifies evidence
evidence
only where
Officer failed
failed to
to consider
consider
that the Contracting Officer
available
relevant information
information or
available relevant
or otherwise
otherwise vioviolated a statute
statute or
or regulation
regulation or (b)
(b)alleges
alleges that
that a
definitive responsibility criterion
criterion in
in the
the solicitasolicitation
tionwas
was not
notmet.286
met.286
Consider Relevant
Relevant Information
Information
Failure To
To Consider
¦ Failure
In
responsibility determination
determination
In most
most cases,
cases, aaresponsibility
is based
based on
on general standards
standards of
of responsibility,
such as
asadequacy
adequacyofoffinancial
financial resources,
resources, ability
ability to
meet delivery
satisfactory record
record
delivery schedules, and a satisfactory
■
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of past performance,
performance, ethics,
ethics,and
andintegrity.287
integrity.287 The
GAO will not
not consider
consider protests
protests challenging an
GAO
affirmative responsibility determination
determinationbased
based on
these general standards absent specific evidence
that the agency
ignored information
information that,
agency ignored
that, by
by its
very nature, would
would be
be expected to
to have
have a strong
bearing on whether
should be
be found
found
whether the
the awardee
awardee should
288
to
be
responsible.288
to be responsible.

Protesters
have had
had little
little success
challenging
Protesters have
success challenging

affirmative responsibility
responsibility determian agency’s
agency’s affirmative
nation based
based on this
this exception.
exception.Nevertheless,
Nevertheless,
the GAO has
has found the exception
exception to
to apply
apply in
in
particularly egregious
In the
at least
least two particularly
egregious cases.
cases. In

first
the GAO sustained aa protest
protest where the
first case,
case, the
agency
failed to consider the awardee’s
record of
agency failed
awardee’s record
integrity
ethics, including
including the fact
integrity and
and business
business ethics,
that the awardee’s
controlling shareholders
awardee’s controlling
shareholders had
been indicted,
indicted, as
well
as
the
fact
that charges had
as well as the
been brought
brought against
against those shareholders and the
awardee’s
parent company by the Securities and
awardee’s parent
Exchange Commission.289
another case,
Commission.289 InIn another
case, the
GAO sustained
sustained aa protest
protest where
where the
the Contracting
Contracting
determination that
that the
theawardee
awardee posposOfficer’s determination
sessed
adequate financial
financial resources
sessed adequate
resources was
was based
based
on the
the resources
resources of a related company, and the
Officer ignored
ignoredthe
thefact
factthat
thatthe
the
Contracting Officer
awardee
would be
be required
required to divest that company
awardee would
under
under the
the solicitation’s
solicitation’sOCI
OCIprovision.290
provision.290
Waiver of
Ofdefinitive
DefinitiveResponsibility
Responsibility Criteria
Criteria
¦ waiver
responsibility criteria
criteria are
are specific
specific
Definitive responsibility
and objective
objective standards
standards established
established by
by an
an agency,
agency,
as aa precondition
to award,
award, that
that are
are designed
designed
as
precondition to
to measure
prospective contractor’s
contractor’s ability
ability to
measure aa prospective
perform
Because definitive
definitive reperform the
thecontract.291
contract.291 Because
sponsibility criteria
criteria limit
limit the
the competition
competition to
to those
those
who can meet them,
them, and
and because
because compliance
compliance
is not aa matter
matter of
of subjective
subjective business
business judgment
but can be determined
determined objectively, the GAO will
will
review aa protest challenging
challenging an
anagency’s
agency’s waiver
waiver
of aa definitive
definitive responsibility
responsibilitycriterion.292
criterion.292 While
of the
the evidence
evidence is a matter
the relative quality of
the Contracting
Contracting Officer’s
Officer’s judgment, the
within the
GAO will
will sustain
sustain a protest absent “adequate, objective evidence”
evidence” that
that aa definitive
definitive responsibility
293
criterion
has
been
met.293
criterion has been met.
■

to prevailing
prevailing in a protest challenging
The key
key to
waiver of
of aadefinitive
definitive responsibility
responsibility criterion
criterion
the waiver
is
at issue
issue is,
is ensuring
ensuring that the requirement at
is, in
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

fact, aa definitive
definitive responsibility
responsibility criterion.
criterion. There
are two characteristics
characteristics that
that aasolicitation
solicitation requirement must meet to qualify.
First, aa requirement
requirement must
must be
beboth
bothspecific
specific
First,
and objectively determinable. For example, the
GAO found that
that the
therequirement
requirementtotopossess
possess aa
GAO
certification from
from aa local
local zoning
zoning board
board
written certification
was
definitive responsibility criterion
was aadefinitive
criterionbecause
because
the requirement
very specific
specific and
and offerors’
offerors’
requirement was
was very
compliance with
with that
that requirement,
requirement,i.e.,
i.e., submission
submission
of the written certification,
certification, could
could be
be determined
objectively.294
contrast,the
theGAO
GAO held
held that aa
objectively.294 InIncontrast,
general requirement
requirement to comply with “local zoning
laws”
wasnot
not sufficiently
sufficiently specific
specific to constitute
laws” was
a definitive
definitive responsibility
responsibilitycriterion.295
criterion.295 Likewise,
the GAO concluded that aa solicitation
solicitation provision
requiring
to demonstrate
demonstrate the
the ability
ability to
requiringawardees
awardees to
pass
particular type
type of
of audit
audit could not
pass aaparticular
not be
be determined objectively,
and thus
thus itit did
did not constitute
objectively, and
a definitive
definitive responsibility
responsibilitycriterion.296
criterion.296
Second,
the solicitation
solicitation must expressly
identify
Second, the
expressly identify
precondition for
the requirement
requirement as
as aa precondition
for award.
award. For
example, the
the GAO
GAO held
held that
that aa provision
provision requiring
requiring
offerors to submit past
pastperformance
performanceinformation
information
regarding
not aa definitive
definitive
regarding up
up to
to three
three contracts
contracts was
was not
responsibility criterion
criterion because
the solicitation
because the
not state
state that the similarity and
and magnitude
magnitude
did not
of the
In
the work
work were
were preconditions
preconditionsfor
foraward.297
award.297 In
case, the
a solicitation
another case,
the GAO
GAO held
held that
that a
requirement
requirementto
tobe
beregistered
registeredas
as aa medical
medicalwaste
waste
transporter
performance requirement,
requirement, not
transporter was
was aaperformance
a definitive
definitive responsibility
responsibility criterion,
criterion,because
because the
not require
requireregistration
registrationbefore
before
solicitation did not
298
award.298
award.

small
Small Business
Business Issues
Issues
limited exceptions,
exceptions, the
the GAO
GAO generally
generally
With limited
will not
will
notreview
review small
small business-related
business-related allegations
raised in
Rather,the
theGAO
GAOfinds
finds that
that
in aa protest.299
protest.299 Rather,
such arguments
arguments are
are more
more properly
properly handled by the
Small Business
Business Administration.300
Administration.300 Nevertheless,
there
there are
are several
several discrete areas
areas where protesters
have had some measure of success—two
of which
which
success—two of
are highlighted
highlighted in
inthis
thissection
section of
ofthe
thePaper.
Paper.
First, you may be
be able
able to
to prevail
prevail in
in aa bid
bid protest
ifif you can show
show that
that an
an agency
agencyimproperly
improperly failed
failed to
refer an unfavorable
unfavorable responsibility
responsibilitydetermination
determination
19
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the SBA
SBA for Certificate
Certificate of
of Competency
Competency proto the
ceedings.301
Thekey
keytotoprevailing
prevailingisisto
todistinguish
distinguish
ceedings.301 The
between
between responsibility and
and responsiveness/acresponsiveness/acceptability.

For instance, your
your protest
protestmay
may be
besuccessful
successful
ifif you
that the agency
questioned your
you can show
show that
agency questioned
ability to
partsor
or to
to perform
perform
to furnish
furnish necessary
necessary parts
in the
the number
number of
ofdays
days specified in your proposal
did not
notforward
forwardthe
thematter
mattertoto
SBA.302
but did
thethe
SBA.302
Likewise,
if you
Likewise, your protest may
may be
be successful
successful if
can show
show that
that the agency questioned your
your capacapability
subcontractinglimitation
limitation
bility to
to comply
comply with aa subcontracting
during
during contract performance but did not forward
the matter
SBA.303
mattertotothe
the
SBA.303 These
These cases
cases serve
serve as
as
examples
of responsibility
responsibility determinations,
determinations, which
examples of
should have been
been forwarded to
to the
the SBA.
SBA.
However, your
protest may
may be
be denied
denied ififit it
However,
your protest
was
clear
from
the
face
of
your
proposal
that
was clear from
face your proposal that
you
the subcontracting
subcontracting
you would
would not comply with the
limitation or,
limitation
or, for
forthat
thatmatter,
matter, aa material term or
condition of
condition
ofthe
thesolicitation.304
solicitation.304 Likewise,
Likewise, your
protest may
may be
where the
the agency
agency only
be denied where
questioned the manner in which
questioned
which you
you proposed
proposed
to perform.305
serve as
as examples
examples of
perform.305 These cases
cases serve
responsiveness/acceptability
findings, which do
responsiveness/acceptability findings,
not need to be
be forwarded
forwarded to
to the
the SBA.
SBA.

In
In sum, to prevail on this protest ground, you
will need
questioned your
will
need to
to show
show that the
the agency questioned
ability to
perform
the
contract,
as
to perform the contract, as opposed to the
manner in which you proposed
proposed to
to perform,
perform, and
did not
not forward
forward the
the matter
matter to
to the
the SBA.
SBA.
Second, you also may be successful
successful ifif you can
show
that the
the SBA
SBAfailed
failed to
to consider
consider vital
vital inforshow that
duringitsitsCOC
COCproceedings
proceedingsbecause
because
mation during
the agency
provided inaccurate,
inaccurate, incomplete,
incomplete, or
agency provided
misleading
For instance, the
the GAO
misleading information.306
information.306 For
sustained aa protest
protest where the SBA’s
decision not
not
SBA’s decision
to issue
COC was
wasbased
basedon
onincorrect
incorrect informainformaissue aa COC
tion,
about the
the period
period of
tion, provided
provided by
by the Army, about
307 Similarly, the GAO sustained a
performance.307
performance. Similarly, the
protest where the protester
the low bidder,
protester was
was the
the agency
agency incorrectly
incorrectly informed
informedthe
theSBA
SBA
but the
that the
$1 million
million above
the protester’s
protester’s price
price was
was $1
above
the
the Government
Governmentestimate.308
estimate.308

However,
the GAO may
dismiss your
your protest
protest if
However, the
may dismiss
you—not the
you—not
the agency—provided
agency—provided the
the SBA
SBA with inaccurate or incomplete
In addition,
addition,
incomplete information.309
information.309 In
20
20

the GAO
dismiss your
your protest
protest if
if you challenge
GAO may dismiss
the
size status
statusunder
under the guise of a chalthe awardee’s size
lenge to
Also, your
to SBA’s
SBA’s COC determination.310
determination.310 Also,
protest may not be
successful
where
you
did not
be successful where you did
correct inaccurate information
information or
or you
you are
are merely
disagreeing
disagreeing with
withthe
theSBA’s
SBA’sconclusions.311
conclusions.311

GAO’s limited
limited review
Thus, given the GAO’s
review of small
business
issues
and
its
deference
to
business issues and its deference to the SBA, you
may
facean
anuphill
uphill battle persuading the GAO to
may face
sustain your
your protest on these grounds. Nevertheless,
there are
are several
severaldiscrete
discretetarget
target points
points that,
less, there
present in your procurement, could result in
if present
a sustained
sustained protest.

Prejudice
Prejudice
Prejudice
element of
of any
Prejudice is an essential
essential element
any bid
protest.312
Evenif ifthe
theprocurement
procurement suffers
suffers from
from
protest.312 Even
a deficiency,
a
deficiency, the
the GAO
GAO will
will deny
deny your
your protest
protest if
you
that, but for
you cannot establish
establish that,
for the
theagency’s
agency’s
actions, you would
would have
have had a substantial chance
of receiving
receivingthe
theaward.313
award.313

In certain
the GAO
GAO will presume
certain cases,
cases, the
presume that
prejudice occurred,
occurred, such
such as
as where
where improper
improper
discussions took place,314
where there
there was
discussions
place,314 where
was an
OCI,315
wherethe
the awardee
awardeewas
wasineligible
ineligible for
for
OCI,315 ororwhere
award
award and there
there were
were no
nointervening
interveningoffers.316
offers.316
But
But exercise
exercise caution:
caution:even
evenininthese
thesetypes
typesof
ofcases,
cases,
the GAO may deny
deny your protest ifif there
there was
was no
possibility
possibility of
ofprejudice.317
prejudice.317
On
On the
the other
otherhand,
hand,several
several categories
categories of protests
are commonly
commonly denied based
on aa lack
lack of prejuare
based on
dice. For example, if your proposal
proposal is technically
unacceptable, the
your
unacceptable,
theGAO
GAO will
will not entertain your
allegations
about potential
potential improprieties
improprieties in
in the
allegations about
agency’s
agency’s evaluation of
ofthe
theawardee’s
awardee’sproposal.318
proposal.318
Prejudice also
also isisunlikely
unlikely to
to be
be found
found if you cannot
establish that,
that, but for
for the
agency’s
error, you would
would
the agency’s error,
have
fared better than
have fared
than the
the awardee
awardee in
in at
at least one
aspect
of the agency’s
evaluation. For
For example,
example, if
aspect of
agency’s evaluation.
you are
are rated
rated as
asinferior
inferior to the awardee
under all
awardee under
of the non-cost factors,
factors, and
and your
your protest
protest is
islimited
limited
to aa cost allegation
allegation that could not
not have
have resulted
resulted
in
in your
your proposal
proposal being
beingfound
foundtotobe
beless
less expensive
expensive
than that of the
finding of
of prejudice
the awardee,
awardee, aafinding
is highly
The GAO also may deny a
highly unlikely.319
unlikely.319 The
protest for
for lack
lack of
of prejudice
prejudice ififan
analleged
alleged evaluevaluation
ation error
errorwould
wouldnot
nothave
havechanged
changedan
anagency’s
agency’s
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overall evaluation
evaluation ofofyour
yourproposal.320
proposal.320 Finally, a
protest is
is likely
likely to
to be
bedenied
deniedifif another
another offeror
offeror (an
“intervening
been in
in line
line for
“intervening offeror”)
offeror”)would
wouldhave
have been
award, and you are unable to establish
any
errors
establish
that
resulted in
in your
your proposal
proposal being
being rated
rated
that could
could have
have resulted
as
superior to that
as superior
that of
of the
theintervening
interveningofferor.321
offeror.321
As
practical matter, where you have evidence
As aa practical

of aa procurement
procurement impropriety,
impropriety, you
youshould
shouldbe
be
prepared
demonstrate, through
or
prepared to demonstrate,
through affidavit or

otherwise, what you
you would
would have
havedone
donedifferently
differently
322
ifif the
the impropriety
improprietynever
neveroccurred.322
occurred. In
In one
onecase,
case,
a protester
protester convinced the GAO that itit would
would have
have
revised its
proposal and undertaken
revised
its technical
technical proposal

other
agency concerns
concerns ifif the
other measures
measures to address agency
agency
agency had properly
properlyconducted
conducteddiscussions.323
discussions.323
In another
another case,
case, aa protester demonstrated that
it would
would have
have submitted
submitted materially
materially revised
revised cost
cost
proposals had
been aware
aware of
and technical proposals
had it been
the agency’s
Without
agency’s changed requirements.324
requirements.324 Without
rescoring proposals, you also should pay
pay careful
careful
attention
rankings. In
In
attention to
to the
theagency’s
agency’s ratings and rankings.
particular,
particular, you
you should
should focus on showing that your
ratings or
or rankings
rankingswould
wouldhave
haveimproved
improvedvis-à-vis
vis-à-vis
325
an awardee.325
Further,you
youshould
should emphasize
emphasize the
the
awardee. Further,
closeness
thecompetition
competition and
and the
the impact of
closeness ofofthe
the agency’s
error on
on the
the discriminating
discriminating factor
agency’s error
or
or factors
factorsfor
foraward.326
award.326

gUIdElINEs
GUIDELINES
These Guidelines
Guidelinesare
areintended
intended to assist
you in
in
assist you
identifying viable
identifying
viable postaward
postaward bid
bid protest
protest allegaallegations. They are
are not,
not, however,
however, aa substitute
substitute for
for
professional representation
representation in
any
specific
situin any
ation.

1. The
TheGAO’s
GAO’sstandard
standardof
ofreview
review isis very
very deferential. The
erential.
The GAO
GAO will
will sustain
sustain your protest only
theagency’s
agency’s evaluation
evaluation was
was unreasonable,
unreasonable,
if the
inconsistent with the terms
terms of
of the
the solicitation
solicitation
inconsistent
or applicable procurement
procurement law,
law, or inadequately
documented.
2. The
bid protest
protest isisidentifying
identifying
Thekey
keyto
toaa viable bid
objective or procedural errors
errors in
inthe
theagency’s
agency’s
objective
evaluation. The GAO will not
not sustain
sustain a protest
based
on subjective
subjective disagreement
disagreement with
with the
based on
the agency’s
agency’s
judgment.
3. You
compelling technical
technical protest
Youmay
may have aacompelling
allegation if your competitor’s proposal failed to
meet aa material
material solicitation
solicitation requirement,
requirement, did
did not
include information
information expressly
expressly required
the
include
required by the
solicitation,
solicitation, or
ormade
made unsubstantiated
unsubstantiated promises to
comply with the solicitation
solicitation requirements.
requirements.A
A viable
protest
has relied
relied
protest also
also may arise where an agency has
on assumptions
contradicted
by
the
offerors’
assumptions contradicted by the offerors’ proposals
or failed
failed to evaluate
evaluate each
eachofferor’s
offeror’s proposal
proposal
posals or
based
on its
itsparticular
particular technical
technical solution.
solution.
based on

4. Agencies
Agencieshave
have broad discretion
discretion in
in evaluatevaluatpast performance, including
the relevance
relevance
ing past
including the
of offerors’
offerors’ past
performance references.
past performance
references. NeverNevertheless, the
the GAO may
may sustain
sustain your
your protest
protest if you
can identify
identify objective
objective errors
errorsin
inthe
theagency’s
agency’s past
© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

performance evaluation.
evaluation. For
For example,
example, aa viable
protest
if the agency’s
agency’spast
pastperformance
performance
protest may exist if
evaluation was
terms of
of
evaluation
was inconsistent
inconsistent with
with the terms
solicitation, contradicted
contradicted by
by the
thematerials
materials
the solicitation,
provided by the offerors’
offerors’ past
past performance references,
or simply
simplyundocumented.
undocumented.In
In addition,
addition,
erences, or
the GAO
GAO may
may sustain
sustain aa protest ifif the
theagency’s
agency’s
for evaluating
evaluating past
past performance
performancewas
was
method for
purely mechanical or otherwise arbitrary.

5. When
Whenevaluating
evaluatingproposals
proposalsfor
foraa cost-reimbursement
bursementcontract,
contract,an
anagency
agency must
must conduct
conductaa cost
cost

realism analysis
analysisto
todetermine
determine the most probable
probable
cost of each offeror’s
offeror’s proposal.
proposal.You
You may
may have
have aa
basis
for
protest
if
the
agency
failed
to
conduct
basis for protest if
agency failed
such an analysis
analysisor
orignored
ignored that
that analysis
analysisin
in making
making
its best
best value
value decision.
decision. The GAO also
also is
is likely
likely to
sustain a protest where
where the
the agency’s
agency’s cost
cost analyanalysis
was
based
on
the
mechanical
application
sis was based on the mechanical application of
undisclosed estimates
estimates or
or otherwise
otherwise inconsistent
inconsistent
with what each
each offeror
offeror actually proposed.
procurement
a fixed-price
6. InIna aprocurement
forfor
a fixed-price
or or
fixed-price level-of-effort
fixed-price
level-of-effortcontract,
contract,you
youmay
may have
have
a
viable protest
protest ifif the agency
failed to conduct
a viable
agency failed
a price
price reasonableness
reasonableness evaluation
(as well as
as
a
evaluation (as
a
where required
required by the
a price realism
realism analysis
analysis where
terms of the
the solicitation)
solicitation) or
orififthe
theagency’s
agency’s price
analysis
wasinconsistent
inconsistentwith
withthe
thesolicitation.
solicitation. If
If
analysis was
solicitation involves
involves an indefinite-quantity
indefinite-quantity
the solicitation
contract, you also
also should consider whether the
agency’s
evaluation method provides
agency’s evaluation
provides aa reasonreasonable basis
basisfor
for distinguishing
distinguishing between
the likely
between the
cost
of offerors’
offerors’ proposals.
cost of
proposals.
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7. An
in
Anagency
agencymust
mustevaluate
evaluate proposals
proposals solely in
of the
the solicitation.
solicitation. You
accordance with the terms of
You
may
haveaacompelling
compelling protest
protest allegation
allegation where
may have
agency has
an agency
has deviated
deviatedfrom
from the
the solicitation’s
disclosed evaluation scheme
scheme or
or applied
applied unstated
evaluation
related
evaluation criteria
criteriathat
thatwere
were not
not reasonably related
those disclosed
disclosed in
solicitation. Further,
Further,
to those
in the solicitation.
you may
may prevail ifif you
you can
can show
show that
that an
an agency
agency
disregarded the
the weighting
weighting scheme
schemeidentified
identified in
the solicitation.
8. IfIfan
anagency
agencychooses
chooses to
to conduct
conduct discussions
discussions
one offeror,
offeror, ititmust
mustconduct
conductdiscussions
discussions
with one
offerors in
in the
the competitive
competitive range.
range. The
with all offerors
GAO may sustain
sustain aaprotest
protest ifif the
the agency
agency failed
failed to
disclose all significant
and deficiendeficiensignificantweaknesses
weaknesses and
cies
in your
your proposal,
proposal, misled
misled you
youinto
into failing
failing to
cies in
address
its concerns,
concerns, or
or treated
treated you unequally.
address its

Anagency
agency must
must treat all offerors
offerors equally
equally
9. An

and apply common
common evaluation
evaluationstandards.
standards. A viable
protest may exist ifif an
an agency
agency treated
treated you
you less
less
favorably
favorably than your competitor,
competitor, such
such as
as where
where
an agency
agency has
haswaived
waivedprocedural
procedural requirements
requirements
for
competitor or
for your competitor
or applied
applied aa more stringent
standard in evaluating your proposal.

10. The
Theagency’s
agency’s best
best value
value decision must be
evaluation
reasonable, consistent with the stated evaluation
criteria,
criteria, and
and adequately
adequately documented.
documented. You
You may
may
have aaviable
viableprotest
protest ground
ground ifif you
that
you can show that
the
not adequately
adequately docuthe best value decision was
was not
mented
basedon
oninaccurate
inaccurateinformation.
information.
mented or
or was
was based
Likewise,
sustain your
your protest
protest if you
Likewise, the
the GAO
GAO may sustain
can demonstrate
demonstrate that
thatthe
thebest
best value
value decision
decisionwas
was
inconsistent with the stated
evaluation criteria,
criteria,
stated evaluation
look beyond
beyond adjectival
adjectival ratings,
failed to look
ratings, or
or did
not reconcile
reconcile the
the evaluators’
evaluators’ divergent conclusions.
11. Where
exception to
Wherean
anagency
agency relies on an exception
the requirement for full
and open competition,
full and
it
requireit must substantially comply with CICA’s requirements and
and provide
provide aa reasonable
reasonablejustification
justification for
for
its actions. The GAO may
may sustain
sustain your
your protest
protest if
if
you can show
show that
that the agency’s actions were the
lack of
of advanced
advanced planning or
or were
were
result of aa lack
related
prevail
related to
to funding
fundingconcerns.
concerns.You
Youalso
also may prevail
ifif you
you can
can show that the
the agency
agency failed
failed to
to issue
issue a
exceeded its
proper notice, exceeded
its minimum
minimum requirements, failed
failed to
to solicit
solicitoffers
offersfrom
fromas
as many
many sources
as
practicable under
under the circumstances, or
or failed
failed
as practicable
22
22

justification for
to provide aa reasonable
reasonable justification
for its
its use
use
of other than full
and open competition.
full and
12. The
TheGAO
GAOgenerally
generallywill
willnot
not review
review contract
modifications
modifications because
because itit views
views such
such matters
matters as
as
pertaining
pertaining to
to contract
contract administration.
administration.However,
However,
the GAO will
will review
review aacontract
contractmodification
modification ifif you
allege that the modification
modification exceeded
exceeded the
the scope
scope
of the
contract.
Your
protest
may
be
successful
the contract. Your protest may be successful
you can
can show
show that
resulted
if you
that the
the modification resulted
material changes
changes to the nature and
and type
type of
of
in material
ofperformance,
performance,and
andcosts.
costs. The
The
work, period of
GAO also will consider
consider whether
whetherthe
thechange
changewas
was
contemplated by
by the
the solicitation
solicitation or anticipated
by offerors,
offerors, and
andwhether
whetherthe
thefield
fieldof
ofcompetition
competition
would have changed as
asaaresult
resultof
of the
the modificamodification.
13. Where
Where an
anagency’s
agency’srequirements
requirementshave
have
13.
materially changed,
materially
changed, the
the agency
agency must amend the
solicitation
offerors an
anopportunity
opportunity
solicitation and
and to allow offerors
to submit
submit revised
revised proposals.
proposals. The
The GAO
GAO may
may sustain
a protest
protest ifif you
you can
can establish
establish that
thatthe
theagency
agencywas
was
aware
that its
its requirements
requirements were likely
likely to change
aware that
but failed to amend the
the solicitation
solicitation accordingly.
Likewise,
sustain your
your protest
protest if you
Likewise, the
the GAO
GAO may sustain
can establish that an agency awarded
awarded aa contract
contract
with the intent
intent of significantly
significantly modifying it shortly
after award.
14. An
AnOCI
OCIarises
ariseswhere,
where,because
because of
ofother
other
14.
activities
business relationships,
activities or business
relationships, an
an offeror
is
is unable,
unable, or
or potentially unable, to provide the
Government
Government with
withimpartial
impartialadvice
adviceand
andassistance
assistance
or has
has obtained
obtained access
access to inside
inside information
information
available to aa typical
typical incumbent
incumbent
(beyond that available
contractor) that
that places
places the
contractor)
the offeror
offeror at an
an unfair
competitive advantage
in obtaining
obtaining a contract.
advantage in
You
may have
have aaviable
viablebasis
basisfor
forprotest
protest if
if an
an agency
agency
You may
has
failed to identify
has failed
identify and
and evaluate
evaluate aa significant
potential
potential OCI,
OCI, made
made an
an unreasonable
unreasonable determination
nation regarding
regarding the
the existence
existence of an OCI or the
adequacy
ofyour
yourcompetitor’s
competitor’smitigation
mitigation plan, or
adequacy of
reflexively disqualified you
you from aa competition
competition
without
without conducting
conducting aa thorough
thoroughOCI
OCIanalysis.
analysis.

15. The
TheGAO
GAOwill
willnot
notreview
reviewan
anagency’s
agency’s affirmative responsibility determination
mative
determination unless
unless you
allege that the awardee
failed to meet aa definidefiniallege
awardee failed
criterion or
tive responsibility criterion
orthere
thereisis evidence
evidence
suggesting
agency failed to consider
consider
suggesting that
that the agency
available
relevant
information
regarding
your
available relevant information regarding your
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competitor. Protests
Protests based
based on
on the
the “available
relevant
exception rarely
rarely prevail.
relevant information”
information” exception
If, on the other hand, the solicitation included
aa definitive
definitive responsibility
responsibilitycriterion
criterionthat
that
your
your
competitor failed
competitor
failed to
tomeet,
meet, your
your protest
protest may
may be
successful.

16. The
TheGAO
GAO generally
generally will
will not
notreview
review small
small
16.
business-related issues.
However,
you
may
have
issues.
a viable protest ifif you
you can
can show
show that
that an
an agency
agency
made aa finding
made
finding of nonresponsibility and failed
to refer
refer the
the matter
matter to
tothe
theSBA
SBA for
for aa COC
COC determination.
mination. Similarly,
Similarly, the
the GAO
GAO may
may sustain
sustain your
protest
that the agency
agency provided
provided
protest ifif you
you can show that

the SBA
with misleading, inaccurate, or incomSBA with
plete information
information during
duringits
itsCOC
COC proceedings.
proceedings.
17.
Prejudice isis an
anessential
essential element
element of
of any
any
17. Prejudice
protest. The GAO will not
not sustain
sustain your protest
unless you
you can
can establish
establish that,
that, but
but for
for the
the agency’s
evaluation
evaluation errors,
errors,you
youwould
wouldhave
havehad
hadaa substantial chance
chance of receiving
receiving an
an award.
award. Accordingly,
filinga aprotest,
protest,you
you
should
consider
before filing
should
consider
whether your
into any
any of
of the
the
whether
your fact pattern falls into
categories of protests
protests commonly
commonly denied
denied for
for aa lack
prejudice. In
Inaddition,
addition,your
yourprotest
protestshould
should
of prejudice.
explain
how
the
agency’s
errors
could
have
explain how the agency’s
could have cost
you the contract.
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Speaker of the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
(Dec. 22, 2008), available at http://www.
http://www.
gao.gov/special.pubs/bidpro08.pdf.
gao.gov/special.pubs/bidpro08.pdf. See
generally Schaengold,
Gill,
generally
Schaengold, Guiffré
Guiffré &
& Gill,
“Choice
Of Forum
Forum For
For Bid
Bid Protests,”
Protests,”
“Choice Of
Briefing Papers No. 08-11 (Oct. 2008).

declined
strengths to protester’s
protester’s
declined to award strengths
proposal).

5/

6/

7/

Boeing
Dec. B-311344
B-311344
Boeing Co., Comp. Gen. Dec.
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 114, 50 GC
GC ¶ 230
230
et al., 2008
(sustaining protest where
where awardee
awardee
(sustaining
did not commit to mandatory delivery
timeframe).

SWR, Inc.,
B-284075 et
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-284075
al., 2000 CPD ¶ 43 (sustaining protest
where agency
agency relaxed
relaxed quality control
control
where
plan, replacement
replacement time,
service
plan,
time, and service
call warranty requirements for awardee
without amending solicitation).

10/

Dale Stevens Constr.,
Constr., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-242234, 91-1
354 (location
(location
B-242234,
91-1 CPD
CPD ¶ 354
for mounting of environmental scrubber
system equipment).

11/

Farmland Nat’l Beef,
Beef, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.

L-3
Commc’ns Westwood
Westwood Corp.,
L-3 Commc’ns
Corp., Comp.
Comp.Gen.

Dec. B-295126, 2005 CPD ¶ 30 (denying protest
protest where
where agency
agency reasonably
reasonably

4/

9/

Northrop
NorthropGrumman
GrummanSys.
Sys.Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.

Dec. B-293036.5
B-293036.5 et al.,
al., 2004
2004 CPD ¶ 124
(denying protest where evaluation was
reasonable and consistent with solicitation).

3/

8/

12/

Hughes
Hughes Missile
MissileSys.
Sys.Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-257627.2, 94-2
GC
B-257627.2,
94-2 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 256, 37 GC
¶ 155 (denying
(denying protest
protest of award for complex weapon system
system support services).

13/

Bendix
Bendix Oceanics,
Oceanics, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-247225.3, 92-2 CPD ¶ 54 (sustaining
protest of award
award for
for advanced
advanced sonar
sonar
protest
system).
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17/

Centroid,
Dec. B-265951,
B-265951,
Centroid, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
96-1 CPD ¶ 15.

18/

Intercon
Intercon Assocs.,
Assocs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-298282
B-298282 et
et al.,
al., 2006
2006 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 121,
121, 48 GC
¶ 335 (sustaining protest where agency
downgraded proposal on factually inaccurate basis).

19/

T Square Logistics Servs.
Servs. Corp., Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-291851, 2003 CPD ¶ 160,
45 GC ¶ 411.

20/

Locus
Tech.,Inc.,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.B-293012,
B-293012,
LocusTech.,
Inc., Comp.

2004 CPD ¶ 16
16 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
agency ignored
ignored protester’s
protester’s proposal
proposal
agency
revisions).

21/

B-292312,
(denying protest
protest
B-292312, 2004
2004 CPD
CPD ¶ 83 (denying
where protester
protester failed
failed to meet burden to
establish specific evaluation errors).

15/

MMI-Fed.
Corp., Comp.
MMI-Fed. Mktg.
Mktg. Serv. Corp.,
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-297537, 2006 CPD ¶ 38, 48 GC
¶ 137.

22/

MMI-Fed.
Corp., Comp.
MMI-Fed. Mktg.
Mktg. Serv. Corp.,
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-297537, 2006 CPD ¶ 38, 48 GC
137; see
see 10
10 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A. § 2533a.
2533a. See
See
¶ 137;
generally
generally McGovern,
McGovern, “Feature Comment:
Specialty Metals Compromise
Compromise Forged,”
Forged,”
50 GC ¶ 32 (Jan. 30, 2008).

23/

MMI-Fed.
Corp., Comp.
MMI-Fed. Mktg.
Mktg. Serv. Corp.,
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-297537, 2006 CPD ¶ 38, 48 GC
¶ 137.

ITT
Servs. Int’l Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
ITT Fed. Servs.

B-296783 et al., 2007 CPD ¶ 43, 49 GC
¶ 153 (sustaining protest where agency
failed to
to consider
consider awardee’s
awardee’s staffing
staffing
failed
understatement).

Low
& Assocs.,
Assocs., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.Dec.
Dec.B-297444.2,
B-297444.2,
Low &

2006
2006 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 76, 48 GC ¶ 220 (on-site
performance).

14/

Computer
Specialist, Inc.,
Computer Info.
Info. Specialist,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.

Dec. B-293049 et al., 2004 CPD ¶ 1.

B-286607
31 (reserva(reservaB-286607 et
et al., 2001 CPD ¶ 31
tion of right to modify delivery schedule
“as needed”).

Planning Sys., Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Planning

Ultra
Ocean Sys.,
Ultra Elecs.
Elecs. Ocean
Sys., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-400219,
B-400219, 2008
183 (denying
(denying
2008 CPD ¶ 183
protest of award for design of collision
avoidance device for submarines).

16/

OneSource
OneSourceEnergy
EnergyServs.,
Servs.,Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.Gen.

Dec. B-283445,
B-283445, 2000
2000 CPD
CPD ¶ 109, 42 GC
¶ 297.

OneSource
OneSourceEnergy
EnergyServs.,
Servs.,Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.Gen.

Dec. B-283445,
B-283445, 2000
2000 CPD
CPD ¶ 109, 42 GC
¶ 297.

24/

BST
Dec. B-298761
B-298761
BST Sys., Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec.

et al., 2007 CPD ¶ 62 (denying protest
alleging that agency
agency accorded
accorded disprodisproalleging
portionate weight to particular contract
where record established that contract
was very relevant to required effort).
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25/

Clean Harbors
Harbors Envtl.
Servs., Inc.,
Envtl. Servs.,
Inc., Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-296176.2,
B-296176.2, 2005
2005 CPD ¶ 222,
10 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
where
48 GC ¶ 10
there was no contemporaneous record
that agency
agency considered
considered relevance
relevance of
that
awardee’s
incumbent
awardee’s performance
performance on incumbent
contract, as required
required by
by solicitation).
solicitation).
contract,
See generally Edwards,
Edwards, “Postscript VI:
Past Performance
Performance Evaluations,”
Evaluations,” 20 Nash
& Cibinic Rep. ¶ 51 (Nov. 2006).

37/

38/

27/

ASRC Research
Research & Tech. Solutions,
Solutions, LLC,
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-400217
B-400217 et al., 2008
CPD
GC ¶¶ 445
445 (sustaining
(sustaining
CPD ¶¶ 202, 50 GC
protest where agency failed to consider
substantial difference
difference in size
size between
between
substantial
awardee’s past performance
performance references
and contemplated contract, as required
by solicitation).

DRS
Sys., LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
DRS C3 Sys.,
B-310825
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 103, 50
50
B-310825 et
et al., 2008

52/

Advanced
Advanced Data
Data Concepts,
Concepts,Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.

53/

Priority
Priority One
One Servs.,
Servs.,Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-288836 et
CPD ¶ 79 (susB-288836
et al., 2002 CPD
taining protest where agency
agency failed to
taining
downwardly adjust overstated costs).

54/

Magellan
Magellan Health
Health Servs.,
Servs.,Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-298912, 2007
(sustaining
B-298912,
2007 CPD
CPD ¶ 81 (sustaining
protest where Contracting Officer ignored
evaluators’ recommended
recommended cost realism
adjustments).

55/

E.L.
Hamm &
& Assocs.,
Assocs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
E.L. Hamm

International
InternationalBus.
Bus.Sys.,
Sys., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-275554, 97-1 CPD ¶ 114.

40/

International
InternationalBus.
Bus.Sys.,
Sys., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-275554, 97-1 CPD ¶ 114.

41/

GTS Duratek,
Duratek, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
GTS

B-280766.3,
B-280766.3,99-1
99-1CPD
CPD¶¶ 85,
85, 41
41 GC
GC ¶ 272
(sustaining protest where agency failed
to assess realism of proposed overhead
rate).

B-280511.2 et al., 98-2 CPD ¶ 130.

42/

Morrison
Morrison Knudsen
KnudsenCorp.,
Corp.,Comp.
Comp.Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-280261, 98-2 CPD ¶ 63.

43/

Dismas
Gen. Dec.
Dec.B-298390,
B-298390,
DismasCharities,
Charities,Comp.
Comp.Gen.

GC ¶ 301.

56/
28/

DRS
Sys., LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
DRS C3 Sys.,
B-310825
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 103, 50
50
B-310825 et
et al., 2008

Metro Mach. Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Metro
B-297879.2, 2006
GC
B-297879.2,
2006 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 80,
80, 48 GC

¶ 211.

Dec. B-277801.4,
B-277801.4, 98-1
98-1 CPD
CPD ¶ 145, 40
GC ¶ 415.

39/
26/

Green Valley Transp., Inc., Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-285283,
B-285283, 2000
2000 CPD
CPD ¶ 133, 42 GC
¶ 384.

Global
Flagship Co.,
Gen. Dec.
Global A
A 1st Flagship
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.

B-297235 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 14, 48 GC
¶ 79.

2006 CPD ¶ 131.

GC ¶ 301.

29/

DRS
Sys., LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
DRS C3 Sys.,
B-310825
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 103, 50
50
B-310825 et
et al., 2008

GC ¶ 301.

30/

44/

FAR
15.305(a)(2)(iv).
FAR 15.305(a)(2)(iv).

45/

FAR
15.305(a)(2)(iv) (“In the case of an
FAR 15.305(a)(2)(iv)
offeror without a record of relevant past
performance
information on
performance or for whom information
past performance
performance is not available,
available, the
offeror may not be
be evaluated
evaluated favorably
favorably
or unfavorably on past performance.”).

DRS
Sys., LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
DRS C3 Sys.,
B-310825
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 103, 50
50
B-310825 et
et al., 2008

57/

Magellan
Magellan Health
Health Servs.,
Servs.,Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-298912, 2007
(sustaining
B-298912,
2007 CPD
CPD ¶ 81 (sustaining
protest where cost analyst removed fee
from cost analysis).

58/

Global
Flagship Co.,
Gen. Dec.
Global A
A 1st Flagship
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.

B-297235 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 14, 48 GC
¶ 79.

GC ¶ 301.

46/
31/

GC ¶ 301.

32/

47/

34/

35/

ASRC Research
Research & Tech. Solutions,
Solutions, LLC,
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-400217
B-400217 et al., 2008
CPD ¶ 202, 50 GC ¶ 445.

FAR
FAR 15.404-1(d)(1).

61/

Magellan
Magellan Health
Health Servs.,
Servs.,Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-298912, 2007 CPD ¶ 81.

49/

FAR
FAR 15.404-1(d)(2).

62/

Earl
Indus., LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.B-309996
B-309996
Earl Indus.,

50/

NHIC Corp.,
Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-310801
B-310801
et al., 2008 CPD ¶ 67 (denying protest
where agency reasonably analyzed all
major cost elements of offerors’ proposals).
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Global
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A 1st Flagship
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.

B-297235 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 14, 48 GC
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et al., 2007 CPD ¶ 203, 49 GC ¶ 471.

KMR, LLC, Comp. Gen. Dec. B-292860,
B-292860,
2003 CPD ¶ 233, 46 GC ¶ 113.

United
United Paradyne
Paradyne Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
2006 CPD
47, 48
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B-297758, 2006
CPD ¶¶ 47,
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B-297235 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 14, 48 GC
¶ 79.

48/

51/
36/

Global
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Gen. Dec.
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A 1st Flagship
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.

60/

Helicopter
Servs. LLC,
Comp. Gen.
HelicopterTransp.
Transp. Servs.
LLC, Comp.

Clean Harbors
Harbors Envtl.
Servs., Inc.,
Envtl. Servs.,
Inc., Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-296176.2,
B-296176.2, 2005
2005 CPD ¶ 222,
48 GC ¶ 10.

59/

Information Ventures, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-297276.2 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 45,
48 GC ¶ 126 (sustaining protest where
agency failed to reconcile contradictory
cost and technical evaluations).

Dec. B-400295 et al., 2008 CPD ¶ 180,
50 GC ¶ 379.

33/

MIL
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.B-294836,
B-294836, 2005
2005
MIL Corp.,

CPD ¶ 29, 47 GC ¶ 133.

DRS
Sys., LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
DRS C3 Sys.,
B-310825
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 103, 50
50
B-310825 et
et al., 2008

63/

protest where
where agency
agency mechanically
mechanically
protest

compared offerors’
offerors’ proposed labor rates
to incumbent rates without considering
each offeror’s technical approach).

Metro Mach. Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Metro
B-297879.2,
B-297879.2,2006
2006CPD
CPD¶¶ 80,
80, 48
48 GC
GC ¶ 211
(sustaining protest where agency failed
consider impact
impact of
of subcontractor’s
subcontractor’s
to consider
higher labor rates).

Hughes STX Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Hughes
B-278466, 98-1
(sustaining
B-278466,
98-1 CPD
CPD ¶ 52 (sustaining

64/
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Constr. Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-278360, 98-1 CPD ¶ 103.
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Information
InformationVentures,
Ventures,Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.

77/

B-297276.2,
GC
B-297276.2, 2006
2006 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 45,
45, 48 GC
¶ 126.

66/

SGT, Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-281773
B-281773 et al.,

78/

99-1 CPD ¶ 77 (agency
(agency reasonably normalized foundry costs absent meaningful
meaningful
basis to distinguish between offerors).

67/

79/

FAR
15.402(a), 15.404-1(a).
FAR 15.402(a),

70/

Comprehensive
Comprehensive Health
Health Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Gen.
B-310553, 2008
(denyGen. Dec. B-310553,
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 9 (denying protest where price reasonableness
adequate
determination was based on adequate
price competition
competition and comparison
comparison of prices
to independent Government estimate).

MVM, Inc.,
B-290726 et
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-290726
al., 2002
2002 CPD
CPD ¶ 167
167 (denying
(denying protest
protest
where agency considered level of competition and prices of competitive range
offerors).

LaBarge
Dec.B-266210,
B-266210,
LaBargeElecs.,
Elecs., Comp.
Comp.Gen.Dec.

96-1 CPD ¶ 58 (denying protest where
awardee’s
than
awardee’s price
price was
was 26% higher than
protester’s price).

80/

81/

90/

PMC Solutions, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
B-310732, 2008 CPD ¶ 20.

91/

Laidlaw
Servs., Inc.,
Laidlaw Envtl.
Envtl. Servs.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.

B-271903, 96-2 CPD ¶ 75.

92/

Metro Mach. Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Metro
B-311245.5, 2008 CPD ¶ 167.

93/

Federal
R.I., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Federal Props.
Props.of
of R.I.,

B-218192.2, 85-1 CPD ¶ 508.

Joint Venture Penauille/BMAR
Penauille/BMAR & Assocs.,
Assocs.,
LLC, Comp. Gen. Dec. B-311200
B-311200 et al.,
2008 CPD ¶ 118.

94/

IBM
Corp., Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-299504
B-299504 et
IBM Corp.,
Comp. Gen.
et al.,

95/

2008 CPD ¶ 64
64 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
agency made upward price adjustment
to fixed-price proposal).

St. Mary’s
Mary’s Hosp.
Hosp. & Med.
Med. Center
Center of San
San FranFran-

cisco, Ca., Comp. Gen. Dec. B-243061,
91-1 CPD ¶ 597.

ManTech
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
ManTechSec.
Sec.Tech. Corp.,

B-297133.3, 2006 CPD ¶ 77.

96/

10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2305(a)(2)(A)(i);
2305(a)(2)(A)(i); 41 U.S.C.A.
§ 253a(b)(1)(A).

97/

Lloyd H. Kessler, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-284693,
B-284693, 2000
2000 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 96,
96, 42 GC ¶ 274
(sustaining protest and concluding that
unstated factor that accounted for 40%
of agency’s evaluation was required to
be disclosed in solicitation
solicitation even
even if it was
reasonably related to stated evaluation
criteria).

Health
Health Servs.
Servs. Int’l,
Int’l, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-247433 et al., 92-1 CPD ¶ 493.

98/

10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2305(a)(2)(A)(ii);
2305(a)(2)(A)(ii); 41 U.S.C.A.

85/

Health
Health Servs.
Servs. Int’l,
Int’l, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-247433 et al., 92-1 CPD ¶ 493.

99/

York Bldg.
Bldg. Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-296948.2 et al., 2005 CPD ¶ 202, 47
GC ¶ 537.

86/

Northrop
NorthropGrumman
GrummanInfo.
Info.Tech., Inc., Comp.

100/

York Bldg.
Bldg. Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-296948.2 et al., 2005 CPD ¶ 202, 47
GC ¶ 537.

101/

M&S Farms,
Farms, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
M&S

82/

83/

R&G
G Food
Food Serv.,
Serv., Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-296435.4
B-296435.4 et
et al.,
al., 2005
2005 CPD ¶ 194 (sustaining protest where agency determined
determined
that protester’s prices were not fair and
reasonable based solely on unit prices);
see also FAR 15.405(b).

Lockheed,
Dec.B-248686,
B-248686,
Lockheed,IMS,
IMS, Comp.
Comp.Gen.Dec.

92-2 CPD ¶ 180.

84/
73/

Northrop
NorthropGrumman
GrummanInfo.
Info.Tech., Inc., Comp.

Gen.
2005 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-295526
B-295526 et
et al., 2005
¶ 45, 47 GC
GC ¶¶ 158
158 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest
where agency failed to document price
realism analysis and record was limited
to conclusory statement that awardee’s
prices were found to be realistic).

General
Gen. Dec.
GeneralSec.
Sec. Servs.
Servs. Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.

69/

72/

Consolidated
ConsolidatedEng’g
Eng’gServs.,
Servs.,Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.Gen.

Dec. B-311313, 2008 CPD ¶ 146.

OMNIPLEX
OMNIPLEXWorld
WorldServs.
Servs.Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp.Gen.

Dec. B-291105,
B-291105, 2002
2002 CPD
CPD ¶ 199, 44 GC
¶ 509 (sustaining protest where agency
failed to conduct price realism analysis
required by solicitation).

B-280959
B-280959 et
et al.,
al., 98-2
98-2 CPD
CPD ¶ 143, 41 GC
¶ 59.

71/

89/

University Research
Research Co., LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp.
University

Gen. Dec. B-294358.6 et al., 2005 CPD
¶ 83.

68/

Legacy
Solutions, LLC,
Legacy Mgmt.
Mgmt. Solutions,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec.
B-299981.2 et
al., 2007
2007 CPD
CPD
Dec. B-299981.2
et al.,
¶ 197.

Crawford
Comp. Gen.Dec.
Dec.B-277069,
B-277069,
Crawford Labs.,
Labs., Comp.

§ 253a(b)(1)(B).

97-2 CPD ¶ 63, 39 GC ¶ 576.

74/

Crawford
Comp. Gen.Dec.
Dec.B-277069,
B-277069,
Crawford Labs.,
Labs., Comp.

97-2 CPD ¶ 63, 39 GC ¶ 576.

75/

76/

FAR 15.404-1(d)(3);
15.404-1(d)(3); AllWorld Language
Consultants,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Consultants, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
B-291409
(denying
B-291409 et
et al.,
al., 2003
2003 CPD ¶ 13 (denying
protest where solicitation
solicitation did not require
price realism analysis).

Legacy
Solutions, LLC,
Legacy Mgmt.
Mgmt. Solutions,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-299981.2
B-299981.2 et al.,
al., 2007
2007 CPD ¶ 197
(denying
(denying protest alleging price realism
analysis
flawed estimate).
estimate).
analysis was based on flawed
See generally Nash, “Postscript
“Postscript IV: Price
Realism Analysis,”
Analysis,” 23
Cibinic
Realism
23 Nash
Nash & Cibinic
Rep. ¶ 20 (Apr. 2009).
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Gen.
2005 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-295526
B-295526 et
et al., 2005
¶ 45, 47 GC ¶ 158.

87/

Mnemonics
Dec.B-290961,
B-290961,
MnemonicsInc.,
Inc.,Comp.
Comp.Gen.Dec.

2003
CPD ¶ 39;
39; see
see also
also 10
10 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.
2003 CPD
§ 2305(b)(1);
2305(b)(1); 41
253b(a); FAR
41 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A. § 253b(a);
15.304(d), 15.305(a).

B-290599, 2002 CPD ¶ 174.

102/
88/

Mnemonics
Gen. Dec.
Dec.B-290961,
B-290961,
MnemonicsInc.,
Inc.,Comp.
Comp.Gen.

2003 CPD ¶ 39; see also
also L-3 Commc’ns
Titan Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-299317
et al., 2007 CPD ¶ 66, 49 GC ¶ 218.

Modern Techs. Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-278695 et al., 98-1 CPD ¶ 81, 40 GC
¶ 222
222 (denying
(denying protest
protest where
where solicitation
solicitation
reserved
reserved agency’s
agency’s right
right to award without
discussions).
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103/

FAR 15.306(d);
15.306(d); see
see also
also TDS, Inc., Comp.
Gen.
B-292674, 2003
Gen. Dec. B-292674,
2003 CPD
CPD ¶ 204, 45
GC ¶ 501
501 (sustaining
(sustaining protest and finding
finding
that discussions occurred
occurred where agency
permitted
permitted offerors
offerors to revise proposals in
areas raised by agency
agency personnel
personnel during
oral presentations).

104/

FAR
FAR 15.306(a).

105/

Gulf Copper
Copper Ship
Ship Repair,
Repair, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-293706.5, 2005 CPD ¶ 108, 47
GC ¶ 329
329 (sustaining
(sustaining protest and finding
finding
that discussions
discussions occurred
occurred where awardee
was permitted to furnish additional past
performance information necessary for
reevaluation of its proposal).

106/

114/

115/

108/

Hines Chicago Invs., LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Dec. B-292984, 2004 CPD ¶ 5 (denying
protest and concluding that agency was
not required to hold
hold discussions
discussions regarding
regarding
areas of protester’s proposal that were
weak but acceptable).

109/

110/

116/

CitiWest Props., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-274689.4, 98-1 CPD ¶ 3.

B-311314.3, 2008 CPD ¶ 133 (sustaining protest and concluding that general
advice that amounted to mere restatement of evaluation
evaluation criteria did not satisfy
satisfy

119/

120/

Lockheed Martin Simulation,
Simulation, Training
Training &
Support, Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-292836.8
et al., 2005 CPD ¶ 27.

Spherix,
Spherix, Inc.,
Inc.,Comp.
Comp.Gen.
Gen.Dec.
Dec. B?294572
B294572

et al., 2005 CPD ¶ 3, 47 GC ¶ 39.

122/

Metro Mach. Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Metro
B-281872 et al., 99-1 CPD ¶ 101.

FAR 15.001.

123/

26
26

Kalman
Co.,, Comp.
Comp. Gen
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
Kalman && Co.
B-287442.2, 2002
(denying
B-287442.2,
2002 CPD
CPD ¶ 63 (denying
protest challenging
challenging failure
advise
protest
failure to advise
protester of weaknesses first created in
final proposal revision).

Pan Am
Am World
World Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Pan

¶ 446.

131/

M&S Farms,
Farms, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
M&S

B-290599, 2002 CPD ¶ 174.

124/

132/

Chemonics Int’l, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-282555, 99-2 CPD ¶ 61.

133/

BAE Tech. Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-296699, 2006
(sustaining
B-296699,
2006 CPD
CPD ¶ 91 (sustaining
protest
protest where agency applied more exacting standard in evaluating adequacy of
proposed
substantiation for protester’s proposed
initiatives than
did in
in evaluating
evaluating
initiatives
than itit did
awardee’s substantiation).

134/

BAE Tech. Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-296699, 2006 CPD ¶ 91.

135/

Electronic
Electronic Design,
Design,Inc.,
Inc.,Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-279662.2
B-279662.2et
et al.,
al., 98-2
98-2 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 69,
69, 40 GC
¶ 513 (waiver of page limitations); CPT
Text-Computer
Text-Computer GmbH,
GmbH, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-222037.2, 86-2 CPD ¶ 29 (extension
of demonstration date).

136/

Family Entm’t Servs.,
Servs., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-298047.3, 2007
GC
B-298047.3,
2007 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 59,
59, 49 GC
¶ 207.

137/

Global Analytic Info.
Info. Tech.
Tech. Servs., Inc.,

Biospherics, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Biospherics,

B-278278, 98-1 CPD ¶ 161.

113/

130/

Lockheed Martin Simulation,
Simulation, Training
Training &
Support, Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-292836.8
et al., 2005 CPD ¶ 27.

specific
weaknesses and deficiencies that
specific weaknesses
resulted in protester not being selected
for award).

Burchick Constr. Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-400342, 2008 CPD ¶ 203 (sustaining
protest where agency limited
limited discussions
discussions
to offerors’ cost proposals).

conducted
discussions
conducted a second round of discussions
with awardee but not protester).

agency?s
obligation to
to conduct
conduct meaningful
meaningful
agencys obligation
discussions).

CitiWest Props., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-274689.4,
CPD ¶ 3 (sustaining
B-274689.4, 98-1 CPD
protest where agency
agency failed to identify

112/

Front Line Apparel Group,
Group, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Dec. B-295989,
B-295989, 2005
2005 CPD
CPD ¶ 116, 47 GC
¶ 330 (sustaining protest where agency

N.J. & H
H St.
St. LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
N.J.

Metro Mach. Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Metro
B-281872 et al., 99-1 CPD ¶ 101 (susB-281872
taining protest
protest where
where agency
agency misled
misled
taining
protester to
believe that its
its proposed
proposed
protester
to believe
approach was acceptable).

FAR 15.001.

129/

Gen. Dec.
88-2 CPD
CPD
Gen.
Dec. B-231840
B-231840 et
et al., 88-2

117/

121/

111/

Boeing Co., Comp. Gen. Dec. B-311344
et al., 2008
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 114, 50 GC
GC ¶ 230
230
(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where agency afforded
one offeror, but not another, continued
discussions regarding partial satisfaction
of solicitation requirement).

American States
Servs., Inc.,
Inc.,
American
States Utils.
Utils. Servs.,
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-291307.3,
B-291307.3, 2004 CPD
¶ 150 (denying protest alleging agency
conducted misleading
misleading discussions
discussions by
by
conducted
failing to advise protester that it had not
corrected weakness previously identified
in discussions).

Multimax,
Inc.,
Comp. Gen
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
Multimax , Inc
. , Comp.
B-298249.6
B-298249.6 et
et al.,
al., 2006
2006 CPD ¶ 165 (sustaining protest where agency conducted
misleading and unequal discussions).

PWC Logistics Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-299820
B-299820 et al., 2007 CPD ¶ 162
(denying
alleging that
that agency
agency
(denying protest
protest alleging
conduct discussion
discussion regarding
regarding
failed to conduct
aspect of protester’s proposal rated as
“highly acceptable”).

128/

B-287442.2, 2002 CPD ¶ 63.

118/
107/

Kalman &
& Co.
Co.,, Comp.
Comp. Gen
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
Kalman

Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-298840.2,
B-298840.2, 2007 CPD
¶ 57, 49 GC ¶ 173.

Multimax, Inc., et
et al.,
al., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
B-298249.6 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 165.

125/

Boeing Co., Comp. Gen. Dec. B-311344
et al., 2008 CPD ¶ 114, 50 GC ¶ 230.

126/

AT&T Corp.,
Corp., Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.B-299542.3
B-299542.3
et al., 2008 CPD ¶ 65, 50 GC ¶ 186.

127/

FAR
FAR 15.306(e)(1).

138/

Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Ashe Facility Servs., Inc.,
Dec. B-292218.3 et al., 2004 CPD ¶ 80,
46 GC ¶ 192.

139/

Lockheed Martin
Martin Info.
Info. Sys.,
Sys., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-292836
B-292836 et al., 2003 CPD ¶ 230
(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where agency applied
more exacting
exacting standards
standards of specificity
more
protester’s proposal
proposal than
applied
to protester’s
than it applied
to awardee’s proposal).
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140/

141/

Wiltex Inc.,
Dec. B-297234.2
B-297234.2
Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec.
et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 13, 48 GC ¶ 60.

153/

Keeton
Corrs., Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Keeton Corrs.,
B-293348, 2005
44, 47
47 GC
GC
2005 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 44,

¶ 155 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
where SSA was
provided inaccurate
inaccurate information about
about
provided
evaluation of offerors’ proposals).

AIU
Am., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
AIU N. Am.,
B-283743.2,
GC
B-283743.2, 2000
2000 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 39,
39, 42 GC

165/

Comprehensive
Comprehensive Health
Health Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-310553, 2008 CPD ¶ 9.

166/

U.S. Facilities,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
U.S.
Facilities, Inc., Comp.

B-293029
(denying
B-293029 et
et al.,
al., 2004
2004 CPD ¶ 17 (denying
protest where SSA simply adopted the
technical evaluation panel’s final report
by signing it).

¶ 135.

154/
142/

92-2 CPD ¶ 426
426 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
cost/technical
cost/technical tradeoff
tradeoffwas
was not
not based on
actual price difference).

Raytheon
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-291449,
B-291449,
Raytheon Co.,
Co., Comp.

2003 CPD ¶ 54.

143/

144/

FAR 15.308.

145/

Matrix Int’l Logistics,
Logistics, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Dec. B-272388.2, 97-2 CPD ¶ 89.

146/

Beacon
Auto Parts,
Parts, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Beacon Auto
B-287483, 2001 CPD ¶ 116.

147/

Beacon
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Beacon Auto Parts, Comp.
B-287483, 2001 CPD ¶ 116.

Coastal
Maritime Stevedoring,
Stevedoring, LLC,
LLC,
Coastal Maritime
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-296627, 2005 CPD
¶ 186, 47 GC ¶ 507.

157/

BAE Sys. Norfolk
Norfolk Ship Repair Inc., Comp.
Gen. Dec.
75
Gen.
Dec. B-297879,
B-297879, 2006
2006 CPD
CPD ¶ 75
(denying
decision
(denying challenge
challenge to best value decision
where underlying challenge to cost and
technical evaluations was rejected).

158/

Professional Landscape Mgmt. Servs.,
Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec. B-286612, 2000
CPD ¶ 212.

159/

Preferred
Solutions, Inc., Comp
Comp
Preferred Sys.
Sys. Solutions,
Gen.
2003 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-292322
B-292322 et
et al., 2003

advisory
advisory council’s]
council’s] source selection documents reflecting
reflecting the agency’s best-value
analysis did not include any meaningful
analysis of the differentiating
differentiating features of
the two proposals upon which the SSA
based the cost/technical
”).
cost/technical tradeoff
tradeoff”).

160/

T.J. Lambrecht
Lambrecht Constr., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-294425, 2004 CPD ¶ 198.

169/

Gracon
Dec. B-293009
B-293009
Gracon Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
et al., 2004 CPD ¶ 58 (denying protest
where protester relied on minority
minority reports
reports
filed by certain evaluators).

170/

Regional Lab. for Educ.
Educ. Improvements
Improvements
NE. & Islands,
Islands, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
of the NE.
Dec. B-270774
B-270774 et
et al., 96-1 CPD ¶ 204
(denying protest where SSA identified
(denying
reasons for rejecting
rejecting lone
lone dissenter’s
dissenter’s
reasons
conclusions).

171/

University Research
Research Co., LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp.
University
2004 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-294358
B-294358 et
et al., 2004
¶ 217, 46 GC ¶ 450.

172/

DynCorp Int’l, LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
DynCorp

© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

¶ 29.

Pueblo Envtl.
Envtl. Solution,
Solution, LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp.
Pueblo
14; Oceaneering
Oceaneering Int’l, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
¶ 14;

Bio-Rad Labs., Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Bio-Rad

B-297553,
B-297553, 2007
2007 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 58,
58, 49 GC ¶ 198
(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where agency awarded
contract
lowest-priced, technically
technically
contract to lowest-priced,
acceptable offeror).

Comprehensive Health
Inc.,
Comprehensive
Health Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,

E.L. Hamm & Assocs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-290783 et al., 2002 CPD ¶ 177.

Bio-Rad
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Bio-Rad Labs., Inc., Comp.
B-297553, 2007
58, 49
49 GC
GC
2007 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 58,
¶ 198.

Command Mgmt.
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Command
Mgmt. Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
2008 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-310261
B-310261 et
et al., 2008

2002 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-291487
B-291487 et
et al., 2002

Opti-Lite
Optical, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Opti-Lite Optical,
99-1 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 61, 41
41 GC
GC
B-281693, 99-1
¶ 242 (sustaining
(sustaining protest where agency’s
tradeoff was mechanical comparison of
total point scores).

Comp. Gen. Dec. B-310553, 2008 CPD
¶ 9 (denying
(denying protest
protest where SSA reviewed
“the [source selection evaluation board]
consensus
chairperson’s
consensus report,
report, the SSEB chairperson’s
report,
[source selection
selection advisory
advisory
report, and the [source
council’s]
recommendation memoranmemorancouncil’s] recommendation
dum”).

B-289863 et al., 2002 CPD ¶ 83.

174/

162/

152/

168/

173/

161/

151/

U.S. Facilities,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
U.S.
Facilities, Inc., Comp.
B-293029 et al., 2004 CPD ¶ 17.

ProTech Corp.
Cor p.,, Comp.
Comp. Gen
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
ProTech

B-294818,
B-294818, 2005
2005 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 73,
73, 47 GC ¶ 239
(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
where agency
agency did not
afford evaluation factor weight disclosed
disclosed
in solicitation).

¶ 166, 45 GC ¶ 424 (sustaining protest
where “the SSA’s and [source selection

150/

Ashland Sales
Sales &
& Serv.
Serv. Co., Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-291206, 2003 CPD ¶ 36, 45 GC
¶ 116.

156/

Johnson Controls
Servs., Inc.,
Inc.,
Johnson
Controls World
World Servs.,

Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-289942
B-289942 et al., 2002
CPD ¶ 88.

149/

155/

167/

AIU
Am., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
AIU N. Am.,
B-283743.2,
GC
B-283743.2, 2000
2000 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 39,
39, 42 GC

¶ 135.

148/

Eigen, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-249860,
B-249860,
Eigen,

Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-287325,
B-287325, 2001
2001 CPD
CPD ¶ 95,
43 GC ¶ 279.

175/

B-310661.3
55 (denying
(denying
B-310661.3et
et al.,
al., 2008
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 55
protest where protester focused almost
entirely on adjectival ratings).

Colonial
Colonial Storage,
Storage, Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-253501.5 et. al., 93-2 CPD ¶ 234, 35
GC ¶ 749.

176/
163/

164/

Colonial
Colonial Storage,
Storage, Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-253501.5 et. al., 93-2 CPD ¶ 234, 35
also Technical
Technical Support
GC ¶ 749; see also
Servs.,
B-279665
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-279665
et al., 98-2 CPD ¶ 26.

FAR 15.308.

Karrar Sys. Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Karrar

Business Consulting
Consulting Assocs.,
Assocs., LLC,
LLC,
Business
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-299758.2,
B-299758.2, 2007 CPD
¶ 134.

177/

Redstone Tech.
Tech. Servs.,
Servs., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Redstone
Dec. B-259222
B-259222 et
et al., 95-1 CPD ¶ 181

(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where agency looked
only to adjectival ratings
ratings in making award
decision).

27
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178/

179/

Redstone
Servs., Comp.
Redstone Tech. Servs.,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-259222 et al., 95-1 CPD ¶ 181.

190/

10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2304(a)(1)(A);
2304(a)(1)(A); 41 U.S.C.A.
§ 253(a)(1)(A); FAR 6.101(a).

191/
180/

181/

10 U.S.C.A. § 2304(c), (d); 41 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.
§ 253(c), (d); FAR subpt. 6.3. See generally Edwards, “Sole-Source (‘No Bid’)
Contracting,”
Contracting,” Briefing Papers No. 08-6
(May 2008).

192/

SEMCOR,
Dec. B-279794
B-279794
SEMCOR,Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.

et al., 98-2 CPD ¶ 43, 40 GC ¶ 501.

182/

10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2304(f)(1)(C);
2304(f)(1)(C); 41 U.S.C.A.
.302- 1(d) ( 2) ,
(f ) ( 1) (C); FAR 6
§ 253
253(f)(1)(C);
6.302-1(d)(2),
5.201.

World-Wide
World-Wide Sec.
Sec. Serv.,
Serv., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-224277 et al., 87-1 CPD ¶ 35.

184/

See FAR
FAR 5.207(c)
5.207(c) (providing
(providing the general
format for the synopsis).

185/

186/

187/

M.D. Thompson
Thompson Consulting,
Consulting, LLC, Comp.
2006 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-297616
B-297616 et
et al., 2006
¶ 41, 48 GC
GC ¶¶ 108
108 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest
where agency’s notice failed to describe
describe
accurately its
accurately
its needs
needs so
so as to allow offerors to make
make an
an informed
informed business
business
ferors
judgment).

Audio Intelligence
Intelligence Devices,
Devices, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-224159,
B-224159, 86-2 CPD ¶ 670
670 (sustain(sustaining protest where agency failed to consider
consider
offeror’s
response to notice);
notice); Sanchez
Sanchez
offeror’s response
Porter’s
Dec. B-238106
B-238106
Porter’s Co., Comp. Gen. Dec.
et al., 90-1 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 433
433(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest
where agency
agency solicited offers one day
day
where
before sole-source contract extension).

FAR
FAR 5.202(a)(2).

189/

SEMCOR, Inc.,
Dec. B-279794
B-279794
SEMCOR,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
98-2 CPD
501 (deny(denyet al., 98-2
CPD ¶ 43, 40 GC ¶¶ 501

ing protest alleging that agency failed to
provide required notice because protester
protester
knew about award and had attempted
attempted
knew
unsuccessfully
unsuccessfully to persuade agency that
it could meet its requirements).

28
28

VSE Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-290452.3
B-290452.3
2005 CPD ¶ 103, 47 GC
GC ¶¶ 312;
312;
et al., 2005
see also 10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2304(f)(4)(A);
2304(f)(4)(A); 41
U.S.C.A. §§ 253(f)(4)(A); FAR
FAR 6.301(c)
6.301(c)
U.S.C.A.
(explaining
advance planning
planning
(explaining that
that lack of advance
does not provide basis for
for contracting
contracting
does
without full and open competition).

VSE Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-290452.3
B-290452.3
et al., 2005 CPD ¶ 103, 47 GC ¶ 312.

194/

Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Signals & Sys., Inc.,
B-288107, 2001
168, 43 GC
GC
B-288107,
2001 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 168,

¶ 397.

195/

Bannum,
Dec. B-289707,
B-289707,
Bannum, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
2002 CPD ¶ 61 (denying protest where
agency’s urgency resulted from unanticiunanticipated events);
events); Polar Power, Inc., Comp.
Gen. Dec.
57
Gen.
Dec. B-270536,
B-270536, 96-1
96-1 CPD
CPD ¶ 57
(denying protest where agency program
failed).

203/

10 U.S.C.A. §§ 2304(f)(4)(A);
2304(f)(4)(A); 41 U.S.C.A.
§ 253(f)(4)(A); FAR 6.301(c).

197/

Lockheed
Integration—Owego,
Lockheed Martin Sys. Integration—Owego,
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-287190.2
B-287190.2 et al., 2001
CPD ¶ 110.

198/

Magnavox
Magnavox Elec. Sys. Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Dec. B-230297, 88-1 CPD ¶ 618.

199/

10 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A. §2304(e);
§2304(e); 41 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.
10

204/

Daylight Plastics,
Plastics, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-225057, 87-1 CPD ¶ 269.

205/

Dayton-Granger, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-245450, 92-1 CPD ¶ 37 (denying protest where agency reasonably found that
protester’s product was unacceptable).

206/

Indus. Refrigeration
Refrigeration Serv.
Serv. Corp., Comp.
Gen. Dec.
67;
Gen.
Dec. B-220091,
B-220091, 86-1
86-1 CPD
CPD ¶ 67;
Daylight Plastics,
Plastics, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-225057, 87-1 CPD ¶ 269.

207/

Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Signals & Sys., Inc.,
B-288107,
B-288107,2001
2001CPD
CPD¶¶ 168,
168, 43
43 GC
GC ¶ 168
(stating
“take reasonable
reasonable
(stating that agency must “take
steps to accurately determine its needs
and describe them”).

208/

Tri-Ex Tower
Dec.
Tri-Ex
Tower Corp.,
Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-239628, 90-2 CPD ¶ 221.

209/

Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Signals & Sys., Inc.,
B-288107,
B-288107,2001
2001CPD
CPD¶¶ 168,
168, 43
43 GC
GC ¶ 168
(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
where Army
Army made no
how many
many units would
effort to identify how
need to be replaced).

211/

Tri-Ex Tower
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Tri-Ex
Tower Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
B-239628, 90-2 CPD ¶ 221.

212/

National Aerospace Group, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-282843, 99-2 CPD ¶ 43, 41
GC ¶ 400; see
see also
also FAR
FAR 6.303–6.305.
6.303-6.305.

213/

VSE Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-290452.3
B-290452.3
2005 CPD ¶ 103, 47 GC ¶ 312
312
et al., 2005
(sustaining protest where agency failed
to prepare J&A).

214/

SEMCOR,
Dec. B-279794
B-279794
SEMCOR,Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.

et al., 98-2 CPD ¶ 43, 40 GC ¶ 501.

Olympic
Olympic Marine
Marine Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-246181 et al., 92-1 CPD ¶ 205.

201/

Olympic
Olympic Marine
Marine Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-246181 et al., 92-1 CPD ¶ 205.

202/

Data Based Decisions,
Decisions, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-232663 et al., 89-1 CPD ¶ 87.

Bar nes Aerospace
Aerospace Group,
Group, Comp.
Comp.
Barnes
2006 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-298864
B-298864 et
et al., 2006
¶ 204, 49 GC ¶ 62.

§ 253(e); FAR
FAR 6.301(d);
6.301(d); Olympic
Olympic Marine
Servs.,
B-246181
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-246181
et al., 92-1 CPD ¶ 205.

200/

Kahn Indus.,
Indus., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Kahn

B-251777 et al., 93-1 CPD ¶ 356.

210/
196/

FAR
instances
FAR 5.202
5.202 (setting
(setting forth the instances
where an agency is not required
required to issue
a notice).

188/

VSE Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-290452.3
B-290452.3
et al., 2005 CPD ¶ 103, 47 GC ¶ 312.

193/

§
183/

VSE Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-290452.3
B-290452.3
et al., 2005
2005 CPD
CPD ¶ 103, 47 GC
GC ¶ 312
312
(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where agency’s solesource extension contract resulted from
lack of advanced planning).

215/

Eaton
Dec. B-235603,
B-235603,
Eaton Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
89-2 CPD ¶ 238 (denying
(denying protest based
mere disagreement
disagreement with
with agency’s
agency’s
on mere
conclusions).

216/

2304(c)(1); 41
41 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.
10 U.S.C.A. § 2304(c)(1);
§ 253(c)(1); FAR 6.302-1.
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217/

218/

219/

Audio Intelligence
Intelligence Devices,
Devices, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-224159,
B-224159, 86-2 CPD ¶ 670
670 (sustain(sustaining protest where agency failed to show
that protester’s
protester’s products
products would
would not meet
its minimum needs).

Sperry Marine, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
B-245654, 92-1 CPD ¶ 111 (explaining
that undocumented
undocumented and
and unsupported
unsupported
assertion of significant cost savings is
insufficient).

221/

222/

223/

224/

225/

230/

Neal R. Gross & Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-237434, 90-1 CPD ¶ 212.

231/

American
American Air
Air Filter
Filter Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-188408, 78-1 CPD ¶ 433.

232/

American
American Air
Air Filter
Filter Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-188408, 78-1 CPD ¶ 433.

233/

Poly-Pacific
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Poly-Pacific Tech.,
Tech., Inc., Comp.
Dec.
47
Dec. B-296029,
B-296029, 2005
2005 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 105, 47

10 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A. § 2304(f)(2);
2304(f)(2); 41
41 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.
§ 253(f)(2); FAR 6.302-2(c)(1).

National Aerospace Group, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-282843, 99-2 CPD ¶ 43, 41
GC ¶ 400.

McGregor Mfg.
Mfg. Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-285341, 2000
151 (denying
(denying
B-285341,
2000 CPD
CPD ¶ 151
protest
protest where agency showed that products, if not obtained, would compromise
mission
mission readiness
readiness and
and have adverse effect
on operational capabilities).

Honeycomb
HoneycombCo.
Co. of
of Am.,
Am., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-227070, 87-2 CPD ¶ 209 (sustaining
protest where delivery time lapses were
incompatible with
urgency determinadeterminaincompatible
with urgency
tion).

Arrow Gear
Gear Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Arrow

234/

235/

236/

237/

238/

4 C.F.R.
C.F.R. § 21.5(a);
21.5(a); Poly-Pacific
Poly-Pacific Tech.,
Tech.,
Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec. B-296029, 2005
CPD ¶ 105, 47 GC ¶ 288.

243/

DOR Biodefense,
Biodefense, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-296358.3 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 35.

244/

tion significantly changed
changed character of
services and substantially
substantially increased
increased
services
costs, and agency previously procured
services contemplated by modification
under separate contract).

Defense Sys. Group, Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec.
B-240295 et al.,
al., 1990
1990 WL
WL 293536
293536 (Nov.
(Nov.
6, 1990).

245/

FAR 15.206(a);
15.206(a); Northrop
Northrop Grumman
Grumman Info.
Tech., Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec. B-295526
et al., 2005 CPD ¶ 45, 47 GC ¶ 158.

Sprint Commc’ns
Commc’ns Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-278407.2, 98-1
GC
B-278407.2,
98-1 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 60,
60, 40 GC
¶ 302.

246/

International
InternationalData
DataSys.,
Sys., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-277385, 97-2 CPD ¶ 96.

247/

Northrop Grumman
Grumman Info.
Info. Tech.,
Tech., Inc.,
Inc.,
Northrop

© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

Techno-Sciences,
Techno-Sciences, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-277260.3, 98-1
GC
B-277260.3,
98-1 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 138, 40 GC
¶ 290 (broadly
(broadly defining
defining statement
statement of work
in concluding
concluding that nature and purpose of
work were not materially different).

Makro Janitorial
Janitorial Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-282690, 99-2 CPD ¶ 39, 41 GC
¶ 387
387 (finding
(finding that
that housekeeping
housekeeping services
services
were not within scope of contract to proInventory
vide work for “Real Property Inventory
(RPI), Demand Maintenance
Maintenance Repairs, and
surveys of Medical Facilities”).

DOR Biodefense,
Biodefense, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-296358.3 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 35.

Stoehner Sec. Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
B-248077.3, 92-2
92-2 CPD
CPD ¶ 285
285
Dec. B-248077.3,
(sustaining protest where added guard
services previously had been procured
under separate contract).

Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-295526
B-295526 et al., 2005
CPD ¶ 45, 47 GC ¶ 158.

248/

Northrop Grumman
Grumman Info.
Info. Tech.,
Tech., Inc.,
Northrop

Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-295526
B-295526 et al., 2005
CPD ¶ 45, 47 GC ¶ 158.

249/

United Tel. Co. of the NW,
NW, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-246977, 92-1 CPD ¶ 374.

250/

Symetrics
Symetrics Indus.,
Indus., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-274246.3, 97-2 CPD ¶ 59.

251/

Eng’g Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Bendix Field Eng’g
Dec. B-246236, 92-1 CPD ¶ 227.

252/

Occu-Health, Inc.,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Occu-Health,
Inc., Comp.

MCI Telecommc’ns
Telecommc’ns Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.

B-270228.3, 96-1 CPD ¶ 196.

Dec. B-276659.2,
39
Dec.
B-276659.2, 97-2
97-2 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 90, 39

Makro Janitorial
Janitorial Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-282690, 99-2 CPD ¶ 39, 41 GC
¶ 387.

Neal R. Gross & Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-237434, 90-1 CPD ¶ 212 (listing factors GAO considers when determining
whether modification is “out of scope”).

B-296358.3 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 35 (upholding price increase of 57%).

Atlantic Coast Contracting, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-288969.4,
B-288969.4, 2002
2002 CPD
CPD ¶ 104;
DOR Biodefense,
Biodefense, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-296358.3 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 35.

(sustaining protest
protest where
where modificamodifica(sustaining

GC ¶ 498.

253/
240/

228/

Defense Sys. Group, Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec.
B-240295 et al., 1990 WL 293536 (upof 120%);
120%); DOR
DOR
holding price increase of

242/

GC ¶ 288; Neal R. Gross & Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp.
Gen. Dec.
CPD ¶ 212
Dec. B-237434,
B-237434, 90-1
90-1 CPD

239/
227/

241/

Biodefense, Inc.,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Biodefense,
Inc., Comp.

10 U.S.C.A. § 2304(c)(2);
2304(c)(2); 41
41 U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.
§ 253(c)(2); FAR 6.302-2.

B-235081, 89-2 CPD ¶ 135.

226/

Neal R. Gross & Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-237434, 90-1 CPD ¶ 212.

Sabreliner Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Sabreliner

B-288030
B-288030 et
et al.,
al., 2001
2001 CPD
CPD ¶ 170,
170, 43 GC
¶ 420 (sustaining protest where agency
misstated
misstated services
services to be acquired, dollar
value of acquisition, length of contract,
and that only one contractor could perform work).

220/

229/

B-274176
200 (denying
(denying
B-274176 et
et al.,
al., 96-2 CPD ¶ 200
protest
parts were
were affected
affected
protest were
were only
only 8% of parts
by modification, there was no increase
in price, and no allegation that field of
competition would have changed).

Northrop Grumman
Grumman Info.
Info. Tech.,
Tech., Inc.,
Northrop

Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-295526
B-295526 et al., 2005
CPD ¶ 45, 47 GC ¶ 158.

Safety-Kleen Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Safety-Kleen

254/

Multimax,, Inc
Inc.,
Comp. Gen
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
Multimax
. , Comp.

B-298249.6 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 165.
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255/

Moore
Serv., Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Moore Serv.,
B-200718,
CPD ¶ 145;
145; 44 C.F.R.
C.F.R.
B-200718, 81-2
81-2 CPD

269/

§ 21.5(a).

256/

Hoechst
Marion Roussel, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Hoechst Marion
B-279073, 98-1 CPD ¶ 127,
Gen. Dec. B-279073,

40 GC ¶ 289.

257/

Moore Serv.,
Serv., Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Moore

B-200718, 81-2 CPD ¶ 145.

258/

Brumm
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Brumm Constr. Co., Comp.
B-201613,
also
B-201613, 81-2
81-2 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 280; see also
Falcon Carriers, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-232562.2, 89-1 CPD ¶ 96 (sustaining
protest where agency modified delivery

270/

271/

272/

Quadrex
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Quadrex HPS,
HPS, Inc., Comp.
B-223943, 86-2 CPD ¶ 545.

260/

Color Dynamics, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-250398, 93-1 CPD ¶ 56.

261/

FAR 2.101.
2.101. See
See generally
generally Cantu, “Organizational
nizational Conflicts
Conflicts of
of Interest/Edition
Interest/EditionIV,”
IV,”
Briefing Papers
Papers No.
No. 06-12 (Nov. 2006).

262/

263/

264/

LEADS
Dec. B-292465,
B-292465,
LEADS Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
2003 CPD ¶ 197
197 (denying
(denying protest
protest where
awardee had implemented
implemented adequate OCI
mitigation plan).

Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Aetna Gov’t Health Plans, Inc.,

Alion
Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Alion Sci.
Sci. & Tech. Corp.,
B-297342, 2006 CPD ¶ 1, 48 GC ¶ 29.

281/

Alion
Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Alion Sci.
Sci. & Tech. Corp.,
B-297342, 2006 CPD ¶ 1, 48 GC ¶ 29.

282/

Johnson Controls
Servs., Inc.,
Inc.,
Johnson
Controls World
World Servs.,
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-286714.2,
B-286714.2, 2001 CPD
¶ 20, 43 GC ¶ 76.

283/

KPMG Peat Marwick, Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-251902.3, 93-2 CPD ¶ 272.

284/

AT&T
Gov’t Solutions, Inc.,
AT&T Gov’t
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-400216,
B-400216, 2008
2008 CPD
CPD ¶ 170, 50 GC
¶ 378.

285/

Nilson Van & Storage, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-310485,
B-310485, 2007
2007 CPD
CPD ¶ 224 (dismissing protest where protester
protester failed to
establish
definitive
establish that agency had waived definitive
responsibility criterion or ignored available relevant information).

286/

Nilson Van & Storage, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-310485, 2007 CPD ¶ 224 (citing
4 C.F.R.
21.5(c)).
C.F.R. §§ 21.5(c)).

287/

FAR 9.104-1.

288/

Southwestern
Southwestern Bell
Bell Tel.
Tel. Co., Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-292476,
45
Dec.
B-292476, 2003
2003 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 177, 45
GC ¶ 433
433 (quoting
(quoting preamble
preamble to
to GAO
GAO
GC
at 67
67 Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
bid protest regulations at
79,833–34 (2002)).
79,833-34

289/

Southwestern
Southwestern Bell
Bell Tel.
Tel. Co., Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-292476,
B-292476, 2003
2003 CPD
CPD ¶ 177, 45 GC
¶ 433.

290/

Greenleaf
Greenleaf Constr.
Constr. Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-293105.18 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 19, 48
GC ¶ 87.

291/

Charter Envtl., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Charter

¶ 129, 36 GC ¶ 2.

273/

FAR 9.505-2(a); see also
also Lucent
Lucent Techs.
Techs.
World Servs.,
Servs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
World
B-295462, 2005
2005 CPD
55, 47
47 GC
GC
CPD ¶¶ 55,
¶ 190 (denying
(denying protest
protest alleging
alleging improper
improper
disqualification
disqualification from procurement where
protester had prepared complete specifications).

274/

FAR 9.505-2(b);
also GIC
GIC Agric.
Agric.
FAR
9.505-2(b); see
see also

Group, Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-249065,
B-249065, 92-2
CPD ¶ 263.

FAR
FAR 9.504(a).

275/

FAR
FAR 9.505-2(a)(3), (b)(3).

276/

FAR
FAR 9.505-1(a).

277/

Filtration
United States,
States, 60 Fed.
FiltrationDev.
Dev. Co.
Co. v. United

FAR 9.504–9.506.
FAR
9.504-9.506.

Tech. Corp.,
Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Alion Sci. && Tech.

Dec. B-297022.4
B-297022.4 et al.,
al., 2006
2006 CPD ¶ 146
(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
where agency
agency failed
failed to
identify
potential
identify and reasonably evaluate potential
OCIs).

265/

Alion
Corp., Comp. Gen. Dec.
Alion Sci.
Sci. & Tech. Corp.,
B-297022.4 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 146.

266/

Aetna Gov’t Health Plans,
Plans, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-254397.15,
B-254397.15, 95-2
95-2 CPD
CPD
Gen.
¶ 129, 36 GC ¶ 2.

267/

280/

Mechanical
MechanicalEquip.
Equip.Co.,
Co., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-292789.2 et al., 2004 CPD ¶ 192.

Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-254397.15,
B-254397.15, 95-2
95-2 CPD
CPD
Gen.

schedule contemporaneous
contemporaneous with contract
award).

259/

Snell
B-290113
Snell Enters.,
Enters., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-290113
et al., 2002
2002 CPD
CPD ¶ 115, 44 GC ¶ 305 (denying protest
protest alleging
alleging that
that OCI arose from
performance of incumbent contract).

GIC
Agric. Group,
Group, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
GIC Agric.
B-249065, 92-2 CPD ¶ 263 (sustaining
protest where awardee
awardee had access to
protest
project
estimates,
project paper, including budget estimates,
on which solicitation was
was based).

Cl. 371 (2004), 46 GC ¶¶ 237
237 (sustaining
(sustaining
protest
protest where
where awardee
awardee would
would have been
required to
provide components
components of
required
to provide
of a
system for which it served as a systems
engineering and
technical direction
direction
engineering
and technical
services contractor).

278/

Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Aetna Gov’t Health Plans, Inc.,
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-254397.15,
B-254397.15, 95-2
95-2 CPD
CPD
Gen.
36 GC
GC ¶¶ 22 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest
¶ 129, 36
where affiliate of
of awardee’s
awardee’s subconsubconwhere
tractor was a member
member of the
the proposal
proposal
tractor

evaluation team).

279/

B-297219,
B-297219,2005
2005CPD
CPD¶¶ 213,
213, 47
47 GC
GC ¶ 536
(sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
where awardee failed
to meet definitive
definitive responsibility
responsibility criterion
for particular corporate experience).

PURVIS Sys
Sys.,
Comp. Gen
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
PURVIS
. , Comp.
B-293807.3, 2004
GC
B-293807.3,
2004 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 177, 46 GC

268/

Johnson Controls
Servs., Inc.,
Inc.,
Johnson
Controls World
World Servs.,
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-286714.2,
B-286714.2, 2001 CPD
¶ 20, 43 GC ¶ 76.

30
30

¶ 362 (sustaining
(sustaining protest where contract
would have required awardee to evaluate
systems that it had designed or manufactured under other contracts).

292/

Mary
Mary Kathleen
Kathleen Collins
CollinsTrust,
Trust, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-261019.2,
B-261019.2, 96-1
96-1 CPD
CPD ¶ 164, 32
GC ¶ 276.
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293/

Charter Envtl., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Charter

306/

B-297219,
213, 47 GC
GC
B-297219, 2005
2005 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 213,
¶ 536.

294/

Mary
Mary Kathleen
Kathleen Collins
CollinsTrust,
Trust, Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-261019.2,
B-261019.2, 96-1
96-1 CPD
CPD ¶ 164, 32
GC ¶ 276.

Public Facility
Facility Consortium
Consortium I,I, LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-295911, 2005 CPD ¶ 170.

308/

American
Indus. Contractors,
Contractors, Inc.,
Inc.,
American Indus.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-236410.2,
B-236410.2, 89-2 CPD
¶ 557.

Joanell Labs.,
Labs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Joanell

T.F.
BoyleTransp.,
Transp., Inc.,
Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec.
T.F. Boyle
B-310708 et al., 2008 CPD ¶ 52.

297/

Nilson Van & Storage, Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-310485, 2007 CPD ¶ 224.

309/

298/

Health Care Waste Servs.,
Servs., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-266302, 96-1 CPD ¶ 13.

310/

299/

4 C.F.R.
C.F.R. §§21.5(b)(1)–(3).
21.5(b)(1)-(3).

Holiday
Raleigh, Comp.
Holiday Inn
Inn N. Raleigh,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-276389.2, 97-2 CPD ¶ 8 (dismissing
protest where
where protester
protester argued
argued that
that
protest
agency’s COC determination
determination was improper
improper
because
consider awardee’s
because SBA failed to consider
affiliation with two large businesses).

300/

Navarro Res. & Eng’g, Inc., Comp. Gen.
Dec. B-299981 et al., 2007 CPD ¶ 195.

311/

Fastrax,
Gen. Dec.
Dec.B-232251.3,
B-232251.3,
Fastrax, Inc., Comp. Gen.

303/

304/

305/

B-262181.3, 96-1 CPD ¶ 263 (denying
show
protest where protester failed to show
its ratings would have improved but for
improper discussions).

318/

Main Bldg.
Maint., Inc.,
Bldg. Maint.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-291950 et al., 2003 CPD ¶ 103.

319/

Wyle Labs.,
Labs., Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Wyle

B-288892 et al., 2002 CPD ¶ 12, 44 GC
¶ 77 (“Accordingly,
(“Accordingly, given our conclusion
conclusion
that the technical evaluation of the two
proposals
protester]
proposals was reasonable, [the protester]
would remain
remain the
the higher-cost,
higher-cost, lowerlowerwould
offeror, and
rated offeror,
and thus would not be in
line for award even if we agreed that the
remaining costs should be adjusted as
[the protester] contends.”).

B-242415.16, 93-1 CPD ¶ 207.

320/

Alutiiq
Alutiiq Global
Global Solutions,
Solutions,Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-299088
(denying
B-299088 et
et al.,
al., 2007
2007 CPD ¶ 34 (denying
protest
evaluation of
protest where
where alleged
alleged error
error in evaluation
one factor would not have altered
altered overall
rating assigned to protester’s proposal
protester’s
under non-cost factors and protester’s
proposed price was significantly higher
than awardee’s).

321/

Alutiiq
Alutiiq Global
Global Solutions,
Solutions,Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
B-299088 et al., 2007 CPD ¶ 34.

322/

Diverco,
Dec. B-259734,
B-259734,
Diverco, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
95-1 CPD ¶ 209 (denying
(denying protest where
protester
protester failed
failed to
to show
show it “could or would
have lowered
lowered its
its price sufficiently to be
in line for award”).

B-270126,
B-270126, 96-1
96-1 CPD
CPD ¶ 54, 38 GC ¶ 136
(denying protest because awardee still
would have received award ifif procurement
procurement
impropriety had not occurred).

323/

Cygnus Corp.,
Corp., Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Cygnus
B-292649.3 et al., 2004 CPD ¶ 162, 46

National Med.
Med. Staffing,
Staffing, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
National

324/

89-1 CPD ¶ 132.

Liberty Power
Power Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
B-295502,
GC
B-295502, 2005
2005 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 61,
61, 47 GC
¶ 227.

302/

Northrop Worldwide
Worldwide Aircraft
Aircraft Servs.,
Servs.,
Northrop
Inc.—Recons.,
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
Inc
. —Recons . ,Comp.
Comp. Gen

RBE, Inc., Comp. Gen. Dec. B-252635,
93-2 CPD ¶ 27.

296/

301/

317/

90-2 CPD ¶ 509
509 (sustaining
(sustaining protest
protest where
SBA’s decision was based on
on purported
purported
have quality
fact that protester did not have
assurance
assurance program
program in place, but agency
failed to inform SBA that such a program
program
was not required to be in place
place before
before
was
contract award).

307/
295/

COSTAR,
Comp. Gen. Dec. B-240980,
COSTAR, Comp.

Fabritech,
Dec. B-298247
B-298247
Fabritech, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 112;
112; Tessa
TessaStructures,
Structures,
LLC, Comp. Gen. Dec. B-298835, 2006
CPD ¶ 199, 49 GC ¶ 11.

Liberty Power
Power Corp., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
B-295502, 2005
2005 CPD
61, 47
47 GC
GC
CPD ¶¶ 61,
¶ 227.

312/

Comp. Gen. Dec. B-279724, 98-2 CPD
¶ 20.

313/

314/

© 2009
2009 by
by Thomson
Thomson Reuters
Reuters

McDonald-Bradley, Comp.
Dec.
McDonald-Bradley,
Comp. Gen. Dec.

Gen.
95-1 CPD
CPD
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-259402
B-259402 et
et al., 95-1
¶ 163
163 (stating
(stating that
that GAO
GAO “will
“will resolve
resolve
any
concerning the prejudicial
prejudicial
any doubts concerning

TYBRIN
Cor p.,, Comp.
Comp. Gen
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
TYBRIN Corp.
B-298364.6
B-298364.6et
et al.,
al., 2007
2007 CPD
CPD ¶¶ 51,
51, 49 GC
¶ 197 (denying
(denying protest
protest where
where protester’s
protester’s
proposal
proposal clearly
clearly indicated
indicated that
that itit would not
meet subcontracting limitation).

Capitol CREAG, LLC,
LLC, Comp.
Comp. Gen. Dec.
B-294958.4,
31 (denying
(denying
B-294958.4, 2005
2005 CPD
CPD ¶ 31
protest where
where agency’s
agency’s determination
determination
protest
was not based
based on
on protester’s
protester’s capabilities,
capabilities,
but rather on its proposed approach to
performance).

CW Constr.
Constr. Servs.
Materials, Inc.,
Inc.,
CW
Servs. & Materials,

effect of the agency’s actions in favor of
the protester”).

315/

Aetna Gov’t Health Plans,
Plans, Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Comp.
Gen. Dec.
Dec. B-254397.15,
B-254397.15, 95-2
95-2 CPD
CPD
Gen.
¶ 129, 36 GC ¶ 2.

316/

Science Sys. & Applications
Applications Inc.,
Inc., Comp.
Gen. Dec. B-236477, 89-2 CPD ¶ 558.

GC ¶ 361.

Occu-Health, Inc.,
Comp. Gen.
Gen. Dec.
Dec.
Occu-Health,
Inc., Comp.

B-270228.3, 96-1 CPD ¶ 196.

325/

Northrop Worldwide
Worldwide Aircraft
Aircraft Servs.,
Servs.,
Northrop
Inc.—Recons.,
Gen.. Dec
Dec..
Inc
. —Recons . ,Comp.
Comp. Gen

B-262181.3, 96-1 CPD ¶ 263 (denying
show
protest where protester failed to show
its ratings would have improved but for
improper discussions).

326/

Advanced Sys. Dev., Inc., Comp.
Comp. Gen.
Gen.
Dec. B-298411 et al., 2006 CPD ¶ 137,
48 GC ¶ 384.

31
31
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